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“SUPPLICANT HANDS FOR
MERCY
BEYOND VISIBLE BACKSTAGES
OF PRISONS”

Ranieri Matias´ Words
Trade of faith expands.
Planet Earth became a large battlefield.
Waves of hate, corruption and selfishness spread
throughout the Planet and who didn´t build inner solid fortress of
faith and trust according with Father's designs fell under
suffocating load involving the whole Orbe.
Throughout the Planet Earth, explode bloody battles
among brothers.
Trade of faith expands while people don´t conceive
superior force upholding the planetary life.
Corruption is valued and Life vulgarized.
All you fall under final examination.
Since two thousands years ago, the lessons sound in your
ears and you let the opportunities slip.
Only "eyes of seeing and ears of hearing" keep the basic
lessons of love and fraternity and avoid suffocating pollution.
Brothers, be sure you shall suffer painful and crucial
moments. Spend the little moments you still have to
strengthen your faith and practice charity.
Jesus invites us for working.
Answer his request and come with us build up the New
Land.
Ranieri Matias, 25/02/06
Note: The current team of GESH, old GER are: Edilza
(Spiritualistic medium), Margarida, Maria Clara, Maria da Penha,
Penny (Spiritualistic medium) and Simone.

Setun Shenar´s Speech – Which side do you choose?
Your Masters and Instructors allowed me to bring you some revelations about
macabre experiences made by reptilians using neglectful men who opened them the
doors of spiritual and physical life, freely.
That category of hair-raising creatures in order to subdue the Planet Earth, they
are acting strongly and easily over physical and spiritual plans, mainly after large
progress of your genetic science.
They benefit at most their know-how to invade and harm by lethal way, the
scoria of the society arrested in prisons.
They have began their experiences openly in the USA that interested on
high-tech information offered their people as payment.
At the moment, the reptilians act free wherever due negligence and
faithless men who allow their macabre actions.
They act free, not furtively as before, destroying more and more the humanity.
Obviously, disguised and deceiving the poor fellows who make easy their vile actions.
Brothers, pray and watch. It is time for separation between the wheat and the
tares; the wolves in sheeps´ clothing; the leftists and the rightists of Christ.
As soon as possible, choose which side you want. Never, you can serve two
Lords, God and Mamon, without loss for yourselves.
Your future is in your own hands. The choice depends on you.
We keep on alert. Believing or not in our words, the reptilians exercice
every type of ignominy over your people.
"The signs of Earth time finishing" come. Do not avoid your progress once again
withstanding Father's Laws.
There is no way to deny huge negative force acting over this humanity and
also that already has arrived "last hour" for this same humanity on the Earth.
Do not judge the neighbor; improve yourself and help the largest number of
helpless people.
I leave you in the name of the Light and Peace of Master Jesus.
Setun Shenar (vice of command Ashtar),10/03/06

When the extraordinary become
reality

"... Men can intervene over the whole process,
because thus allows each person´s free will,
however there is limit, even for human species.
When such choices reach the Cosmical System,
God intervene: ENOUGH!
The Beast approaches!
It would be better this people understand
the limit of insanity imposed by Universal Law of
Love, Progress and Justice."
Commander Yuri
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PRESENTATION
Here it is more one book, at a request of Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias,
Spiritual Instructors of GESJ.
Ranieri Matias, Creator and leader of First-Aid Centers placed in Viana/ES and
Vale Encantado/ES. He is brave warrior, Servant of Christ, worker of Blessed Cornfield.
As regard Count Rochester, since long time, I am very fond of his works.
Instructor of Elevated Graduation, expert and strategist in Abysmal Areas.
At the moment, the raw material for performance this work don´t come from
Akashic Register, intraterrestrial cities nor distant Planets either. The reports
described here are real from visible and invisible back-stages as well as from
extra-physical plan of Police Stations, Penitentiaries, Prisons and Reformatories.
They are extraordinary and awful pictures worse than terror films, but which
ought to be published about The End of the Time and several mysteries unknown
up to now.
To face those events shown and divulged already let us upset, imagine when see
our brothers and Father´s children fell under pains, anguish, tortures and terror in the
prisions. Probably, unless we have terminal infarct, we shall be crazy forever.
Otherwise, we shall bear in mind that, there is no divine injustice; and yes, lack of
love and no respect to the neighbor.
Father loves all his children, however the mankind discriminate each other daily.
The current prisioners made many mistakes, however their spiritual redemption
could happen at less painful and humiliating way, if weren´t a such negligence of
authorities that little or nothing avoid a such inhuman situation.
Thence, not everything is lost; the executioners and neglectful people pick bitter
fruits of disaffection.
All, without exception, from the highest authority, hierarchically speaking, to the
simplest employee, at physical plan, who mistreat, torture, humiliate, discriminate and
enrich himself through dominance over helpless ones, they ought to answer for such
mistakes, cruelty, greed, ill-faith, indifference and so on.
In 15/02/2006, while writing these words, I remembered that “TV Globo News”,
showed about a prisioner punished for murdering and, eight years later taken as
innocent.
"Pepper in eyes of other one means refreshment."
Jesus, one of the greatest wise man, when landed in the Planet Earth said:
- "With same measure you measure, you will be measured."
It is questionable think that only capital punishment could solve this assertive,
besides of catastrophic mistakes could bring, also that just dies the physical body, while
the immortal spirit stay alive, free at astral plan and acting accordingly with his nature in
prisons, or no, until his free will interfere over embodied and disembodied spirits,
surrounding him.
Life go on!
At last, we beg the spiritualist people, who read this book, if they can´t act
directly in the prisions that, at least, daily, offer a sincere prayer to Jesus, Personified

love who had lived among us, helping our hapless brothers in prisons, police stations,
reformatories, detention houses and so on. If you don't know how make a prayer, recite
this one bellow.
Christical Prayer
We wish health and peace for all of the creatures
We hope that all they are happy and live in harmony.
We hope that all they are well-blessed.
We are brothers, we are brothers, we are brothers.
Peace and Fraternity.
May the Light, Love and Might of our Lord Jesus Christ restores in the Earth,
Kingdom of God and his Harmony. (repeat 3 times)
Jesus Christ, Greatness of God, Greatness of Love and Peace.
Glory to God at Heavens and Peace to all of the willingly Men.
Margarida (GESH)

1ST CHAPTER
JUST AS PREFACE

Keep always discreet on your thoughts,
words and practice good actions.
Thus you become invisible to insane
creatures inhabiting the Planetary House with you.
Commander Setun Shenar
(Vice of Command Ashtar)

01. Why this Work?
Peace be with you!
Sisters, anything would be asked if you were unable execute them.
Dived in the darkness, our brothers, God´s children, exploiters and explored fall
under the worst inhuman conditions such as "Beasts" shown on terror stories.
They are in debt creatures who have to redeem themselves from darkness
to Light , thinking in God and exposing themselves as children of Light.
That is a dark and sticky road, satanic traps chasing us, but we are kept
with Larger Power of Loving Jesus and on behalf of him, we ought to restore the
Light over there.
Don´t worry, who are at work.
Concomitantly, we are divulging to this humanity the lovelessness among of the
creatures.
The reports described may disturb the sensitive souls, though are
necessary to most of them who didn´t awake yet. Our brothers of old times are
enslaved in the darkness and libertinism.
May Jesus guide us. Much Peace for you.
Ranieri Matias, 14/01/06
02. Invitation for this book
Save Jesus!
Divine Light drive us!
Brothers, all we are involved by Jesus´ Love. We shall work thankful his Fertile
Love redeeming our mistakes and driving us, through the fraternal work to progress.
Thank you for this opportunity, once again, receiving a such gift, as redeeming
work as want our Father.
Everything that disturb minds remain at second plan, often unconscious or
beneath the carpet, as we use to say.
However, who endeavour to change, entering in new sidereal home, at
dimensional plan above that in which lives, he needs revealing his unconscious, so that,
doesn't betray it anymore, behaving well with Evolved Brothers. Then, if can´t fell their
loving and blessed presence, even so they are with us.
Once that we are in charge of awaking deceived brothers, we urge to divulge this
work, which we have done lovingly. Here speaks your brother and friend Count
Rochester with our dear brother Ranieri Matias, brave coordinator at work in the
Shelter Servants of Jesus.
Together with you we help the neighbor, if you accept our invitation. Usually, the
material come by means of our minds, thoughts and ideas, for divulge for all of
terrestrial inhabitants. Usually, disguised, the sisters enter with us in those awful
holes, created by human mind and thence, we catch the naked truth divulging it
to your society. Thus we are contributing for awakening embodied people.
May Jesus blesses our taskwork, if you accept it, and drive our steps with
wisdom and kindness.
Margardia: Which work?

Rochester: Popularization about the occult realities which the people avoid them
yet. It means human beings grouped into cells, as animals caged. Because of a such
humiliation and several other deplorable factors existent in prisons, incredible
transformations of behaviour are developed, gradually, over there, while creatures live
in adversity of behavior and become true beasts.
M: Do you mean prisioners?
R: Yes.
M: Does it mean to visit, with astral body, Prisons and Houses of Detention?
R: Firstly, our ideas and thoughts are transmitted, materializing the popularization
mentioned; later on, we shall visit, at astral plan, the sources of knowledge and reality
that may be divulged to society in the Earth, at the present time.
The means of communication already divulge some result of behaviors and
inhuman life in your Planet. We offer our fraternal service to superior plan, blessed by
our Evolved Spiritual Instructors for helping embodied people, at the moment, divulging
about a such reality at physical and astral plans, as well as the results suffered on their
spiritual morphology.
As soon as we finish the book "The declined people and their terrestrial journey”
nr. III, we shall begin more one book for first semester of 2006.
M: Will we visit Detention Houses, Reformatories and Prisons, with astral and
also physical body, or only with astral body?
R: For the time being, we couldn´t coordinate the both activities together. As far
as we know, we shall visit those places at spiritual plan. We go safe and sound as you
already know and, usually, disguised, just like spiritual entities of those plans. There, we
may use same garments and appearance, so that we can check everything, without be
noticed, whereas, all of the strongholds are kept by perverse entities, unaware of their
condition as Children of God. Our communication is up. We leave you with our ideas, so
that evaluate them and we are at your disposal whenever you need. We greet you in
the name of the Light, thankful Master Jesus for this new opportunity of fraternal work.
M: We are also thankful the presence of loving brothers and also the invitation
for more one book. As always, we make our utmost on behalf of Loving Jesus and
other Masters, mainly Ramatis, dear friend, who since millennia, follows our evolutive
road, as part of his spiritual family.
A: Peace of Jesus.
Count of Rochester, 13/01/06
03. The presence of Beasts in Prisons
Greetings, brothers!
We are with you on behalf of Master Jesus.
We follow you by invisible realities of awful terrestrial prisons.
If many of you feel sadness due the physical degradation, more desperate
would feel when see large number of beasts caged together with prisoners in
your terrestrial prisons.
There, live several types of spirits: commanded and commanders. The
latter ones are bosses of gangs. From their little thrones settled under extreme
violence, they subdue Life and Death of careless people.

The sexual degradation is the most aberrant possible and foolish pleasures
are currency of accessing what should be basic needs.
Many of them, because of huge magnetic load, they have their astral bodies
shaped up at mental form of animals.
Even as humans, don't bear up such conditions, thence they shape up as
physical form to survive.
At mental plan, those creatures don´t have either hope or future.
They live each minute furiously under a such inhuman condition, piled up,
sharing the little space, at costs of hard confrontations and, usually, the loser is
removed for not being devoured.
Your prison compound is fertile source of beasts, inadmissible to mankind.
Your society, taken as high-tech has acquired means of communication and
transport highly developed, however, unable to communicate by fraternal and universal
language, putting all of creatures at same landing of contact.
Even having advanced technology, you don´t help those careless people, men
and women piled up who stay there even as disembodied spirits, increasing the number
of beasts.
Brothers, open your eyes full of illusions and look for human feeling dispersed by
empty hands for want of charity.
Your dear children are easy objects of Beasts, because of your own inertia,
negligence and disaffection.
May Jesus blesses you.
Ranieri Matias, 07/12/05
04. Shady Islands
To enter in a prison, detention house or a police station recalls a primitive and
inferior world.
The humans are piled up, inciting conflict, revolt, hate, and so on. Psychical and
sexual unbalance creating disturbances that, often only finish after lots of incarnations.
This situation above, for decades, at physical and spiritual plans, have
impelling groups of horror where the libertinism, violence and slavery are
imposed from the strongest over the weakest ones.
At astral plan, time is finished for creating of First-Aid Centers in those
places, where already have astral constructions of horror, at medieval style, even
famous drawbridges over ditches with alligators, surroundings the castle. Many
charitable and devoted Spirits work there, so that, little by little, afford assistance
those poor fellows supplicant for help.
There is a feedback of savagery at physical and astral plans searching for
perverse energy stored there, which borders go beyond of physical walls of prisons.
They are disembodied spirits so attached with embodied and composing an awful
group of "Beasts", by natural symbiosis that only experts eyes can see.
After those brothers are redeemed from that terrible situation, only purifier fire
can extinguish the black flames stored for centuries. Just Love can transform the
present deserters by means of other experiences.
Only by painful journey, the deserters of Divine Laws can be adjusted.

The meat body doesn't supply those creatures, immunity to their mistakes, only
offers them the blessing forgetting of own mistakes, so that can restart safe and sound,
new journey of redemption.
Unhappily, low instincts surpass the human reason and again, see each other
dragged by same belligerent instincts which didn´t surpass yet.
Thousands of embodied spirits from astral areas, full of pain are begging
for mercy so that forget the mistakes disturbing them on and on. Usually, they
receive much care of invisible and guardians. They grow up at physical plan as deserve
and need for healing them. They don't benefit the opportunity nor endeavor for changing
either, falling again and increasing more the debts.
They supply the Dark Army with revenge and blood spilled.
Thousands of spirits, at meantime, leave meat body (die) going to prisonships, whereas, lost the redeeming chance and are exiled again.
Earth time is finished and another planetary cycle crosses by inferior areas of
pain, in another home.
For sure, Light from Father´s Love may shine their hearts until purify them.
Beasts may become angels in a distant future.
There is "a free by-pass between shady Islands and Abyss" more and more
stronger while neglectful authorities strengthen the prisions over there.
The insane minds have enough time to draw up a programme. At "shady
islands", the prisons have no occupation to avoid ill nature thoughts.
The prisioners don´t living in adversity can´t survive in a primitive system
that, by its turn, creates primitive creatures too.
Don´t worry you, who endeavour for changing the system; otherwise, poor
fellows who supply those places and may leave the Earth worse than prisioners,
inhabiting places worse than have contributed to build up, at the moment. Not
because of punishment of Divinity; It´s just Law of Return, rewarding everything
they have done to the neighbour, when had in the hands, appropriate tools for
building a world better.
The arrogance, negligence and disaffection, selfishness, hypocrisy and pride are
elements that need of several incarnations exiled in another Planet.
Oh, brothers! You, who stand a chance in reducing sufferings and injustices, do
your best; on the contrary, you can´t at least imagine the hard consequences over you.
Don´t love the neighbor means strong mistake for Divine Constitution.
Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias, 20/01/06

2ND CHAPTER
DRAMATIC HISTORIES: THAT´S LIFE

"There aren´t either innocent or unjust
ones among of the characters described along of
the following reports.
What human eyes don´t see, even so, can´t
be erased from his conscience”
Count Rochester

01. In My Name, Liberate sufferer souls
Strong energy fills the whole place and soon I caught words of that Silent Voice:
"In My Name, liberate those sufferer souls, our dear brothers.
Yesterday, while you were suffering, loving hands rescued you from darkness.
Go, if not for Me, help your dear relatives dived in mud of sufferings.
I am always with you, even when you can´t feel My Presence.
When you touch the sufferer brother, helping him, it is to Me you do that.
Come with me do do one´s good.
I love and involve all you with My Love."
Jesus Sananda, 11/02/06
02. Cicero´s revelations
Cordial greetings.
Before we begin the helping activities in those places pointed out by Superior
Spirituality, we intend to enlarge that area introduced you. With energies from High
Spheres, a favorable place was settle down to welcome sufferer and insane souls of
your brothers, prisioners.
For sure, they had mistakes, but how they live now, they can rescue the present
and past mistakes. Once there is no Divine injustice, all of the reports described,
hereafter, refer to those in debt brothers, went on in the past, searching for upgrowth.
"There aren´t either innocent or unjust ones among the characters described
along of the following reports. What human eyes don´t see, even so, can´t be erased
from his conscience”.
If your physical eyes can´t see the reality described, enlarge your minds to reach
the understanding over the facts, without affect your faith. The harder is the reality,
there is behing it a balance of forces pointing out how is huge the current pain,
because of petrified hearts involved by perfidious plot.
The negative and positive polarities are balanced from surface to abysmal areas
and when an awful scene reaches our eyes, we need understand what they teach us.
Clairvoyance: I see a man with his nude back lying face downward who seems
unconscious. His skin and hair is so clean and has an old scar on the backs, maybe
due a cut. The skin beneath the scar was already recovered with something like a graft.
The lateral sides of the wound are red. A worker who cares of that patient said
that he was found in his cell bloody, whose vital signs revealed still his physical life. At
spiritual plan, we could see much vital energy enough to last around twenty years.
Country Life
He was a rural worker submitted at hard difficulties raised in the countryside and
due the land-grabbers presence, our brother and his family moved to downtown.
Poor and without his few belongins, he searched for only possibility existent in
that place, the diamond mine.
Clairvoyance: I could see scenes of his day-by day in that diamond mine. Many
men working together dirty of coal and dust, carrying big sacks on the heads. The other

ones, among of them was Cicero opened arge holes on the soild while the other
companions washed the land using screens.
Cicero a strong man, whose production and earnings overcame a lot his friends,
usually provoking discussions for out of envy of some companions. Once, maybe in
Para state, when happend one of those intrigues, Cicero, disturbed, hurt a man
seriously and taken to prision.
Prison and revolt
Cicero was arrested and forgotten. Not even his wife´s appeals nor his son's cry
avoided that corrupt police let him caged.
After two years fell under mistreatments and strong revolt, he began practicing
terrible crimes in his cell; he murdered several cell companions too. He created an
extermination group with resources supplied by own police , “erasing” prisioners taken
as without recovery and uncomfortable to police.
Five years of violent practices let him worse until he was murdered by enemy
phalange with violent knife blows on his backs, while slept.
Clairvoyance: I saw the police opening the cell where Cicero slept and other five
men coming in. Four of them held Cicero´s legs and arms while the fifth attacked his
backs with several knife blows until his death.
Cicero´s Spiritual Background
This case, under spiritual point of view, shows the formation of a dangerous gang
composed of bad and treacherous entities, as follows:
The old enemies disembodied threw over land-grabbers who forced Cicero
moving downtown and also turning him closed to suggestions of good spirits and
easened Cicero´s prision.
For more two years, the old enemies made fun of merciless sufferings of Cicero's
spirit and when was concluded the revenge plan, abandoned Cicero worn out.
Thenceforth, the hate seeds, planted more and more by enemies, found
favorable soil, germinating revolt that, by its turn, impelled more revenge and violent
attacks of Cicero against his companions. By everywhere he passed by, he spilled
blood and panic among of his cell companions.
He who ignores beyond of material life may suppose that Cicero's death stopped
his troubles. Negative. After his death, free from matter, for twenty years prisioner, he
created a net of violence responsible for several rebellions in the prisons of that area.
Clairvoyance: I see a spiderweb begin forming nearby the roof of a cell, covering
its top. At meantime, the web grows up and covers the other cells too.
Now, the spiderweb covers the whole penitentiary compound placed at north of a
country. All of the cells have threads of that web, from where leaves a sticky substance.
Those hair-raising creatures, half man and half spider, inhabit those threads and,
when want to feed, they prick the prisoners, provoking disturbances and even deaths.
When the prisioner leaves his body, his spirit stays tied in that sticky substance,

"embalmed" by one or more spiders and, slowly, their vital fluids are sucked, feeding
them. Few spirits avoid the "embalment" and consequent vampirism of his vital fluids.
When have many food, supplied with many deaths, the spiders "embalm" spirits
coupled, depositing their nestlings there, living on their prisoners' fluids.
Q: What happen with those spirits, when no more have anything to be sucked?
A: Most of them come in voluntarily there or helped by some Evolved Spirit, at
ovoid state, until the rescue is possible.
Cicero was the creator and keeper of "thought-form" of that web, as it is known at
astral, the area of prisoners taken as one of the oldest agony places, we chose it to
begin our works of helping and cleaning of prisons, at inferior astral.
We don't know yet, what is the depth of webs at inferior plans, thence, we need
our friend's mental activity, so that we get in deepest strongholds and erase the original
threads there.
At the beginning was cleaned at astral plan, soon below the physical one, and
the patient´s recovery has already began; while he is still unconscious. His mind worn
out refuses to to get back to conscience painfully.
Negative Portals strengthen Darkness
By the same way thethoughts, words and good actions move healthy energies,
allowing the traffic among of several dimensions, storage of vile feelings and thoughts
constitute "negative dimensional portals", getting in touch with darkness in the Earth,
also attract perverse minds which advanced knowhow worsen the evil reality of prisions.
Usually, those beings attracked try to materialize the negative force, acting
and creating by meticulous plan, at parallel dimension, a small fortress bound for
settling true "Cities of low astral" in the future.
The opened "portals" allow conversion of harmful energies produced in the
matter by energies able to build up buildings, shady valleys, forests of thorns,
awful grottos, swamps full of wild and poisonous animals, mires covered with
moving mud and other perfidious and treacherous places.
The energies stored also serve for genetic improvement able to feed those
creatures' survival, turning them hybrid, or simply adapted, so that survive and
insist on their performance beyond the walled cells, detention houses, prisons
and police stations.
Clairvoyance: I see hundreds of nestlings of spiders moving from prisons to
street. They run quickly coming in some places settling their webs in commercial and
residential places.
The houses near to prisons are the next target of dark scientists. Those
careless inhabitants with no inner defense, they are easily arrested by "Beasts” living in
the physical plan polluted with poisons expelled by creatures unknown.
The ill-nature for killing, constant thoughts on death, scenes of cruel murders,
pleasure for crimes, are the first symptoms identified to whom getting in touch with
spiritual realities described above, little by little, loose the notion of superior reality and
space and let be taken by thought-form of that spider created by Cicero.
The other Instructor said that, often sensitive people catch strong thoughts and
feelings of embodied ones taken by that terrible plot.

Thought-form
When is created a thought-form, its roots grow up like a vegetable, and
seek through the creator's mind food for survival. Thence better is the
atmosphere as much lower and denser are vibrations where it lives.
When reduces the food, the parasite exercise powerover creator´s brain
with chemical regulators, producing more food until it can survive by itself.
However, even after leaving its creative source, the main cells stay inside
the creative brain, at latent state and at any moment, increases the roots again,
so that become stronger and free.
Only the destruction of original thought- form can extinguish them, once
and for all.
The more rooten is the thought-form, larger is its performance, usually
leaving marks in plans and sub-plans in its original body.
When the situation is dangerous in all of the all plans, sub-plans and
inferior bodies, it needs to destroy the main cells of informations, avoiding new
thought-form.
Thenceforth, several years of treatment are necessary until the last cell is
extinguished forever. After that stage, strong mental asepsis destroys part of
cerebral tissue bearer of terrible disease, hurting the astral body (1).
(1) Note: boldface from GESH
Clairvoyance: I saw a politician speeching, whose words emitted energies
drawing pictures in the air quickly like a ballet. When he finished his lecture, a thoughtform supplied other part of his body, with no notion of which picture would be formed
yet.
After clairvoyance, the Instructor explained:
Only other reincarnation like "acephalous" or suffering lesions in his central
nervous system, can regenerate the cerebral tissue of astral body, placing healthy cells
where there are cells supplying primitive roots of mental-form. That is Cicero´journay.
The initial gap between his mind and powerful spider-mother happened at battle,
because only powerful “swords of light" could break the strong fluids there, since
dozens of years.
Clairvoyance: I saw, at astral plan, a big spider tied with Cicero's mind with thick
and pressing threads. While we were struggling, the threads, one by one, were cut by
our swords til the spider fell down and Cicero was unconscious too. From the threads
appeared a bright and sticky substance.
The Instructor told me: The spiders are strong thoughts-form and thus are
wanted by insane minds.
His body full of legs, hair and threads creates countless roots hindering to cure its
creators.
Q: Does the creator desire that spider form?
A: No. Maybe the spirit stores it when watered by low vibrations. But also happen
when tirelss workers of darkness, accept harmful suggestions before concentration of
low vibrations favorable to creation of a form-thought.

That was the road trodden in a such situation.
Clairvoyance: I see dark beings with paper, pen and strange appare
auscultating the prisoners' energies inside the prision cells. Usually, when the prisoner
is inert, those evil workers apply him shocks in specific points of secondary chacras,
that once stimulated move the energies and measure his vibratory state. Elucidating
better, as follows:
The team of dark scientistc control low vibratory tonus of prisoners, so that
don´t reduce too much the energy flow or "source of dimensional portals" supplying the
inferior cities.
Q: Why don´t they clean those places where monitore the energy level and any
alteration denounces presence of Evolved Workers acting over there?
A: Yes, there are several ways to act in those places which surely, have to be
removed the main sources, producers and keepers of flows of harmful energies.
“Stricke the iron while it is hot”.
It is an arduous, dangerous work without return, because once began, we only
can go ahead. However, with survival of thought-form after separed from his creator, we
have spare-time to take care of patients without be noticed. Thence, they are arrested
and we go to final combat and remove all of the beings controlling of flow of energy
which supplies partly the generators.
When there, in the Fortress, they notice lack of energy in that prision, no longer
they find the power transmission machines nor at least who have done the cleaning .
The only measure is communicate and face the angry bosses.
Waves of violence and punishment may unbalance the "stronghold" and if makes
easy our presence, we may invade there and conclude the deep cleaning.
Q: What are a group of women near to prision saying Jesus' name?
A: See how fanatic performance of that group is produced by evil spirits.
On the contrary that suppose the embodied man, those energies at fanatic
disarray disturb the prisioners, usually giving flow to inferior energies withstand
God and supplying the flow already described.
Are they or you the prisoners?
When you withdaw the prisioners from healthy social conviviality whose
undesirable conducts are taken as light penalty, you are condemning them much more
than some years of seclusion even without corporal and moral pains.
Your juridical compound fall the sick spirits under polluted places, running
risk of suffering infection at high levels insted of allow them recovery at all.
For negligence, disregard, coldness, indifference, selfishness, vanity and other
vicissitudes they punish all of the society with virus, bacteria and astral larvas capable
of infecting a large number of people whom need more of help than punishment.
While presenting this case, we refer to many other men and women, whose
realities reminds of that of our character Cicero.
Other reports go on presenting, as much as possible about the compromising,
responsibility and complicity that each one of you, by action or omission, establish with

hard reality of prisons, detention houses, reformatories, police stations and other places
bound for whom withstand the Terrestrial Laws.
You are a single body with same planetary matter and dipped in the same
cosmical ether connecting the spirits. Who doesn´t influence, is influenced by mental
forces surroundings; who doesn´t subdue, is dominated. Few ones think freely.
And you, dear readers, which places inhabit your minds at Planetary House
bound for upgrowth?
It a meaningless question, you may say. For sure, it was done so that you get
free the ties from matter, and also we leave the next question for you think deeply: Are
they or you the prisoners?
Q: Brother, could you explain about the events whent on in the past which had
provoked that painful situation to Cicero's spirit?
A: So that you recognize each sufferer one as helpless brother to receive human
treatment, it isn´t necessary to know his old mistakes. It´s enough you keep at heart the
lessons of Master Jesus.
Many people due superficial knowledge learned, they think the karmic law as
resource without rational logic and also that successive reincarnations only postpone
pains, sadness and violence and thence, forget about the necessary transformation for
events of great importance to Spirit´s upgrowth, embodied or not.
Poor fellows! They hurry up to throw away the best mechanism of regeneration of
helpless spirits, usually stand a chance for upgrowth although not easy or painless.
Those people seek mental atavisms, avoiding responsibilities of each one and,
often transferring their own responsibility to Creator.
When you assume that task which you have to execute, you get free from mire of
successive incarnations reaching you above the terrestrial pains.
The power of the mind
The mind is able to turn on and turn off alien intentions, as well as, our feelings
act directly over several of our mental connections, even over formation or deformation.
When men understand a such mechanism shall give a deep evolutive jump, no
more subdued, but giving up the eveil external and internal influences.
Through the mind keep dominance and subjugation over the weakest one. Thus
is imperative to know how handle the own mind.
The first step to neophyte spirit, trainee and candidate to spiritual redemption
means to get free from the ties which, he own often have produced or by other people
over him up to now, mainly those ones due karmical partnership.
The unconditional Love, pardon and to do one´s good are some of medicines that
when supplied, can produce for sick minds, the solvent chemical agents to undo hard
energy nodules, allowing free flow of good energies for patient's body.
For instance, if the area wounded is the leg, foot or arm, the agent acts there,
dissolving the nodules. However, the treatment ends when the substances have a
concentration circulating by organism, erasing in the brain, the root of that problem. The
larger time has happened the event, more difficult is the action of regenerating
chemistry, larger concentration of chemical agents, and as consequence, longer time of
treatment is necessary to be solved the nodules.

As regard Cicero, he needs of drastic resource for his own awakening.
Large load of pure light of high quality can healing quickly the patient', however
taking all of the precautions necessary due the similarity with laser, strong when
concentrated and may provoke at that meantime pains and exaggerated reflexes over
the patient.
Q: I wonder if the same happens over some spirits unfolded, because we felt
coming from High much energy, often inciting terrible pains for entity. Those partially
animal contort until have the rigid peel broken?
A: Yes. Thus happens in a sense with beings conscious.
Count Rochester, 20/01/06
03. Spiritualistic Medium: From receiver to transmitter
Clairvoyance: I see Chico Xavier beside me. He says that life time he was
"receiver of Spirits´histories" and, at the moment, he is transmitter. He continues:
Not only we address messages for you. Also we take study trips learning and
affording assistance for prisons, as well as, wearing away dense negative load, often
adhered on your perispiritual body, easening psychic-physical-emotional unbalance.
No problem. When it happens, elevate your vibratory quantum, accelerating the
inner dynamo that produces and emits high vibrations from inside to outside able to
neutralize the disastrous load adhered on your main spiritual body. You are prepared to
avoid those harmful energies.
Masters and Instructores of Elevated Spiritual Graduation uphold our fraternal
task bound for sufferer brothers.
Chico, 03/03/06
Prisioners´s Premonitions
Low and suffocating clouds spread throughout Sao Paulo city.
It happens strange tumuld in the prisions that offer danger, the prisoners are
anxious and seems that something negative is about to happen over there.
The place is full of violence by several factions. The prisioners have insights that
a rebellion is about to happen while police keep on alert.
The double homicide
Jonas doesn't take part in any criminal faction. He was punished for murdering
cruelty a neighbor who inconvenienced his wife who also died in his hands. Firstly, he
doesn't remember what went on in the past and when recovered his conscience, the
both victims were lied bloody and quartered near to him.
He ran away stunned but didn´t go far. Denounced by neighbors, the police
arrested him quicly to punisment prision.
In that prison, he only made a point of living. He had many cell companions and
no friend; he didn't trust on those men sharing with him that awful place.
In that day he felt a squeeze in his chest, reminding of his children. He had
dreamed about Elvira and her lover bloody and chasing him crying for revenge. He had
woke up anxious and wet of perspiration.

He noticed his companions of misfortune anxious and suspicious. They felt that
something bad was about to happen with them. Jonas didn't want rebellion whereas,
after each one, the policemen became more violent, the daily meals made scarce and
the place already small for so many people, after the depredation was uninhabitable.
The place seemed a house abandoned for long time, dirt and destroyed.
Of course, nobody had said nothing, but a bad air blew in that shady day.
Burglar of Banks
Norberto didn't pay attention to atmosphere in that day. He counted the hours
and minutes to get free from that hell. After long years living in that prision, he had some
friends, as well as several enemies too.
He didn´t take part in trafic there. He have been a burglar of bank, but never
trafficker nor used drugs and thus had some enemies.
He would better keep on alert until get his freedom.
Suddenly, he was anxious about a dream had some weeks before, when one
boss of prison, Luizao, offered him a deal, aware of Norberto soon would be free.
No trouble as yet; he had already refused some dangerous proposes.
Luizao had awful appearance and seemed bigger than was indeed. He said that
yearned much blood and Norberto could kill and quater some companion.
He was afraid of Luizao and ran away. It was so real! What should be that?
Luizao made fun of him
He changed the direction of his own thoughts and dreamed about freedom again,
the only thing he wanted thenceforth.
He would go on practicing crimes helped by old accomplices, far from that place.
He would make progress and have enoug money for his "retirement."
Rumors of rebellion
Tião always was violent. He was good at fight and decided on everything at once.
He was small trafficker by order of larger commands. He had “made his pile” with traffic
and awaited his freedom and thence begin new life with savings managed by his wife.
He avoided confrontations so that could be free at once.
Of course, he didn't flee from danger nor little fights. He own had murdered some
prisioners during rebellions, but never taken as guilty. During rebellions, usually have
deaths, but who worry with more or less one dead?
He had heard rumors about the rebellion and didn´t want take part in that. But, if
they disturb me, he thought, I can´t avoid it.
Let the thing slide!
Thiago was secluded for four years for traffic and consumption of drugs. Not
even he was 21 years old when went in prision at Andarai.
He didn´t live the reality, though aware of being exploited by big bosses of traffic
to practice the dirty part of that business. No trouble, since the drug arrived where he
was arrested together with other companions of gang until they were murdered.

He knew about the great rebellion was about to happen, but he didn't want take
part in it. He was tired, after four years endeavouring for surviving there. He only wanted
his freedom. But, what to do besides of being thief if he hadn´t attended no school.
The foreboding insights
Ethal was leader of gang and planned to invade the other area to balance
accounts with rival faction. He knew that the other command there outside, have
deviated a shipment of weapon and "dust" from Colombia for his customers.
There would be war in the prision, once he already knew that no more would see
a gram of dust nor weapons.
He was well that day and, at the same time, had bad insights. He had two
strange dreams. The first one about his mother that left him anxious; she cried and
implored him to stand aside that awful life. She said that was alive (but had already
died), inhabiting a beautiful house, in a flowery and beautiful place where someday, if
he regreted his sins and changed his life, he also could live with her in that place similar
a ranch which he dreamed when was child. He cried but didn't change his idea and his
mother went away.
Dream: big boss or ghost?
The other dream seemed more real and left him better. One powerful boss,
already dead since long time, appeared apologizing due his own strange appearance
but necessary to be respected, he said.
He, boss, seemed a male goat, red and had horns. He said that would help Ethal
to make success of his plan and later could become a great boss too.
He pointed him out some strategies about the subtle trap, how attract the rivals,
without be noticed because they keep on alert and guilty and, don´t know that the
deviation of load no more is secret.
At that meantime, there was a dragon following that boss of big horns, speaking
and making fun of that situation. - Am I arrived at animal world? Said Ethat and the boss
didn´t like because was the General Commander. He didn't understand nothing but all
right. The news are good and now go to balance the accounts with traitors.
Naison and his gang keep on red alert. Everything ran well. They diverted the
load of Ethal and when he discovered, should happen a large tumult.
How awful day! he thought, taking a look at the cloydy sky. If rains will be better.
He ordered the spies to take a walk and and discover what was about to happen
there, once he felt as a physical pain as signal. All of the prisioners were anxious and
sure that something bad would happen there.
Arrangements for Great Battle
At astral, the beasts planned a batlle among of factions and the police, at
physical plan, so that could get much blood for experiences in full swing.
The Dragon should conclude the plan and uttered the last orders able to provoke
collective death in the prison.

There would also happen at physical plan, balance of accounts among rival
gangs, in debt Spirits who withstood Divine Law, for several incarnations.
Rebels and primary in actions and thoughts were handled easily by darkness so
that take part in that bloody battle.
Among of policemen and prisioners, the balance of accounts with spirits petrfified
with hate, since hundreds of years, should be bloody battle. The debtors would tumble,
as well as the beings of low vibration, cruel and sanguinary instincts, attracked by
karmic Law, would tumble in the bloody night too.
The people less engaged with satanic and cruel web, would be redeemed,
however marked forever, because of large negative load that was supposed to explode
in that place like a bomb of high destruction power.
Few of those souls had merit enough to avoid the tragedy.
Massacre in the Prison
By order of dragon, criminal forces were at battle. The police reacted and more
than a hundred prisioners were murdered bathed in blood.
No one of those men, prisioners or policemen engaged in that massacre, is free
from negative mark adhered in his spirit as red-hot iron, keep them tied until pay to the
Divine Law, with pains and sufferings, the debits gotten during the massacre.
Those insane spirits may live thousands of incarnations until liberate that damned
mark.
Even after destroyed the place, many of prisioners free or transferred to other
prisions go on suffering negative impact of that massacre and don´t rest because are
always disturbed by Beasts and crazy spirits screaming for justice.
Up to now have mysteries and murders due that massacre.
The black handcuffs built between men and spirits need thousands of
incarnations to get free from them. They are exiled to other Planet, each one as his
merit and vibration level, but someday they have to pay the debts to the Providence.
It´s time for readjustment, crops, choice and exile.
Jesus, Friend of all the hours involves us with His Love, larger than all of the
pains in the world, as he own told us.
Insane Souls prejudice over prisioners
Little by little, the place is emptied afterwards that bloody massacre, however,
many spirits with hearts petrified with hate and revenge still exercice power over
embodied ones, so that don´t forget the great tragedy and take revenge.
There is still blood stains which only can be extinguished with fire purifier
magnetized there. The spirits living there are redeemed by Spiritual Aid Teams, but
others insist on stay there, pulled by huge negative magnetic load.
Only when dressing in new clothes (reincarnation) at other Orbe, those sufferer
souls can stand a chance of mental balance unconscious.
Only the fraternal time can appease their minds and hearts, for restarting as
children of God and Jesus, always following them.

We realize that lots of people don´t believe on our presence nor our messages,
though doubt is inherent to the human being.
The faithfull ones are aware of depth of a such work published up to now and
feel us executing the orders of Christ lovingly. For these ones, we offer our humble
work, for Heaven´s sake and our sufferer brothers.
Save Jesus, Divine Friend!
Chico (Francisco Candido Xavier), 03/03/06
04. Genaro´s Grocery
Genaro and his beautiful family
Genaro opens the Grocery´s. He is a happy man, descendant of Italian people,
who works in the slum where lives with his family.
Life had been him hard, even so, he usually faced everything lovingly.
He moved to that slum, afterwards his wedding-day when tehre was few
neighbors in that place like a small farm, full of birds and fruitful trees.
Little by little, the neighborhood increased, although without improvement. After
all, birds and butterflies lived away and only afraid of some ill-nature neighbors.
He had a coulple of children. Mary was oldest and was taken as princess.
Genaro loved his daughter and usually provoking jealousies in own mother.
Some years later, was born Eleuterio who triplicated the happiness of Genaro.
He was always showing his "male" in the slum proud of his son as a gift of God.
Following the dictates uttered by Evangel, Genaro and Lucia took care of children
and lived well, teaching us to be dispensable wealth for true happiness.
Genaro´s widowhood
Eleuterio was five years old when his mother suffered a strange illness and died.
Genaro, widower and upset no more he smiled.
After months of sadness, advised by friends, he looked for other other woman to
help him in his Grocery´s and also take take care of his children.
At once, lots of candidates appeared as happy housewives of comfortable home,
profits and honest husband. As regard the children, didn´t matter so serious
commitment that means to take care of children as were own children.
Taken by much sadness, Genaro deceived with his neighbor's appearance,
whom noticing his interest, prepared her own strategies to defeat the other women.
Plots went on in the past
After one year widower, Genaro was married again. Mary and Eleuterio had
foster mother to take care of them, because the plots went on in the past among them.
Selfish and careless, Leonor, new wife of Genaro, had been mother of Mary and
Eleuterio in last incarnations by karmical Law. Usually aborting or even abandoning
them already grown up, she didn´t worry with future. Despite of painful years at astral,
studying and longing for receiving them again as her children and, now even engaged in
driving them during this earthy existence, she went back.

She received from Divine Providence a home that didn't deserve, children
already grown demanding little cares, stable financial condition, and an honest
husband, that, above all, loved his children.
It wasn´t by chance Leonor and Genaro met again. He had been a good father
to her and also had several opportunities to tame her ill-nature, but her efforts proved
useless. Now, they were together again and, as always, he wanted to execute well the
Divine Plan.
Nor everything that glitters is gold
Dazzled to stand new chance now, Leonor moved to Genaro´s house with no
good objective. She didn´t take care of the children as regard health, well-being, feeding
and study. She only thought about physical and monetary benefits and often prepared
dangerous strategies.
Once, while the Grocery´s wasn´t running well, she convinced the husband to sell
alcoholic drinks, in order that attract more customers and increase the profits.
As regard Mary, earlier, Leonor stimulated her working at counter. Pretending
false interest on the girl's education, she convinced Genaro the work was much more
educational than school. Genaro agreed under condition that his daughter didn't
abandon the school. Thence, Mary, at 10 years old, began to work half-day.
Eleuterio, started delivering goods not always from Grocery´s. Leonor answered
for financial section and often stealing at her convenience.
Thus they lived five years. Eleuterio no more was so innocent aware of
everything. He tried to alert his father, who didn´t believe him supposing that his son
adolescent was jealous due dominance of Eleonor over him.
Mary, who in other incarnations had been abandoned by her mother and was
prostitute, earlier, she felt the atmosphere of that bar inciting her to restart as prostitute
again. Many of the customers fell in love with her. At the same time, his father' was out
of money due constant stealing of Leonor. Life in that simple house no more was
comfortable as before, while Mary was more interested on beautiful shoes and clothes.
Leonor, at this current life, couldn´t have children, by reason of crimes went on in
the past, what let Genaro upset. No more he could see the little ones running at home,
as before and often he reminded of his dear Lucia.
Genaro dreams about Lucia
Genaro ignored that beyond of Life, Lucia's spirit could see everything. She tried
to alert him what could happen to her dear children thenceforth.
By dream, Lucia approached him so tender and talked long time with Genaro,
alerting him about Leonor´s ill-nature and the risks the children could run. She advised
him and went away, having accomplished her duty as evolved spirit. She couldn´t stay
there, aware of no more was embodied spirit.
Before her departure, she begged the Spirituality for help her and approached of
her children equally, speaking to them about the reasons and importance of terrestrial
life and how they should behave, not involving with Leonor who only wanted to expoit
them at her own convenience.

Mary and Eleuterio began "easy life"
Leonor, as soon as she noticed several men interested on young and beautiful
Mary, she easeaned the approach with girl and, at the same time, disguished as good
mother, she influenced Mary with customers, as it was completely normal.
As regard Eleuterio, foolish and unprepared boy, she began inciting his negative
and unconscious tendencies. At each delivery, she tried to reward him with payment in
cash, influencing him for material goods.
Once he already had a such tendency for greed, Eleuterio, started delivering
packages supposed to be drugs. He didn´t worry because the payment was good, only
he should be careful to not run into troubles.
Alleging reform of old house, Leonor built up more two comfortable bedrooms,
where incited her stepdaughter for prostitution.
Genaro ignored everything, deceived by Leonor and didn´t worry with her
negligence at home, because she was good at businesses and, despite of economical
crisis, she was important for survival of his bar, whereas, she had the good idea of
selling drink and thenceforth had increased the customers.
Genaro ignored that, also at astral plan, the customers had increased and also
was worsen the quality of visitors. When he had the first doubt if that atmosphere would
be good to his children's education, several entities approached him at once and
anesthetized his mind, so that never, he closed the bar, point of vampirism and orgies.
Payment for Faithlessness
Once, while he was looking for Leonor at home, by chance, he got in his
daughter´s room and saw her dressing in little cloths, as a sensual woman amusing the
customers. Taken by great horror, Genaro ran way and soon suffered an aneurysm,
taken to Medical Center and some days later, returned to his family, as vegetal.
Even too sick he could follow up everything near to him. Now he heard the
several conversations among his children and wife.
Now he was sure that Leonor never had loved him, only wanted material goods
and, little by little, under his eyes, drove his children to wrong life.
His daughter, so pure, became a prostitute and his son, trafficker. Thenceforth,
the bar was uphold just as facade to police.
Reformatory
The place was filthy and the customers had desapeared. Aftewards Eleonor and
the both adolescents were arrested by policeman.
The adolescents were taken to reformatory where suffered much torture and
became them full of hate and only wanted revenge to Leonor.
United by ties of misfortune, Eleuterio and Mary draw up a programme and
escape the law. Two months later they were already at home again, talking big how had
escaped the law during that tumult.

They moved to another city and formed a couple of thieves; she attracted the
preys and he held them up, often murdering them, when necessary.
Not even they thought about their father invalid and no more saw their relatives.
Since long time, their grandparents had died and now they only wanted to murder the
stepmother, blaming her because of whole misfortune over the family, forgotten that due
their own faithlessness fell under vile woman.
During one of those rebellions, Eleuterio and Mary finished their lives of crimes,
arrested to serve a thrirty-five years term of prision each one. They were 18 and 20
years old, respectively.
Eleuterio couldn´t imagine what awaited him in the prision. He judged he should
live well having food daily without working. But the old executioners, already planned
years of suffering as revenge for that insane boy.
Dirty cells full with droppings, humidity in the walls, stink, constraining proximity
with men and homosexuals and constant fights, little by little, tamed the rebel boy.
When Eleuterio learned how to benefit that place, he formed a gang, Clan of
Scorpions bound for traffic in and out of prison. He did what knew better: delivering
drugs until became a big boss.
When the police tried stopping the flow of drugs, they made tumult and
everything was forgotten. Sometimes, Eleuterio felt remorse for his mistakes, for
instance, When his mother appeared and asked him lowly to avoid the traffic.
The tragic End of Eleuterio
Stunned after her mother's vision, Eleuterio concluded he could be crazy and,
betraying an accomplice of traffic, he bribed the guard, his affair, and escaped the law.
He lived many years tally with whom had helped him to flee, but, tired of that
companion's jealous he went away, though didn´t go far after anonymous accusation by
his affair, who afterwards commited suicide.
Terrified of returning to prison where had ferocious enemies, Eleuterio knew
which would be his future in the prision, thenceforth. Afterwards his arrival at prison, he
was murdered and decapitated by old accomplice who exhibited the traitor's head as
example for other accomplices.
By the other side of life, his old boyfriend fell him under endless sufferings, from
where was rescued by insistent supplications of his mother´s spirit.
When Mary was arrested, she felt much revenge against Leonor. After suffering
many abuses by policemen, she suffered serious disease and died. Her mind fixed on
revenge put her closer stepmother, who was enjoying material goods with men and
women, dishonoring his father's house whom had received her lovingly, once again.
Mary spreads hate
Mary was strongly connected with stepmother incited her to commit suicide.
Genaro abandoned and sad didn´t bear up and died soon after Leonor´s death,
without no news over his children.
Thenceforth, the bar was closed, once and for all, which had been the source of
honest work for education of souls interconnected by karmical Law.

Nobody else was interested on that place that started to be vampirized with
strange visions such as: a headless man, a crazy woman and a beast with woman's
face. Most of the people avoided even, pass by near to it.
Count Rochester and Ranieri matias, 24/02/06
05. Jose and Eufrasio: bad boys
It was Christmas night in 1980, when two men masked entered in a millionaire
man´s house, coffe planter, and murdered him brutally, avoided the prision without be
noticed.
The widow, stunned never again was the same. Soon after her husband´s death,
she died too, leaving the fortune to a nephew, whereas, hadn´t children to inherit the
large patrimony, got with effort and arduous work along of one existence.
The leader of a plot and his disorderly life
At last, Godofredo, the nephew could enjoy the large fortune desired since
always. He paid the brothers Jose and Eufrazio to murder his uncle. Everything was
well planned and nothing could blame him; who was away when the tragedy happened.
Jose and Eufrasio were good at that task. Godofredo met them in São Paulo. In
that time, the cunning plans began and made concrete when the both brothers had lost
much money at gambling and Godofredo paid them the debt.
Thenceforth they were thankful to him. Godofredo knew their weak point and that
had already murdered someone in Sao Paulo, at gambling and didn't hesitate in offering
them the dirty deal which the accepted at once.
Some years after the tragedy, Godofredo was owner of whole business belonged
to his uncle. He forgot entirely about the episode and kept practicing gambling and
libertinism. No more he had heard about the criminals up to now.
To recall is to live again
One day, while Godofred was reading the newspapers, he saw a headline which
discouraged him so much. Jose and Eufrazio were arrested for murdering a rich
merchant with same strategies used to murder his uncle.
Prisioners and out of money, the brothers asked Godofredo to help them.
Godofredo for fear of them avoided any contact.
Without news on Godofredo, the brothers that hadn´t nothing to loose, they
threatened him if he didn't help them.
Godofredo was in a blind alley and stayed silent, not answering the brothers'
threats, who insisted on asking him help.
In the prision, the brothers met other accomplices also cold and cruel criminals
who didn´t mind with nothing besides of murdering any one for little money. They knew
the traffic net in and outside of prison and coud reach Godofredo when wanted and
then prepared an ambush for murdering Godofredo.
"Who slayeth with the sword shall perish with the sword"

The prisioners together with gangs of extermination outside the prison,
Godofredo was murdered at cold blood and without witness, at same house he had
ordered his uncle's death.
Jose and Eufrasio, more and more were requested to murder cell companions or
any other, once they amused to stab and see blood of a body.
At astral plan, they were deeply driven by vampires increasing them the desire to
spill blood.
Godofredo and his uncle murdered met and fighted hatefully at astral. They were
arrested to prison where were their murderers, though they weren´t so cold nor had
primary vibrations as their murders; they couldn´t avoid the vampires and other dark
entities inhabiting that place of hell.
They were arrested and tortured ever and again in a place like underground
of some medieval castle. They didn't understand why were there tortured mercilessly.
They lost the own conscience and no more couldn´t struggle. They were arrested
to laboratory of Reptilians in that prison. Their unbalanced energies changed by tortures
were collected by perverse scientists for shady experiences.
Jose and Eufrazio, after years of wrong life, were crazy due impulsive desire of
flowing blood in a cruel way, were murdered while slept, in a cold dawn in winter.
Vampires dressing in physical body
Out of physical body, their spirits no more shaped up human form. They became
vampires as whom obsessed them.
They took part in gang of vampires and arrested in the punishment prison, as
hard obsessors thirsty for blood to calm their fury.
Now, they were irremediably engaged with powerful Reptilians with dominance
over that institution. By order of Reptilians, they rushed on embodied ones, increasing
them misfortune and inciting them to kill the cell companions.
They acted freely, as well as all of the inhabitants of shadows in that place.
Vampires captured by Servants of Light
One day, there was a rumor among of gang of vampires. A bright string involved
and stopped them.They couldn´t avoid that light able to arrest ten vampires, among
them, Jose and Eufrazio.
They didn´t understand what happened, they struggled hardly to get free, but
their efforts were useless. They saw each other caged in cell walled with bars of light
that hurt when touched them. A soft light flooded the environment touching them too.
Along of the days, they felt as were anesthezied, without control of own forces
and not even could stay awoke.
They didn't knew how long lived like this and were transferred to a big living
room, walled with bars of light.
Out of prisions, some men appeared and seemed shining. They couldn´t stare
them, because provoked indisposition and even shame that, since long time, didn´t feel.

They spoke calmly and said that were Servants of Jesus and as brothers wanted
to help and offer them new opportunity of life.
The vampires didn't understand why they spoke on Jesus to them, that were
beasts and no more had human bodies. They were completely lost and even so, didn't
want to live different. They noticed that those bright men could read their thoughts,
when said that such situation in which they lived had been provoked by themselves with
hate, revenge and insanity from low instincts. And they also said that could modify
everything, since they no more commited crimes and also accepted help.
Accepting such help, they would be led to medical center and submitted to a
appropriate treatment and thence could recover their human form again. After the
medical service, they would receive instructions and lessons, preparing them for future
reincarnations of fights and sufferings, so that could reward the Divine Laws, the large
debits gotten with neighbor.
They should suffer a lot of vicissitudes, betrayals, learn how to forgive, respect
and love the neighbor as were themselves.
Those words were like pinpricks in their astral bodies. The brothers declined
cryed like beasts that didn't accept the "undeserved" offer from Providence in that
crucial moment for their spirits.
The long trip to exile
From that gang with ten human vampires, only two have accepted fraternal help,
while the other ones, among them, Jose and Eufrazio didn't.
Brothers of elevated Spiritual Graduation (Workers of Light) also explained that
who didn't accept such help sincerely would be transferred to prision-ships and led them
to other sterile Planet bound for rebel spirits.
The rebel group was anxious and didn't believe in such words. Never, they had
heard about a such things! Then, the Evolved Instructor explained that Planet Earth
finished more one cycle and sooner would begin a new one, where only could take part
in it, those people that no more had low feelings at heart which had provoked fall and
pain to the neighbor and themselves too.
The furious vampires rushed on the grating bars to avoid tha place and hurt
themselves. They screamed until were unconscious for long time.
They woke up inside the prision-ship, looked around and saw them still caged,
but that grating of light had changed by strong material unknown.
They may join with other groups already in preparation of reincarnation at astral
of sterile Planet.
The both ones who accepted help, firstly are led to Planet compatible with their
vibration where submit to a specific treatment appropriate to reduce them the negative
load adhered on their spirits and afterwards go to exile.
Thus it happens, daily, at this planetarium time: duel between Light and
Darkness, where the rebels and cruel creatures are arrested and exiled to other
orbes, similar to their vibratory characteristics.
Godofredo and his uncle were removed from dungeons, at the same time that the
vampires were arrested and followed by another road.

Groups of Workers of Jesus' Army, by order of Instructors of Elevated Spiritual
Hierarchy, faced and arrested several beasts of shadows and set free some prisioners,
completely crazy such as Godofredo and his uncle.
The sufferer ones were under hypnotherapy at santorium nearby the crust where
lived until were transferred to another Orbe, after fell under fair selection, where just the
good wheat is sowed in the Earth and the tares are transferred compulsorily.
Jesus, the Divine Friend drives everything.
Servants of Jesus Colony redeem insane Creatures
The poor fellows Godofredo, the uncle and other sufferer spirits such as the
vampires arrested, all they were led to Servants of Jesus colony which have a
"Specialized Compound" bound for affording assistance to that kind of spirits.
The Spiritual Instructors working here with Extra and Intraterrestrial brothers, they
setled down "complex and extraordinary laboratory" with equipments that embodied
scientists have at least imagined, appropriate for treatment and recovery, at short time,
of astral bodies quite deformed.
To receive that specialized treatment, it is enough to accept it freely and willingly.
According with karmical merit of each one, dear Father allows that so it be, reducing so
much the time to recover the human condition.
While the spiritual body is under specialized treatment, his mind is driven by
advanced magnetic process, recalling positive memories and receiving instructions to
his fast recovery.
They answer for their careless actions that couldn´t be different, but the help
received strengthens their spirits so that can face the hard collisions later.
After the internment at Medical Center, they are transferred to other ward of the
Cologne. It is a type of recovering shelter. When that stage is over, with psychic and
spiritual forces balanced, they are driven to compulsory reincarnation, still in the Earth
or transferred to "Ships" and exiled in Planets suitable to their vibration and merit.
Those ones reincarnated compulsorily in the Earth also are exiled, though,
they may a inhabit a physical body again, for reducting the caustic negative load
adhered in their spirits.
They reborn with bodies deformed, teratrogenically speaking, and live
short time. After the return to spiritual plan, they rest some time before the exile.
For short period, they inhabit a meat body, enough for reduction of huge black
mass that let them nearly materialized.
Servants of Jesus Colony have been specializing at prison area and
recovering dangerous creatures. Thence, have High Credentials and Workers
acting in the both plans, always receiving an appropriate training and assistance.
Due the opening of "portals of inferior astral ", liberating several negative
beings, the work has multiplied. Also we are strengthened because more and
more spills on us huge Energy from Sublime Jesus' Heart, upholding us.
All our workers are good at redeem brothers deserters of Divine Laws.
Servants of Jesus colony have several surprises for all you.
Save Jesus.
Ranieri Matias, 11/03/06

06. The avaricious and inhuman Jew
Gregorio, avaricious and inhuman Jew treated his employees so badly, as
slaves. Bad remunerated and exploited, they worked in a filthy, fetid and dark room
settled in the underground of shoes store.
One day Joaquim arrived late. He said that his wife was pregnant of six months
and bleeding, he took her to First-Aid Clinic and later transferred to Maternity, where
she lost the child for delay of appropriate assistance.
Joaquim, upset explained the situation to his boss and asked him a loan to pay
additional charges.
The insensitive Jew, answered that couldn´t help him, who as a lazy employee
and wanted to deceive him. Actually, Gregorio nothing knew about his employees' life,
he just wanted to exploit them, not involving with private life for not giving him expenses.
Appears other criminal
Joaquim, stunned and rioted threw on his boss the first object he had in hands, a
wood carver, several times.
The tumult called attention of neighbors and Joaquim was arrested to prision.
He seemed a robot when the policemen handcuffed him.
Why had made that, he thought. And Isabel, who would take care of her now?
His wife was at hospital, not recovered yet, she was down when knew about her
husband arrested and living with thieves and cruel criminals what worsened her health,
she suffered a widespread infection and died ten days after Joaquim was arrested.
They didn't have other child. Joaquim was upset after his wife´s death. He made
turns of fury crises and deep apathy.
That miserable Jew! I would kill him thousand of times if I could, Joaquim
thought, hardly disturbed.
He badly could breathe in that small and crowded cell. He felt go mad. God had
abandoned him.
The subtil approach of Reptilian
By that negative mental picture, he was besieged by shady creature masked that
only he own could see following his steps in the prision. That strange being always had
a hood covering the body and head. The cell companions already avoided speaking to
him, taken as mad man.
Once, after was besieged sexually by a boss of small cell he killed the aggressor.
Taken of horror, his cell companions avoided him more and more; despite of
cruel crime, he continued in the same cell. Maybe, the police liked that situation while
there was space to other prisoner.
Now, Joaquim talked with strange and hair-raising creature who asked Joaquim if
had liked to feel stronger to kill his enemy. Joaquim answered that he didn´t worry
about anything else.

That sinister creature subdued Joaquim who changed his behavior who no more
was solitary. He started getting in touch with other cruel prisoners, using drugs and take
part in orgies, raping the weakest ones.
Who dared to face him was defeated and murdered at once.
He dreamt about the strange man saying that would reveal his own identity and
remove the hood. His body was covered by a reptilian peel and his face looked like a
gecko and Joaquim had him as old friend.
The reptilian promised him a surprise for the next two days, after a party. He said
that Joaquim should kill somebody, cut the chest and draws up the heart.
Joaquim wasn´t frightened and agreeded. During the party with drugs and drinks
at will, Joaquim was provoked by one prisoner and like wild animal, he murdered the
companion, quartering his body and took his heart as had ordered that beast.
Joaquim´s companions frightened him completely.
The reward promised
The Reptilian that subdued him even when was awoke, now, he promised bring
him, by night a reward.
Joaquim while was sleeping left his body and saw his "friend", holding a
frightened man, that inhuman Jew who Joaquim had murdered.
The Jew, recognized Joaquim, now with Beast´s appearance and he fainted. He
was tortured brutally by Joaquim. Prisoner at dense astral of prison, the Jew got crazy
after much humiliation and torture. The years passed by until Joaquim was murdered
brutally during a rebellion.
When he was at astral plan and looked at himself, he saw that had his
appearance similar that “friend”. It was taken of horror, because never had evaluated
his own actions. He allowed to live as sleepwalker subdued by that Beast for long time.
At the present time, shaped up as reptilian and stunned he didn't know to whom
appeals, what to do, how get free from that animal body. He tried removing his own
skin, fell himself under strong pains.
It appears his wife´s spirit
Once, by a insight of lucidity, after several unsucessful attempts to remove his
own skin, he rememinded of his dear wife Isabel and cried.
Why was everything so different from his original plans? Why God had
abandoned him? Thence Isabel appeared to him, not so clear.
He throw on her feet stunned and unhappy.
Isabel, who didn´t love rebellions; on the contrary, life time calm; she begged the
Father for helping her. She received help and alread recovered, she worked to redeem
his companion from that life in adversity.
Isabel explained him that God hadn´t abandoned him, but he yes, had forgotten
God and, thence, there was only a single road, an only chance to get free from that
situation. He should ask God to help him. Only He, Almight Father could help him.
The woman's picture disappeared as a cloud.

Joaquim cried bitterly and some minutes later, he tried to babble a prayer, but the
words didn't come. He looked around and saw his “old friend”, looking at him hately.
He closed the eyes and recited words of a prayer learned when he still was
a child and in his wedding day he had recited it too.
Our father, who is in heaven...
He felt it as a balm and at the end of the prayer fell asleep and woke up in other
place better than that awful prison. He thanked God and lost his senses.
Joaquim was helped by Servants of Jesus and at the moment he is under
hypnotherapy and can´t face the reality yet.
The Jew couldn´t be helped yet. Sooner, he and other prisoners may be
redeemed by servants of Jesus too.
Father´s Eyes guide everybody.
Save Jesus.
Ranieri Matias, 11/03/05
07. Prejudice increases here outside
While the corrupt and guilty souls cross by borders of countries freely, the
honest citzens stay prisoner of fear at home.
The prisons and penitentiaries broke the concrete walls and, the tentacles of
threats and violence spread reaching the honest men. From interior of prisions, by
orders of vile minds, prisoners' minds conspire against honest citizens. Each one of
those prisoners has his own history. They were born of a woman's belly, as all of the
free men and grew up as children of God. They became wild men due injustices
suffered by terrestria and retrograde Laws. Often are seen by eyes out of walls,
as aberrations that should be exterminated forever, as an terminal cancer.
It increases prejudice here outside and hate there inside.
To provoke fear means self-defense.
The brothers of shady islands don't know how behave. They see each other
reared in the alley of despair.
They lost all of the hopes to recover human form again and fall under siege of
shadows, deceiving them with promises of powership.
No more they know how differentiate the road. They are arrested to the cliff.
Blind men guiding each other. Where do they think arrive at?
Anastacio´s history
Anastacio was slave in old times. Rioted due mistreatments, he set fire to his
Lord´s house and died too.
New existence or reincarnation.
Now, he is a rich heir while his old lord is his employee.
He benefit his authority to exploit the employee's rights.
He kills his boss cold blooded.
He is punished for murdering.
In the prision increases his hate against injustice.
That Lord of yesterday don't humble himself.
At astral, Anastacio raged when saw his employee as old boss.

They fight, each one in his plan spreading hate and revolt. Rebellion! Fire!
Once again, Anastacio sets fire to his boss.
All of the souls somehow associate by magnetic attraction. If it doesn't happen at
physical plan, for sure, it does at astral plan, or even in the both plans. Sooner or later,
meet each other, victims and executioners for appropriate repair of aggression.
If the meeting happens in place appropriate to revolt and unbalance, it explodes
sparkles of mortal confronts burning deliquent actions and destroying souls confronted.
Being the place is unbalanced, the Law utters for readjustment, without pardon.
There is only flow of hate, viscous inferior feeling, by same devastating magnetic
attraction, the inferior forces join and threw over those men piled up in prisions.
There is no divine injustice, and yes, human imprudence.
Anastacio, the slave, still keep at practicing avenge against his Lord, by means of
rebellions in the prisons, as you know.
Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias, 20/01/06
08. Don´t judge the neighbor: Help him
Antwerp´s mother died while he was born. She grow up alone; her father always
blamed her due his precocious widowhood.
The trafficker's arms guides her. Prostitute, used drugs and was punished for
vagrancy. She hated herself of having caused her mother's death. She sets fire to
mattresses of FEBEM (Welfare Institution for infractors adolescents). Alone, she tries to
avoid theprision and dies. That event is showed on TV as follows:
"Rebellion with death in FEBEM” enlarge statistics of government.
Each creature is a spark of God. All they are brothers. The stronger shallvhelp
the weakest one, so that don´t have deaths and fruitless remorse ahead of the time.
Antwerp´s Father alone cries due his live in adversity. Remorse corrode him. If
he had protected and loved his daughter, he wouldn´t have sentenced her to that vile
life. He lost a chance to his own upgrowth and contributed to spread shadows of revolt.
There is no injustice. There is correction for wrong actions.
The man can´t judge the neighbor and, yes, help him.
Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias, 20/01/06
09. The ill-nature slide into Beast
Juliana, poor ugly duckling.
Rich girl, the friends make fun of her.
She meets Oswaldo. Poor and ambitious boy. He fall in love with her interested
on her money. He plans to murder his wife and inherit her fortune.
He didn´t murder her secretly. He was discovered in the act of homicide and
arrested to punishment prision, as dangerous prisoner.
In the prision, he prepared a command of righteous men, provoking rebellions
and murdering prisioners.
He becomes wild man, not by chance, due his own ill-nature.

Evil spirit from shady areas of astral, he accepted new reincarnation in the
matter, helped by his wife´s spirit to redeem him from shadows. Neverthless, he
doesn't recover and delays his ascese and more distant from his wife.
Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias, 20/01/06
10. Pirulito and Joaquim, yesterday, partners; today enimies rivals
Just as Explanation
The hapless creatures wander over astral plan. They suffered violent death, after
had lived much disorder in the Earth and at invisible plan.
They arrived stunned at astral plan. Not even have left the physical body, were
subdued by Darkness together with connections lived in the matter. They are still
arrested unconscious to big caverns, where are selected accordingly to their bad habits
and crimes practiced, and later addressed to activities they need, thenceforth.
Those souls had no religion, while were embodied or only interested on
walking with Bible under the arm, disguising the ignominy. They didn't believe in
God and were usually open for evil influences. At astral, enslaved, they execute the
orders of shadows and can´t connect the ideas as a whole.
The criminal factions of astral plan multiply, forming ghettos, where inhabit
disorder and violence.
When the criminals arrive at prisons, at astral plan, they are already
strongly subdued by small group of bad bosses and obedient slaves and the
other enemies chasing the offender ones.
The invisible population living in prisons, often are larger than embodied ones
there.The invisible group also have insane and murderous souls out of prisons, seeking
accomplices for new taskworks.
Clairvoyance: Attempt of Attack
There is a break of this message and I feel a vibratory fall. I see a dark being
dressing in hood and black layer, floating close Shelter Sevants of Jesus (ASJ) getting
in main door.
His eyes twinkles when sees in the dining room, the shield lit of GFBU (Great
Universal White Fraternity). He throws a black arrow against the shield to destroy it. At
once, the shield throws back a light ray transforming the arrow into ashes.
He shaped us as a black bird and ran away.
Again the message restarts, briefly and was interrupted again.
That creature comes again with some accomplices. At this time, appear some
intraterrestrial brothers from a bed of medicinal plants, near to ASJ. (Some beds form a
"dimensional portal" to Stelta, intraterrestrial city). They turn on the shield around ASJ,
increasing at speed and power.
The enemies await outside the exact moment to invade the place. But the shield
at high speed suck them at once.
When the meeting was over, I was taken to same place where they were furious
caged. The boss, that creature masked was Reptilian.

Afterwards the message goes on:
The lovers' couple
Joaquim wakes up with soft breeze touching his face. He opens the eyes and
sees Joanita beside him who smiles happy.
She was wife of his friend Pirulito, "boss of traffic in the slum". At once, he fell in
love with that polite and different of sarcastic girls of slum.
They moved to another slum, far from where they lived before. He was sure they
were wanted ferociously by his rival. He only wanted to benefit the whole happiness
possible with his girlfriend.
Tragedy and death
Pirulito, furious beat the whole slums of Rio de Janeiro looking for his girfriend
and her affair. He had safe information where the traitors were hidden.
He and his partners surrounded the house in which lived his traitors.
That seemed a war invaded by infernal shooting. The neighbors ran at home
before the first agitation sign.
They shot and set fire to that house and the couple died together.
The police arrived at the place and have more shooting. Pirulito was arrested
with some accomplices.
Joaquim woke up dizzy. He thought had died. He was wounded and crawled.
Where was he? Which was that dark place? He felt hurt but alive. Where was his
girlfriend? He didn´t find her. He hear somebody screaming him hatefully. He saw
Pirulito staring him hateful. He was king size. - Who were those creatures with him? Maybe animals, gorillas. Or people? He saw himself dragged by that group. He didn´t
know where was, maybe in the prison. He couldn´t get free. He had been tortured,
several times and fainted.
Pirulito, prisioner, only thought on the traitor.
Besieged by vampires
Pirulito still has nightmares. His spirit unfolds while sleeping. A sinister creature
approaches and says that would help him to find the traitor and, as reward, use his body
to communicate with some people.
Pirulito doesn't understand how it is possible.
- Don´t mind, I´ll let you know - the stranger says.
Pirulito begins to dream that he own arrested Joaquim and torture him every
night. He is happy with the news.
The prisoners and cell companions see Pirulito having strange behavior. He is
more violent and sanguinary now. A day before, he killed a companion and drank his
blood. All had feared him. Pirulito, slowly, became a vampire.
Later on, Pirulito was murdered brutally in the prison cell and began to disturb the
other minds at physical plan, as well as, he have done when embodied.

Pirulito and Joaquim and other spirits were redeemed from prison to cel hospital,
at astral plan and exiled.
Thousands of souls in a such condition inhabit astral plan and also thousands of
embodied ones may arrive at same situation.
They don't believe in God nor pardon whereas, only vile feelings supply them.
Withstand the Light, they prefere live in Darkness. To awke them lasts long time, though
Eternity doesn't end, when worn out, may remember that are children of Light and only
to Creator ought to follow.
Ranieri Matias, 11/02/06
11. Ademar´s Compulsory reincarnation
The stains adhered on spiritual body of that criminal become magnetic and
visible vibrationally in middle of turbulent atmosphere where Ademar lives, fell under
perverse entities wandering and chasing candidates for awful actions and experiences.
Thus happened to Ademar, in debt spirit who went down to matter for calvary of
fights He and old accomplices that had composed his family are redeemed now.
Since he was born began live in adversity. His mother died during his birth. He
was the seventh son of poor family in the slum, created and subsisted over helping of
some neighbors. Ademar and his brothers grew up because their survival instincts
always spoke louder. His father, upset after his wife´s death, faithlessness fell a pray to
drink and subsisted over little tasks, once in a while.
The slum where he was born, taken as one most violent and the drug traffic
every day stronger spread the tentacles over children and adolescents.
Ademar, “deliverer” of drugs
Ademar was arrested by his faithlessness, deliveryng drugs, as by-pass of traffic
between slum and asphalt.
The first time he went downtown he was fascinated with sky-scrapers and, even
young, he promised to himself, the poverty would end. He would be rich and powerful,
get cars and apartments and one of those wonderful buildings would belong him.
Earlier, at 15 years old, he already was good at shoting and stealing with gangs
and had already hurt a man at gas station.
His brothers hated him. By other hand, among his accomplices he was taken as
hero. The boss always applauded and gave him missions more and more dangerous.
He only had primary school, and not even knew how reading and writing. It´s
meaningless! he was good at gambling and traffic "business". He started using drugs,
while was adolescent. Bad boy of slum was known and courageous.
Prision in the Reformatory
When he was 16 years old, at first time, he and other accomplices were punished
for stealing a store equiped with alarm system linked to police station.
Never he had seen a such place like that reformatory. He always lived away and
to be arrested was even a torture. He promised to escape the law and never prision.

Soon he provoked a rebellion, setting fire to mattresses and at meantime many
adolescents ran away.
Ademar is free again. He met the big boss of slum and said that, he own, wanted
the leadership of small gang composed of old friends and others known in the
reformatory. The boss chose some area of slum and introduces him some rich
adolescents to welcome him downtown.
Free again!
Thenceforth, he began take part in parties of middle class, delivering drugs
coming from slum and soon was important by-pass between the slum and the asphalt.
At the moment, Ademar has imported cars stolen and inhabit empty apartments
invaded. He hates prison and loves his freedom. To live at reformatory made him
decide that he could die, never as prisoner again.
Finally, he was boss of traffic. At his 21 years old, he was already old user of
drugs, cold and cruel with accomplices traitors. He commited kidnappings, tortures and
murdering the victims, even whom had redeemed him. He took the old boss's place,
murdered. He had a long criminal record.The police didn't dare to arrest him, danger
had special protection and always escaped the law without be notice.
It was Saturday afternoon, when he prepared a "party" in one of his strongholds
and was wanted by policemen. He tried to run away, but his efforts proved useless. He
didn't want to die, but also prison caused him panic.
He went to a "prison of strong safety". He made fun of the place, while noticed
the place. He and his accomplices benefit a visitors day, taken the latter ones as
hostages and soon ran away. At the moment, he is wanted by police for murdering of
policeman, while escapee. After that attempt, in order that keep alive, he was arrested
again to single cell, where was tortured, ever and again.
He died in the prison, without nobody searching for his body. The family, since
long time had abandoned him and his accomplices were prisioners too.
He was buried as indigent.
Disembodiedspirit is big boss again
Ademar, not even had left his body and was already dragged by a shady group
awaiting him at beyond-grave. When aware of new situation, he looked around and
recognized those deformed spirits close him as old accomplices of last physical
existence and the other ones whom looked him familiar, later recognized them as
accomplices that, like him, for centuries crawled in shadows of delinquency and crime.
Now he remembered of his "boss" there. He had been dragged compulsorily to
matter and, while reminding of that, hated the Evolved Beings whom had induced him to
that fight in the earth. But, he smiled, when knew that now, he was stronger and also his
gang had increased.
After have lived some days there, already balanced, he was leader again, which
against his will had given up.
He hated the police that had arrested him to that libertinism and addictions.
Thenceforth, his daily routine would only disturb the police. He would join with "those"

that, of beyond of life, commanded the prisons. He looked for his old accomplice, leader
of gang of rampagers, that easened their arrival at prison where had died. After some
meetings, he was right that by night the "boss of prison" would receive him. Happy, he
notice that already knew him and formed a partnership with criminal factions of
prisioners and prepared the banquet to satiate their low instincts and order murders of
policemen and escapes the law.
Exiled Again
Ademar was spirit declined of old Planet because didn´t reach high vibrations,
followed the evolution of his original Planet for more one planetary cycle. Once again he
was deportee from Planet Earth.
He was chosen by "Reptilians" interested on his warlike spirit, to recruit more
followers. He felt powerful and already has wild appearance.
The human creatures embodied now in the Earth open hearts and minds for
perverse influences of dark beings such as Ademar and thence are led to exile purifier.
The itinerary of love and pardon uttered by Jesus is known by all of the creatures,
who may choose own road to go ahead.The fall to abyss is voluntary. Loving Instructors
and Guardins endeavour at most so that their pupils hear their appeals.
The wrong choice of road to proceed, lead them direct to "prision-ships". Here, in
this Planet, times is up for more falls, because there won't be other incarnations.
Thence new lessons are learned through the exile.
Jesus helps us lovingly.
Thousands of souls such as Ademar going down to matter, stand a chance to
choose the right road and throw the opportunity away. The majority are exiled in Planet
compatible with their low instincts and merit.
Divine Justice offers resources for correction of offenders of Law. Who doesn´ t
benefit them, the fair and magnanimous Law send the lazy student to other school.
Save the Liberating Force of Love.
Ranieri Matias, 17/02/06
12. He feels safe in prisons
Deusiderio was the vice commander and followed up the tortures so that could
prepare the report. Usually, executed the macabre ritual just for pleasure to hear
screams of people tortured and feel the smell of blood.
He had been butcher and was used cutting the meat. He was punished for
murdering a woman with fishwife blows, quatering her body.
He knew that could die at once and didn´t worry. He was feared because of bad
blood he treated his victims. In the prison he felt well. He could practice his cruelty
under the police´s eyes. He hadn´t remorses for anything he had done. The policemen
knew his sanguinary instincts and nothing did to stop.
Deusiderio felt safe at prision. Embodied spirit of abysmal areas, he had his
last chance in the Earth as vampire and have to wear away his instincts at sterile
Planet hereafter.
Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias, 27/01/06

13. Not always: "Like father, Like son"
Homero was born in a golden cradle. Due his lazzy and ill-nature, since early, he
didn´t respect the oldest people and at home had already stolen objects of value for
payment of drugs.
By fits and starts, he attended at University of Law but chose easy life, once and
for all, despite of his afflicted parents' appeals, so that, at least, he could take a diploma.
Aware of his ill nature, they could imagine his black future and sadness for his relatives.
He gave up his family to take part in criminal faction of slum near to a rich place.
When he was was out of money, he visited his family for stealing them.
Relax old man! Police don´t reach me!
Antero, the father, lived upset and didn't understand his rebel son who could
have everything and chose strenous work. What was wrong? He thought daily.
Never Homero had been a tender child nor his father tamed his single son, his
father expected he could take a diploma of odontology clinic; but not even the University
of Law he concluded. Which future he could have in the slum?
Once, he asked him the reason to be like this and Homero, making fun of him,
answered that life of adventures and adrenaline at high speed fascinated him. He
thought his son was drugged when said:
Calm down old man! Police don´t reach me!
Antero knew that sooner or later he would be called to recognize his son's body
at mortuary, because he had already been arrested twice and ran away.
Homero hated to fall under his father and go to school. He was born for
adventures full of heroine. Taking part in traffickers' gang and boss's friend, he could
use drugs at will.
He hated prisions crowded with all types of creatures.
While he was under that inhuman life, he was about sorry for not have attended
the University to allow him special prison. Now it was too late.
His thoughts stopped due creams and shots of police was invading the slum.
- Why I chose this life in adversity? - he thought at meantime.
Again he was arrested and several accomplices murdered during that tumult.
Sexual siege in the prison
Homero, beautiful man didn´t avoid of being besieged sexually by order of boss.
He hated that situation, but couldn´t react or would die, what he didn't.
During nocturnal orgies, there was many drug and drink in the prison, brought by
visitors, hidden among of clothes, domestic utensils, electronic apparels and other
several ways of penetrating into prison "foods of first need", as regard drinks and drugs.
Often, out of reality and was exploited sexually by many cell companions.
His parents got him a lawyer, but his situation was serious because had already
escape the law before.
Macabre and fearful nightmares

He began having strange nightmares. He saw himself seduced by brute man,
later shaped up as monster, half man, half animal injecting substances in his body. The
monster wanted his body. Later on, he was sick seriously, not SIDA and his skin
changed of color. Often was taken to hospital, what was a balm, far from that awful
prison.
The strange dreams continued ever and again and that "ghost" still injected
several substances in his body. All his efforts proved useless to avoid that situation.
When he told the doctor about his nightmares, that said he suffered hallucination,
due the usage of drugs.
He lived that awful situation until something more terrible happened. He dreamt
about himself as big size animal.
He was taken as crazy, because of his wild screams terrifying the companions.
When no more support that life in adversity he commited suicide in the prision.
When his astral body was free of physical body, the beast that had arrested him
still alive, lept him to a cell similar that at physical plan.
No more he had human body nor the nightmare finished, on the contrary, his pain
was thousands of times stronger, the nightmares didn´t stop and often he revived his
own suicide. He still inhabited same prison where had died and was used by perverse
beings that incited him to disturb the other prisioners.
Some years after his death, mad and unconscious, he was redeemed by invisible
Aid Team.
Insane experiences developed by Reptilians
Two reptilians scientists dialogue and I heard as follows:
- “Our experiences are unsucessfully. We have to discover what is wrong for
dematerialization of mankind because we are at loss of many guinea pigs.
- I believe that is little collaboration of "human beasts" at work. We want their
bodies and we have enough human raw material supplying energy for our equipments.
As much more hate, wars, fights and blood; fear, terror, rebellions and so on have in
this military area, better operate our machines."
Clairvoyance: I see a "Laboratory" of Reptilians in the prision. Our Spiritual
Instructor explains:
Reptilians get in touch with their preys while are sleeping. They disguise as
humans for first contacts and later, already "friends", take the poor fellows for macabre
experiences, at attempt of dematerializing the body and later materialize them, once
and for all, at physical plan or develop methods to stand a chance of reborn as human
beings in the matter.
Note: The reptilians have advanced scientific and technological knowhow and
can materialize at physical plan as wanted.
Their experiences cause pains and merciless sufferings to unhappy preys in their
hands, seduced by proposals of easy pleasures, drugs and powership. Exchanged with
strong nets, those hapless and faithless creatures are attracked easily serving as
guinea pigs for abominable Beasts.

The prisons are full of experiments. Often, bad habits of embodied ones let them
vulnerable to siege of Beasts such as Homero, worn out by drugs.
Those Beasts strenghten more and more, supposing them able to subdue the
whole world, exterminate and change the human race at their convenience. They
multiply the laboratories in the Planet, improving their terrible experiences, always
searching for a formula to create new race of mutant and overbearing beings.
As well as mankind seeks youth's source, without sucess, also Reptilians seek
the cornstone to reborn in the Earth.
At that meantime, deceived due increment of low energy supplying them at astral
plan, they multiply efforts over tragic experiences with neglectful human beings,
exposing themselves more and more withstand God´s Moral Laws.
At each prison throughout this Planet, they settle macabre laboratories to reach
the objective. Thus, they increase the burning of negative karma they have in hands.
Homero, fell under traumatic experiences and exiled to Planet suitable to his
vibrations, softened by scathing sufferings and removing black mass adhered to his
spiritual body. He needs a lot of existences to restore his mind again. Strong physical
disturbances must afflict him, for hundreds of existences, taming his ill-nature.
Why, brothers of mine, to travel by a such painful road and be hurt by those
poisonous thorns, if there´s other road offered by Almight, full of Love, watered by
Sublime Jesus' lessons?
Wake up brothers, ahead of the time that strong torrent of pains and
sufferings arrest you for painful exile at sterile and inhospitable Planet, whereas,
you live surrounded with beasts which you own looked for them.
Be sure that you are able to build up a better world. Begin by yourself the
necessary change for construction of new world with abundance of evolved feelings,
peace, fraternity and union among of the creatures.
Each creature lives as deserves and necessary to his own upgrowth. Most of
embodied souls, for the time being, are anesthetized by primitive instincts and choose
road of fast pleasures and material goods, projecting a future of darkness and pains.
Wake up brothers, while having lucid mind and physical body, offering you
chances of progress. Avoid ambushes of shadows attracting you to abyss that no more
may be in the Earth, but in some inferior Planet.
All low feeling connect you to shady beings forming strong ties.
Why do you prefer more Darkness than Light for renewal and progress?
The chances finished in this Planet.
Reptilians together with embodied ones live the last moments in the Earth.
Those faithless people may live long time on sinister valleys necessary to retake
the human characteristics as we are at the moment, who suffer, cry and love.
He who faithless about our words, take a look where lives, and before human
fury avoiding his freedom and imposing him fear, he´ll know where is the truth.
There is only a road driving us to Jesus.
To follow it, it´s enough to practice the sublime lessons of Master Jesus.
Ranieri Matias, 24/02/06
14. Adelaide and her low life

Clairvoyance: I see a prision cell, where was a woman stand up near to the
grate. She looked at outside upset and thoughtfully.
It wasn´t about time for her baby´s birth yet, but Adelaide already suffered
anguish at heart about the future of her baby.
Usually, she recalled memories from her own childhood, when coud run free
along of the without pavement streets in the countryside where was born.
Farmers' daughter, Adelaide was the nineth of twelve children. Her parents had
little time to take care of her thence she was cared by her sisters.
Who takes care of my baby?
My baby shall be free, she thought. Who takes care of him? Would he also be
live in adversity later?
Life time she lived unlike of many other girls she knew. Even so young, she knew
men and guided by her oldest sister, she learned how benefit that life, using her
intelligence subtlely and also the own body when necessary. She supposed able to
withstand the world and stand a chance for wealth and luxury life, until she had met a
different man.
Often, her mother recriminated her way of dressing and behavior. Even humble
and poor, Maria Jose was a honest woman, but all the efforts proved useless to tame
her children, created by the oldest daughter.
Jonas, Adelaide´s boyfriend
At the beginning, hadsome and polite, Jonas knew that Adelaide could be useful
for his kidnapping plans. Her good appearance passed herself off as honest girl and,
when was dressing well could earn some money.
Thenceforth, they began stealing banks and electronic boxes. She liked that
challenge and, attracked for easy money, she accepted follow his boyfriend.
At astral plan, her mother already as disembodied spirits, tried at high costs to
deviate her from such ideas, but, as always, without sucess.
Maria Jose supposed her daughter's future would be tragic, whereas, she could
notice at astral plan, dark entities surrounding her boyfriend.
The bell sounds strident announcing some meal. Adelaide slipped her memories
and went to dining room, always watched by policemen.
The food was so bad, but she couldn´t avoid it or would starve along of the day.
The meal reminded of dirty water. In spite of everything, the food was good at home
when compared to that cell in which whe lived.
The nightmares disturbed her on and on. To think about her child's future was her
daily routine. Best should be die together with him.
One day, taken by those ideas, she thought: If I die, everything is over. To live
here mens to be dead. Thence I kill him too. For sure, if he knew what I plan to do, he
would be thankful to me for saving him from larger sufferings and pains in the future.
Within her uterus, through a clean light, the spiritual instructor could see a little
baby nearly undernourished. The lack of good food for that mother acted negatively
over the baby's upgrowth. He was anxious because of his mother´s morbid thoughts.

Poor child, how much suffering even before be born!
She decided to commit suicide
Outside of the cell, the people's movement was restrict; few visitors made
Adelaide's life still more empty hapless.
She was sure that sould finish that torment and began how to render concrete
her plans. If the rests of foods weren´t collected at once, she could let them it be rotten
eat them later.
No tool there was useful as lethal weapon. If at least she had a mirror piece, she
would have the pulses cut.
Taken by those thoughts, never Adelaide supposed that there was a spectrum of
reptilian tied to her mind to subdue her and thence get large load of vital fluid: a young
woman and her child at fetal state would be a good meal.
Other entities attacked her inciting heavy load of low feelings and thoughts,
increasing more and more her anxiety. Everything due her faithlessness and sadness.
In addition to many entities surrounding her and the cell companions didn´t help
her either. The latter ones only told her on abortion histories, rape and death of women
there and that there wasn´t place in the world for a worthy, decent and happy life.
My brothers, no one of this Planet or any other part of universe may deny to
children of God, the balm of hopes that, whenever is possible, shall be offered lovingly
for each one creature, mainly who falls under spiritual state of despair and pains.
Believe that always have a solution for who falls in mistakes, able to strenghten
him and stand a chance to go ahead better than before.
Unhappyly those minds full of vile thoughts, spill on his hapless neighbor the
fictitious determinism of falls and faults.
Who was that reincarnating spirit ?
- Who was Adelaide's son?
Luiz, Adelaide´son, who survide hardly inside her womb, was a spirit extremely
debtor, answering for long moral delay of whom would receive him as son now.
If he was born, he would pick the results for his own negligence in preparation,
instruction and orientation of whom, for several existences had been his daughter.
Five consecutive existences put those spirits joined by sacred ties of motherhood
and fatherhood, by turns of incarnations. The current mother had been his mother
beforetime, and the current baby had been his father.
Now, he had already suffered to much even before he was born. Living in his
mother's womb, he was also fell under Law of Cause and Effect, putting together
creatures of same energy and finding them wherever they were.
Adelaide kept at planning her suicide. She asked the cell maid one chair to sit
down near to the opening of fresh air and also a blanket for cold night.
Like a film, she recalled memories of hard moral fights and torments, since her
first pregnance, when her boyfriend had suggested abortion as the best solution, so that
they could live aways, as always.

Even disappointed with her boyfriend who loved him, on the other hand, touched
by that being's presence inner her womb, she didn't aborted the child. (See note as
follows)
Note from Spiritual Author: The presence of a friend or enemy connected with
astral uterus of a woman, happens as psychical detonator of changes necessary for
upgrowth of those creatures involved. The troubles originated reveal old memories,
bringing to current life, large load of feelings to be adjusted hereafter.
All the steps for an incarnation, since gestation, growth until the end of first
childhood, everything is followed up by “experts in high-tech of reincarnation”.
Everything that had been planned runs risk of interruption and waste of energy,
time and work bound for readjustment of those hapless souls.
Partly, Adelaide answered for that situation, when was punished for murdering,
and later on due inhuman assistance offered to pregnant women in the prision, when
should receive special care.
Aborted twice
Adelaide provoked abortion, at the fifth month of pregnancy. Free from that
uncomfortable presence, she swore no more become pregnant again.
Later on, even carefully, Adelaide was pregnant again while the crimes
demanded her much physical efforts in addition to organic condition and, again Luiz
saw frustrated his attempt to reborn.
To avoid the risk of pregnance, Adelaide began drink teas and other drinks
produced by an old lady, her neighbor.
The human being ignores the karmical power that despite of all attempts of that
woman, she provoked new coupling of Luiz´s spirit already suffered and weaken in that
astral uterus due hard mental load of rejection of motherhood.
Motherhood! Sublime feminine task to stand a chance to birth and blooming of
life and redemption chance!
Stunned due her third pregnancy, without believing what was wrong, Adelaide
seemed to hear his son's spirit saying: you have to accept me, thence she accepted the
pregnancy, even with all conflict of feelings spilled on her mind.
The assault
At the moment, Adelaide and her husband take part in a gang of five peope; she
was the only woman serving sexually to many men. Thence, she didn´t know who was
her son´s father. Otherwise, they planned assautting banks, where she served as bait to
bank policeman, the target of that action and she was anxious.
By spiritual side, her mother asked her to give up such life and take care of her
child.
The obstinacy on greed and luxury involved Adelaide's mind with thick layers
avoiding the loving influence from her mother and provoking that disturbance.
For sure, that should be the last crime. Divine Providence favored the
policeman's action avoiding the crime and three of five thieves were arrested to
punishment and among the both escapees was Adelaide's husband.

The suicide
She was sent to House of Detention and was awaiting judgement. At that
meantime nothing more interested her and decided to comit suicide, once and for all.
In the nigh, while her companions were sleeping, Adelaide, using the chair, tied
the blanket to the grating bars and around her neck and commited suicide.
Sure that she and the child should be free forever, Adelaide, jumped and lasted
some minutes to die for want of oxygenation.
Not even she had left the physical body, the vampires, previously recruited
invaded the prision cell and jumped over her body anxious for big banquet.
Soon after the macabre action, under spiritual vision, she witnessed the party of
vampires, screaming and giving her nerves. With a last tremor of body was extinguished
the sparkle of that youg woman and, some minutes later, also her baby in her uterus.
In the morning, when retaking the activities in the cells, the cell maid found
Adelaide's body inert hunged up for asphyxia. The cell companions, some frightened
and other ones indifferent, looked at that awful scene, imagining how should be their
own end.
Searching for freedom by means of death, Adelaide was hardly magnetized by
terror and hate by her executioners. More prisoner than before, now, she restart new life
full of pains again.
Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias, 10/02/06
15. Abelardo, violent policeman
Abelardo was a violent policeman who after several troubles caused to his
Corporation, he moved from streets where made patrolling and occurrences to House of
Detention, where accordingly to his superior bosses, he could be more useful watching
dangeous prisioners. If he practiced violence there, wouldn´t bring them troubles,
whereas, the prisoners, most of time haven´t to whom appeals when were tortured.
Abelardo didn't mind nor had any other choise. He had been excessively violent
with an adolescent arrested in the act due traffic of drugs in the slum. The boy died
even before arriving at the police station. The superior bosses didn't want to expose
himself, whereas, they had already enough troubles with population and means of
communication. In the prision, Abelardo could wear away his violent temper.
As many other friends, he became trafficker
Despite of being feared by prisioners, he also was corrupted by traffic,that could
offer him new way of life. His salary was short and his wife always incovenienced him.
The bosses of traffic knew how seducing a person"out of money" like him. It was
enough to put some dollars in his hand so that he moved to the other side at once.
Abelardo eased the arrival of drugs in the prison while his friends and policemen
closed the eyes to traffic there and often took part in that net too.
Abelardo lived away after one year at work, his profits increased and his wife was
calm, even a lover he had.

Once, one boss prisoner and acomplice told Abelardo about rebellion and
needed make easy some escapees for important businesses "outside."
Abelardo trembled. One thing was living at costs of those terrible prisoners, good
for nothing, and he only easened the arrival of drugs in the prision. If they wanted drug,
was their business. To open the prision cell for them could be dangerous to him.
The policeman at leas coudn´t imagine their future, when chose the traffic. For
sure, the bosses didn't want Abelardo´s help. They wanted only to test him, and later
offer him high position in the traffic net. Abelardo was the person they wanted for
dangerous actions, inside and out of prison, thence he should be tested firstly.
He went search wool and left shorn
Abelardo didn't understand the alert sounding in his hear. He pretended to
accept the traffickers' proposal. After prepared the plans, the rebellion began with gangs
rebelled due mistreatments and prisions overcrowded. It was just a facade. That poverty
life in that shady island no more disturbed them. They had dominance over that place
with corroboration of own police.
They set fire to mattresses, arrested hostages, rush and faced the police.
While the tumult near to the prison called attention of means of comunication and
local people, at the bottoms, the thieves escaped the law without be noticed.
Neverthless, Abelardo didn´t like prisioners nor wanted see that scoria as escapees. He
informed to Superior Command that there would be rebellion and escapees. All set
ready, the plan continued and Abelardo pretended to help his accomplices.
As well as had planned, he went to the place established to help the escapees.
He didn't intend executing order and yes, eliminate those thieves. When he arrived
there, the escapees were already far from there police of higher command was awaiting
him there. They stared him anxious and he asked what was happening. The answer
was a shot in his forehead.
The next headline on the newspapers was: "Rebellion, death of policemen and
escapees prisoners'".
That couldn´t be avoided, sooner or later, overflow prisioners by walls of prisons,
in addition to own police taking part in crimes too.
Policemen without good salaries and training, living at slums commanded
by traffickers of prisons. They are usually vulnerable to falls moral and don´t
avoid force of evil; they fell under material appeal and are corrupted too.
The whole system is fragile since constructions and unprepared servants
to overstrain.
Abelardo wakes up shaky at other dimension. He sees himself as prisoner in a
punishment cell that never had seen and subdued by creatures like demon. He got
crazy without understand that scenario.
The humanity walk for blind alley
If had higher moral condition of whom monitore the prisons, the situation
even so precarious could be controlled. It isn´t enough brute force to contain the

evil. Above all, only moral force is more important and in additional to many
policeman act as were in place of prisoners corruped by criminals too.
Before a such disarray, only from High comes fair correction, whereas, the
terrestrial people and legal authorities, no more are able to control the negative
waves in full swing nor expansion of evil beyond the illusory walls of prison.
The authorities are silent. The few honest men aware of a such danger
happening at the present, they know that little or nothing can be done.
The prisioners supply themselves with negative force for their evil enterprises. No
more, there is control and are easened by “ Darknessl" to satiate their addictions.
They are true robots of Darkness!
Often upset due bad habits are subdued by darkness.
Which chances for deliquent adolescents inside and outside of prisons? Nothing!
They don't glimpse any future such as: upgrowth, money, home, leisure, if not by means
of crimes. At the present, the prison doesn't fear them anymore; the prisioners keep at
practicing the same crimes, maybe with larger profits.
Impunity incites the hapless ones to the crime; there is no punishment nor reduce
the criminal action.
The humanity walks for a blind alley ending at deep black and cold abyss. There,
the starving beasts await fall of incautious ones to devour them.
Brothers, the matter is good for nothing. It´s just a life-style for immortal spirit.
Don't condemn your spirits to painful sufferings because of promiscuous worship
to perishable and useless matter.
By behind of all unballanced human actions have vile creatures, stimulating
crimes, addictions, hate and so on. They live on energies from blood, fear and terror got
during confrontations.
All evil action, supplies and increases dominance of Darkness over you, faithless
people to Divine Laws and Jesus.
You answer for your own actions and must pick bitter fruits.
Ranieri Matias, 17/03/06
16. Gangester by inheritance
Clairvoyance: I saw an assault happening in a convenience store by three
thieves. They were hooded, armed and attacked hardly the people there. At hat
meantime, before the end of assault, one of them fell on the ground and the other ones
ran away by main door.

Adamastor was taken as hero in the slum. Early his father noticed his inclination
for leadership, when he used practicing little crimes, along of years inhabiting slums.
Claudio, his father, prepared the son to be a criminal. Thence, proudly applaued the
illicit activities practiced by son. Father and son loved each other.
The first fights happened since the first childhood when Adamastor defeated
some of his friends. Everything was reason for discussions and duels to wear away his
ill-temper.
His mother, young and shamy, didn´t like that situation and also didn't withdstand
her husband. All her efforts proved useless to make him tender and polite boy.

The toy weapons, belligerent games and fighting histories about the traffickers
and policemen incited Adamastor to be an hero in the slum. The world, to him, was
perverse and conspired against helpless creatures.
As "army of salvation" wanted to withstand Laws imposed by residents of
asphalt (from city). For that reason, it was necessary to be supplied with heavy
armaments, appropriate training and so on.
Holdup
Thus thought Adamastor, twenty five years old, our young character of crime.
Boss of "organization of traffic" in his slum, he planned several assaults to earn much
money as he wanted since he was a child.
Claudio was proud on his son; the mother no more wanted other child. For her
only daughter, she offered all love possible that couldn´t offer to Adamastor.
In that day, as usual, the three thieves met for same ritual before starting the
crimes: they talked about the last events that had made victims among of their friends,
relatives and the other people of slums and also spilled hate over the police that raised
difficulties to their actions.
Once they fell into hate due overdose easened dialogue with invisible world.
At other side of life, spirits skilled at infernal caves (see note 3 bellow) disturbed
their minds evil thoughts.
(3) Note from Spiritual author: infernal caves are places of inferior astral. Thus
are called due the natural openings of rocks where dark spirits settle down training and
preparation centers for helpless spirits bound for acting side by side with embodied
ones, through explosive combination of crimes, drugs and violence.
The strong and appropriate training has supplied that group of obssessors,
dominance over their minds, transmitting to embodied ones, force, agility, daring,
coldness and violence.
After session of drugs, the three friends went down the hill to "face a real", in a
word, to practice an assault.
They identified the little supermarket or a convenience store as target where had
only two electronic boxes, but was the only commercial point of that place. Despite of
little income, also the risk was the least possible, because of strategies used to avoid
violence, at that moment.
Everything was all right, but, in the middle of operation, Adamastor, so excited
due overdose of cocaine and adrenaline in his blood, he suffered a convulsion crisis.
From convulsion to prison
The accomplices, afraid of that situation and without boss ran away, leaving
Adamastor behind shaking his body on the ground. Time enough so that the police
arrived and arrested our character to prision.
Judging that convulsion as contagious disease, the boy was checked superficially
and unconscious taken to police wagon.
He suffered serious disease because of dirt and hot transport, usage of drugs
and without appropriate medical assistance and became human rag.

No more Adamastor could ratiocinate as before, he babbled words due lesions in
his brain and lost physiologic control and usually was always dirty and stunk.
The physical and mental conditions took him to Judiciary Insane asylum. Without
his documents and insane, Adamastor never again met his relatives. They made long
pilgrimages searching for him and soon back out supposing that, probably, he was
already dead and buried as indigent.
Far away from his family and where had grown up and, worn out, our character
upset attracted old invisible accomplices who talked as follows:
- He can´t give up. So much time we spent to this foolish one, and now, does he
go back?
- No, it´s meaningless!
- Let´s revive him to catch our thoughts and execute our orders at once.
Nor everything was lost
Thenceforth, the spirits at high costs ofdiscipline and mental energy, they
recovered the old trafficker and burglar.
Soon he called the attention of professionals of that insane asylum when noticed
the patient had recovered his mental capacity. They couldn´t at least imagine that by
behind that alive mind, there was treads of ectoplasm driving him as marionette, by two
entities of awful appearance.
Adamastor was transferred for punishment prison after countless attemps to
avoid the prision and murders of companions in that asylum.
In the prision, soon he got in touch with traffickers to know the daily routine
regarding flow of drugs, the main bosses of drugs inside of prison and so on.
Little by little, helped by new accomplices, disembodied spirits, Adamastor
recovered his perspicacity and courage of beforetime, retaking his high place in
"organized traffic" in the prisons.
Insights of lucidity
Seldom a nostalgic breeze invaded his heart recalling memories from slum,
about brief insights of tenderness he lived with his mother and sister. Uring that short
minutes invaded him Forces of Divine Love, when Evolved Spiritual Brothers, at
distance, they irradiated good vibrations inside of cages, overcrowded of prisioners.
For many people, sounds strange we describe over a prisoner's life, but believe
that, who depends on your old penitentiary compound, one day they were children
driven by adult hands and minds that should point them out the roads for healthy life.
Taken to punishment prisons together with perverse minds, quickly, Adamastor
reached hight graduation among of the prisoners due his leadership.
In short time, he formed his gang with accomplices of crime and resources to
weapons and ammunition and small army to set him free and thence he could clean out
his low instincts.
Under command of Darkness

Adamastor at least imagined his plans were supplied by perverse enimies.
As well as Adamastor was seen at physical plan, also at astral, the two dark
spirits attracked near them and that pupil, countless spiritual entities without any trace,
even distant of his remainder humanity.
While the prisoners were sleeping, they disturbed the less violent ones. Those
sexually perverted were exploited daily saciating the invisible executioners doubly. The
most violent and vampires, by order of tutors, incited rebellions, fights and after sucked
the energies. Those that avoided sexual orgies at astral plan of prisions searched for
faithless women that, while slept, wandered seeking satisfaction of wild desires.
The spirits more prepared and good at vampiric techniques, when found a good
source of energy from embodied and insane person, they were magnetized sucking
their energies more and more until the victim had nothing else to offer them.
Before the the first signs that embodied could suffer any physical disease, the
dark spirit abandoned him at once and sought other source of energy.
Only the foolish ones believe that iron bars, automatic systems and modern locks
can contain the crazy fury of spirits good at stealing precious energies to render
concrete their revenge plans.
Adamastor´s body was arrested in a prison while his spirit was free as a bird and
taken everywhere wanted his friends. He learned new strategies, drew up a programme
and saciated his pleasures in brothels and nightclubs "of heavy" his needs of drugs, sex
and drinks.
Arrangements for rebellion
The old gang of Adamastor was stronger with adhesion of new followers
disturbing the different factions.
It was formed a dense cloud of spirits and was about to explode rebellion among
of those gangs.
Adamastor´s boss always distrustful, he began to bribe policemen with money of
traffic in the prison, so that they allowed arrival of weapons and other objects.
After few weeks, they had many followers armed and supplied with energy
sucked from faithless people who ignored that were supplying suffering, unconsciously.
Several people still suppose that troubles in prisons end behind the walls
and grating separating them of a such reality.
It´s meaningless. All we are tied ever and again, because nothing surpass the
powerful rmind.
Bloody Massacre
It explodes the revolt. Incited by desire of violence, Adamastor provoked the
confrontation among of rival factions in the prision. They some prisioners enimies as
hostages. They mutilate, perforate, abuse sexually of whom yesterday lived as they own
suffered painful reality or even worsen the pains of those poor fellows.
The crazy vampires sucked fuidical emanations of semen, blood and drugs used
during the confrontation.

The madness was total. Embodied and disembodied spirits hardly tied, moved,
sincronically, as funereal ballet presenting awful scenes.
Only Adamastor was out of such madness, cold and insentive by intervention of
whom commanded his will.
Adamastor and more three friends crossed by that bloody arena, penetrating into
enemy territory and murdered the opposite commander. He own was the leader and
screaming like a Beast, announced the end of rebellion.
At the end had wards destroyed, rooms and dining rooms damaged and several
weapons among of bloody bodies, some of them still pulsing alive.
It doesn´t matter. Adamastor was feared and hated by policemen. Some corrupt
accomplices sorry for their illicit protection, when saw the prision cmpletely devastated. .
The other ones took a pride in work of t young man, 30 years old, affirming the
perfidious partnership.
The ambiance of vile normality reigns at prison again, but Adamastor doesn't
sleep, he plans the next step: to escape the law and enlarge his army so that later live
as king with beautiful women at his disposal and everything else that money could offer
him.
Painful meeting again
Clairvoyance: At the moment, no more I see the prison. We are again in the
slum where I see Bianca, Adamastor´s sister .
Bianca was a beautiful girl, however the years of poverty and suffering in the
slum let her a shy girl and without larger sex appeal.
Her mother upset because of tragic end of his son, she took care of Bianca
avoiding presence of her brother's friends. The father fell a pray to drink after his son´s
death, he was murdered by police during a confrontation in the slum.
Despite of much poverty, Bianca worked as housemaid in rich building. By night
she went to school and arrived at home too late.
She lived fearless and always was so tired that only wanted to sleep after the
daily routine. Usually, she stopped nearby the beach while could dream awoke as any
other girl about love, marriage, children and so on. But soon she felt a strange sadness.
She didn't believe that she own and her mother could live like those beautiful and happy
girls walking along of the beach, every morning.
Once, she noticed several police cars patrolled the building where she worked.
Afraid of that tumult, she ran away to reach the building fastly and great was the
surprise when didn´t see Genevaldo, the doorkeeper.
Even before get in elevator, she was stopped by a weapon pointed to her head.
Other two men, at the bottoms of the building, screamed nervous, while two other
thieves ny the front side ordered them to run away crossing by main door.
Bianca saw Genevaldo fallen on the ground and she tried to save her skin and
removed the thief hood. When saw the mark in that man's neck she screamed callin her
brother's name that she supposed as dead, she ran away and was murdered by other
burglar.
Adamastor´s Death

Adamastor, surprised with his sister's presence who since long time didn´t see
her, he ran to her direction forgetting what happened. Who was that girl? How did she
knew his name? What strange familiarity with him?
Adamastor didn't see the police and with two shots in his head, he died close his
sister´s body.
He was escapee since some months ago and formed other gangs that, under his
leadership assaulted rich buildings stealing weapons, jewels and money.
He trafficked drugs and sooner would visit the slum and also his father as hero,
rich, powerful, as a winner, never as prisioner.
He had established dark invisible ties, that not even had left the body, they
threwn over him sucking his remainders of vital force and caged him at infernal caves
where no more could leave, if weren´t the workers of Light by a request of his mother
and sister, already disembodied too.
Today, he is under hypnotherapy treatment, where the conditionings and violent
automatisms, developed broadly by perverse dark beings became prisoner of himself.
Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias, 03/02/06
17. Juvencio, an upset spiritualistic medium
Prisoner of shadows Juvencio recalled recent memories
It was a hot day and since long time didn´t rain.
Juvencio awaited his judgement after have served a some years of prision.
The memories of his wife and litte daughter were still alive in his memory. Why
had done that crime? Not even he knew what had happened him.
He remembered that was disturbed for strange visions. He woke up a lot of times
beside his wife Vanessa, however he couldn´t see well the woman he loved so much,
only the ghost like nightmare.
Oddly enough, he thought to cut her neck and drink the blood. He couldn´t
understand nothing and thought go away but, who would take care of his family?.
The little daughter, Maria of Lourdes, was still a baby, when the strange visions
began. Often, the cradle seemed catch fire and he tried helping his little daughter, who
ran to his arms. Thence, everything disappeared, he put the girl on the bed, and he own
returned to sleep again.
He never saw a such thing and would like to face it. He didn't want to tell to
anybody about his strange visions, because could take him as crazy. Never!.
Visiting the sorcerer yard
What more disturbed him was the ghost and strong will of drinking blood. Then,
he fell back upon a sorcerer yard and understand what happened with him. He knew
that his sister visited that place decided to follow her. Songs, dances and many strange
words happened in that "burrow", as the place was called.
At the beginning, he was afraid of everything but didn´t say nothing; he could
seem coward. He thought that nothing so bad could happen him; if he noticed any risk,
he would run away, at once.

During the second visit, something strange happened. His presence in the
"chain" lasted long period of mental absence, as that time hadn´t exist.
Soon after, he asked the participants what had happened with him. His sister
answered she didn't know, but he was an excellent spiritualistic medium and that a very
important entity had visited them and used him to communicating with embodied ones.
He didn´t understand nothing. What was a spiritualistic medium?
In spite of doubts, Juvencio went on visiting that place more and more. At that
meantime, his nightmares stopped and also that strange thirst of blood has reduced. At
the moment, only worried him the long absence of memories.
No more he had that strange repulse for his wife and everything was all right.
Neverthless, he didn't understand the presence of "strange being", that once in a
while, appeared so clear in his dreams. Stand up nearby the main door, the ghost
always said: Don´t you invite me to come in? Juvencio agreeded and thence they talked
long time.
That "ghost" said that they had a important mission to accomplish and thence,
Juvencio needed to give up his family and the church where would have his energy
sucked by demon. He added that the great day would arrive for that great task.
Juvencio woke up upset after that dialogue and saw a scratch on the table.
It was December and the approach of Christmas incited him strong desire to eat
rare meat, twice or three times a day.
His wife, despite of finding strange that behavior, prepared everything he asked
her, until one day she prepared a chicken for lunch, she saw the husband in the kitchen
stopped staring the blood for brown sauce. After uttering strange words, Juvencio drank
the whole liquid slippery, dirtying him and the table.
Visiting The Church
Due that strange attitude and very frightened, Vanessa refused the sorcerer yard
and fell back upon the church nearby her house and asked the Pastor to help her.
The Pastor interested on that subject, asked her to took his husband to the cult,
so that could see him and thence give his opinion. When arrived at home and before
tell her husband what have done, he said: "Tell him I won't go; if he crosses by my
way or I kill him. And you, don´t avoid me, nobody can help you! You are mine
and soon serve me as food to my soul."
Afraid of those words, the young woman awaited until the next day, while he went
out, she prepared to move to her mother until everything was right again. Nobody could
blame her to save her skin and avoid her insane husband. At once, strange feelings
invaded her. Worn out, she decided to rest some minutes before leaving. Everything
was ready and there wouldn´t be so bad resting before taking a such important attitude.
The violent death
When she woke up, saw Juvencio over her. He seemed other person completely
stunned. He pressed her neck with both hands and she couldn´t breath.
Looking at the cradle, Vanessa felt stronger and ran to save her child. Furious,
he attacked her with a knife, tearing her body with own teeth boned her body.

At spiritual plan, tied to Juvencio there was a vampire satiating his thirst of blood
and revenge of whom had been his executioners beforetime.
When finished the macabre ritual, Juvencio aware of everything and not bearing
up that scenario, he fainted. As soon as the heard Vanessa's screams the called the
police that arrived at once and stopped without a word before that awful scene.
For many days, the case have been described in that place. At the present
moment, he awaits his judgement.
Never again, he was same person, not even the dreams disturbed him. Far away
from there, kept by shadows, other vampire awaited to subdue that unhappy and upset
spiritualistic medium, satiating his wild fury.
The judgement happened quickly. The public justice tried to allege insanity,
requesting psychiatric treatment for him, what would be profitable decision. However,
the cruelty of crime refuted any resource and thence was uttered lifelong.
Soon afterwards the judgement, gangs of vampires arrived triumphant in the
prision, after allthe would be supplied with much energie that Juvencio would help them
getting, thenceforth. Hapless who crosses them the road.
Even the least trouble incovenienced Juvencio, who taken by uncommon force,
he threw against the opponent struggling with own hands and teeth.
Juvencio and the Director of Prison
He was feared by policemen and hated by all of the prisoners. He amused talking
with vampires that always visited him. One day the director of prison talked with
Juvencio about those strange thoughts.
Experienced and wise man, the director knew that Juvencio was exploited by
invisible spirits for strange rituals. Taken by sincere compassion, the director decided to
help that sick spirit, who had with him an obsessor of any plot went on in the past.
He offered to help Juvencio and thenceforth his name would be under prayers.
Where are the human hearts that refuse to extend fraternal hands?
How many unconscious and neglectful spiritualistic mediums inhabit dirt cells,
waiting for fraternal brothers that, at least, could reduce their suffering.
Why aren´t human beings practicing charity without asking whom?
Lots of men and women arrested to prisions are our brothers under karmical
Law, helpless, as any other brother of our compassion.
Let´s return to our history.
For several months, while sleeping, Juvencio was helped by spiritual instructors
and prayers offered by that Group. Neverthless, without studying deeply the case, some
members of that team felt pursued by terrible creatures ever and again. Afraid of that
situation, they abandoned Juvencio´s case, supposing that the other Evolved Spirits
could take care of him, thenceforth.
Those workers ignored that the Highest Spirituality demand embodied
workers for upkeep of charitable energies in the material plan in favor of sufferer
brothers.
Sorry they have abandoned the patient. For fear of him or negligence, they
didn´t investigate the true work nature which had in hands and lost a wonderful
opportunity to practice the beautiful knowledge. Minds full; empty heart and hands.

Juvencio again fell under dark forces. Vampires and beasts used him, by turns, in
order to provoke fights and shed blood.
When Juvencio was thirty three years old, after served a six years term of prision,
he was murdered by cell companions. At astral plan, the vampires, same beings that
had used him to several crimes, sucked his his vital fluids.
Rochester, 17/02/06
18. Attraction power between Tereza and Luciano
Who everything wants, everything looses.
Tereza grew up rebel. She hated poverty and the dirt slum where lived. She
always had at heart negative load. She supposed herself much intelligent and beautiful
to live in adversity.
Someday she would live surrounded with beautiful jewels and several men
should reverence her beauty with gold and her house should be as beautiful as those
ones she knew on magazines and television.
She only needed a plan to get everything she wanted. To study was good for
nothing or the teachers wouldn´t complain so much about the work and out of money.
In addition to study was waste of time. On the contrary, the teachers were rich.
She needed an easier road to banish her poverty and raise high flight to wealth.
Once, while coming from school, she met Luciano, young boy and of
neighborhood, who, since long time fell in love wih her. They talked and soon Luciano
was sure that had found his ideal partner, foolish and ambitious Tereza.
Without perspectives of earning money through honest work, they sought a friend
of the slum and offered themselves as employees and partners to the crime.
Intelligent and aware of that work, quickly they expanded the business attracking
classmates for using drugs. Nor all gave them ears.They preferred those careless,
afflicted and upset adolescents as future customers.
Sooner, they called the attention of the boss due increment of money and, he,
the boss began training them at weapons and strategies of attack and defense.
Quickly, the young couple, thrilled for success they avoided the school for
dedicating full time to the traffic.
They were friends, guardians and partners of the boss that, for its turn, no more
planned anything without hearing them.
They conspire betrayal
Once, before go to bed, Luciano asked Tereza her opinion on Claudio, the boss.
The girl, as always objective affirmed that Claudio was dispensable and they would get
more money, eliminating him. They could also blame the rival gang and without
Claudio's leadership, they could command an burglar and subdue a larger area of traffic
in that neighborhood.
Luciano agreed with her and soon were planning against whom had introduced
them to the traffic.

After had rendered concrete that perverse plan, soon Tereza and Luciano
subdued a large area of the slum, getting many resources for that place. But they
couldn´t stop there; they moved to a beautiful house downtown. They passed
themselves off as rich business couple, frequenting nightclubs and parties, delivering
the smuggled goods freely.
At the beginning, they found some resistance with traffickers rivals, but, little by
little, they identified and eliminated the rivals. Thenceforth, the others gang understood
that the young couple was too dangerous to be faced.
Rich and famous, the couple had everything the money could offer them. They
knew about the risks, but the profits always were better.
When, seldom, they visited the slums delivering provisions, gifts and other things,
they remembered about their awful life there. Those memories increased the desire of
never again go back to that poverty. Not even knew that at each step of material goods,
more they dived into mire at astral, where the victims of a such ambition were anxious
for revenge.
Nobody at least imagine the dark sowing that material desires provoke to human
creature or never would choose those tortuous roads.
Luxury and wealth raised ambition
As was expected, the fast success and wealth acquired by that young couple
raised ambition of other trafficker, who put his men to watch the network and provisions
of Luciano and Tereza.
After a year, he had a dossier about the couple, even about the boss´death.
Thence, the scenario was prepared to incriminate Luciano for Claudio's death,
what would probably take him to prison. Later he and Tereza, wise woman, who
interested him so much and managed the whole net of traffic raised by the couple. And
also could be helped by Luciano to expand the business, even from prision, whereas,
he knew about the daily routine of corruption involving policemen.
“Who slayeth with the sword shall perish with the sword”
Tereza soon noticed that something was about to happen and moved to the
strongest side.
Counting on Tereza´s help, Arthur incriminated Luciano privately and put made
him prisioner. Disappointed with whom he loved indeed, he swore avenge to Tereza, he
decided to take part in that plot only to avoid larger losses than have already had.
Usually, he felt solitary in the prison. The prision cell was several times worse
than slum; even as woman, they had already inconvenienced him.
Along of the time, more he hated Tereza and he built equally a plan to her, who
was arrested to prision too. The trafficker abandoned Tereza and went away.
Luciano couldn´t penetrate into feminine prison. However, through his partners
he bribed the prison guardians and companions to pursue and torture Tereza.
Tereza suffered hard humiliations, sadness and revolt worst than in the slum,
where there isn´t larger poverty to spirit than arid desert of hate and pain.

Even worn out physical and morally, Tereza incited a rebellion in the prision and
died during a confrontation with police, when she was twenty six years old.
Thence has disappeared her insane dreams of greatness of spirit that started
taking part in group of vile spirits composing the spiritual scenario of Brazilian prisons,
increasing the dense negative layer already existent in the walls, at physical plan, giving
funereal and dirty aspect to that place.
To get free from that dirty, Tereza, started as active spirit in the mud and
contamination of prision astral where she had lived, until she was redeemed by Spiritual
teams of Christian service. Exploited and humiliated, Tereza´s spirit nothing else was
that beauty and haughtiness of beforetime, teaching us that, who wanted too much lost
even the little already received for her spiritual ascension.
Count Rochester, 17/02/06
19. Black magic in the reformatory
Fell into envy, Robervalsom engaged to the traffic. He would be rich and exhibit
goods which couldn´t get up to now as well as some friends of work had, wrongly.
Why couldn´t he have either? Why was negro? He worked as motoboy for a
publicity agency in Rio de Janeiro. He hated the playboys driving big cars and always
with beautiful women. He studied by night and worked daytime and little or nothing had
gotten up to now and only a bypath would make easy his objective.
The bypath usually delays the arrival
Bypath means traffic. Old companions of childhood of the slum required him to
deliver smuggled good downtown, weekly, using his motorcycle and would be well paid.
After some months, the deliveries improved and, the "Boss" of traffic raised his
salary too since he gave up the other job. I have employment book and what matters if I
won´t go far, thought Robervalsom.
He had promised his mother that would take a diploma. But it was difficult to fulfil
his promise now. He involved more with old friends dancing funk and got some
girlfriends. That wasn´t he dreamt about when saw the playboys, but he was get on well
with girls until became crazy due orgies, drinks, overdoses and so on.
His mental reflex reduced and usually dropped and lost precious goods. Because
of terrible lifestyle, he was arrested while delivered a package, Wanted by policeman,
Robervalsom was arrested together with his accomplices.
The Reformatory
As he wasn´t eighteen years old yet, primary criminal and slim body he and two
companions were taken to Reformatory.
That place was an horrible surprise to Robervalsom. In spite of being involved
with traffic, he had moral behaviour better than those boys living there.
That promiscuity in tha prision shocked him. Cublicles full of young boys. Some
of them frightened and had something different in their eyes. Later on, living together,

he discovered that those different eyes were acquired after total loss of purity changed
by sadness or even cruelty living in that inhuman place.
Life was meaningless to Robervalsom. He understood too late the bypath to
wanted success had taken him to hell. He struggled to avoid the reformatory; his
mother and some friends has contracted a lawyer, without sucess and his dossier
had disappeared. The police not even knew on him caged in that awful place.
Thence he joined with rioted people there, poor fellows that not even knew
why lived; Life for them was good for nothing. They lived as true robots fell under
hate and revolt, as all they had only one body.
Usually they provoked rebellions, setting fire to mattresses, hostages, murders.
That was real and cruel lifestyle they had.
Little by little, Robervalsom knew the daily routine of the prision and he own
began to command the rebellions and crimes over there.
Invitation to black ritual
Lourival, old resident of reformatory invited Robervalsom to see something in
cubicle, where usually, he own, some companions and monitors practiced magic rituals.
There, they called for Satan´s name, Belzebu, to take care of them. Belzebu had driven
them for some rebellions and when materialized among of them, he incited cruel deaths
and many prisioners became escapees too.
Lourival invited Robervalsom to take part in that secret group:
- You are an special leader Rober; Satan would like help you.
Robervalsom was afraid of that invitation. Never he liked occult forces nor his
mother, evangelical, either. Never he had lighted candles to saints nor devil.
But his life in that Reformatory was the worst possible. He had never seen a such
thing. He was forgotten by terrestrial laws and God wouldn´t waste time with him, a
criminal. Now, he only should appeal for demon.
He asked his friend some time to think about.
At meantime, he asked his mother that, once again, talked with authorities, so
that he was judged and get his freedom or would be crazy there.
After a week, his mother told him, crying, the situation was the same as before.
Robervalsom didn't lose hope. He sought Lourival and confirmed his presence in
that ritual.
Robervalsom didn´t like Lourival, full of cruelty and sensuality, who lived at
Reformatory since he was 12 years old, among escapes and prisons. He was well
known by prisioners and police and taken as crazy one.
The guest murdered
The secret meeting held on Friday 13, full moon night. Robervalsom nothing
knew about that event. He was anxious, a mixed of fear and curiosity.
That night, some minutes before midnight, Robervalsom went in that cubicle
completely silent. The companions were sleeping as if something strange have
happened or some drug had been given them. A chill crossed by his spine.

When he arrived at the place he met Lourival, three companions and two
monitors unknown that greeted him coldly.
The ritual began and around midnight Belzebu would come.
They made a circle with gunpowder on the ground, lit incenses of stink and much
smoke. The group seemed hypnotized and sang strange songs.
Suddenly, one monitor fell on the ground and burst out laughing. A black smoke
coming from some unknown place shaped up a picture of Demon right before him.
Robervalsom regretted of being there, but was too late. He looked around and
all of the members stared him, walked in his direction and held him strongly.
The monitor stand up now , seemed a "ghost ". Robervalsom was lied down on
the ground, in the middle of gunpowder circle. His hands were tied and feet open. He
tried to scream, but couldn´t. That ghost, black and red, hairy and horned was close
him and his rotten breath was repugnant.
He reminded of his mother´s adivices. Never, he should involve with "demon".
The monitor that more seemed a ghost approached him with a black knife in the hand,
threatening him. He fainted when felt a stabbing pain in his heart.
Robervalsom was murdered by black magic ritual and they drank his blood and
ate his heart.
The next day, happened other rebellion with barbaric deaths. The news about the
body mutilated and without heart wasn´t divulged by means of communication and
Robervalsom taken as fugitive of reformatory, while he was murdered.
Robervalsom woke up at astral plan taken of terror. He tried to avoid that place,
but was prisoner of same beast that subdued the Reformatory.
There was a "Laboratory of Reptilians" collecting raw material for macabre
experiences in the other places.
Recently, during a trip for cleaning at astral plan, Robervalsom and other
prisoners were redeemed by Team Servants of Jesus.
He was under hypnotherapy treatment. Sooner he may wake up and follow new
road. It depends on him choose it or not.
Jesus uphold us with his Infinite Love.
Save Jesus.
Ranieri Matias, 24/03/06
20. The singular behaviour of a rich girl
A long time passed by until at dawn of beautiful day when Tais awoke from her
dark past. From her bedroom she saw the sunlight surroundings, entering in by
window. Was she dreaming? What place was that?
Few minutes later, a cheerful nurse came bringing her a tray of foods.
- Good morning, Tais! At last you wakes p! I bring you a meal food to strengthen
you.
- Good morning! Who are you and which place is this? I am lost and I don't
remember about anything. How did I come and what am I doing here?
- Calm down. The anxiety only harm your organic balance. As far as Know, you
were brought here by two people who love you, and thenceforth you only sleep. Now
you have to strengthen your body and, little by little, returns to your daily routine.
- It is all right. Nothing I ask until you tell me. I am a little tired.

Tais sat down on the bed and had her meal, as humble and patient spirit. Usually
she didn´t behave this way.
Who was Tais?
She was the only daughter of a couple of doctors well reputed and only
interested on social appearances. Unworried with sublime commitments of motherhood,
her mother transferred to employees her daughter's education, usually assisting her on
everyhing, so that wasn´t frustrated psychologically, accordingly with thought at that
time.
Any worker who didn´t execute the parents´orders or dared to correct the girl was
changed at once.
Tais grew up free and surrounded of everything material the money could offer.
Toys, dainties and everything that pleased a child, she had at her disposal. Swimming
pool, playground, track of pushcarts and others took part of her infantile universe.
The "friends" surrounded her ever and new ones arrived daily, brought by the
oldest ones, just interested on her rich life.
Tais, as was expected had no limit and since her adolescence, began giving flow
to her inferior instincts. She used making intrigues and already had disurbe the
employees, having dominance over them and with a word could dismiss them.
Her parents were proud of their beautiful daughter, whose intelligence and
perspicacity pleased introducing the daughter for high society.
Tais grew up, empty of true feelings and full of addictions and doubtful habits.
Depite of not needing, she was used stealing the classmates and teachers at
school. She knew that if was discovered, her parents would consider her innocent. She
amused with tumult. Above all, she liked putting one against other and appreciate the
duels later. She laughed of those situations and judged herself good at human nature.
Irma, the cook, arrived at Tais´house, when she still was a baby. She was the
only servant who avoided the girl's plots along of several years.
The parents ignored her behavior
Irma knew the girl's addictions and tried alerting her mother, without success.
Oddly enough, Tais liked the cook sincerely and, whenever possible, she heard
her ideas, even despising them later. Irma didn´t mind, despite of wealth, she saw Tais
as abandoned child at random.
Now, she was 17 years old and was already engaged to underworld of drugs and
sex. She pledged herself to the sex selling the body shamefully to uphold the drug.
Even without understanding why made that, she didn't stood aside. She liked having
many men and laughed of that situation.
Every day, the dependence was larger. Daily, she drank alcoohol and overdoses.
The parents knew on everything, but considered normal to adolescent and pretended
nothing to see, believing that phase soon would end.
But didn't end. By that easy and awful life, Tais called attention of "terrible
beings'". Reptilians saw that sad and ill temper of Tais could be useful them.Thence, the
decided to follow her until the appropriate and direct approach.

The favorable moment arrived, when Vinicius met Tais.
Vinicius, an adolescent of sad life and contrary to the social norms. He knew
about Tais and decided to benefit that situation. Addicted in heroine, didn't see the hour
of using the drug ever and again.
They planned the couple's murder
Vinicious, out of money and anxious for using drugs ever and again, he planned
murder Tais´parents so that could spend a nice life thenceforth.
Tais, seduced by Vinicius' eternal love agreed with him. How would be free from
parents? With his inheritance, she would take trips and live only for her boyfriend.
Thence the young couple prepared all the steps to render concrete that macabre
plan. Otherwise, they ignored behind there were Reptilians incited them evil thoughts.
In that fatidical day, she left unlocked door and planed day off for all the
employees. The two criminals used axe blows, tore the couple's thoracic and cranial
box and tried hurt also Tais, so that could raise difficulties to police supposing the girl as
victim too, but al the efforts proved useless.
At once, the police arrived at the place and arrested the criminals. By other side
of life, reptilians had tied body and mind of Tais with electrodes monitored 24 hours a
day the mentors of that terrible crime.
Tais and Vinicius contradicted in their speechers.
The energies from the couple were stored and converted by basic energy. The
both criminals were protected by strong safety against siege Good Energies. Tais had
reasonable mediunship, usually used for manifestation of some perverse entities
together with group of obsessors spirits.
Betryaed by her boyfriendTais didn't worry in hiding the facts on her parents'
death. Thence, she and Vinicius were taken to prision.
Tais pregnant makes deal with Darkness
As rebel and frivolous spirit, Tais started to carry out in the cell, the same hole of
rich girl, provoking intrigues and discords. She used her sex appeal to benefit as
prisioner, until she was surprised with unexpected pregnancy.
Rioted in losing her beauty, she tried getting free of her child, without sucess.
While sleeping she met with Commander Reptilian and made a deal with him.
She would give every load of energy possible and he would get her free of that
undesirable pregnancy. Days later, she aborted the child already at advanced upgrowth.
She was found in the prision cell with her child aborted.
She amused and laughed of her own bloody body passing the dirt hands on her
body and face. The case was taken to authorities in charged of mad people and later on
transferred to Psychiatric Clinic. There, she kept at supplying energies to perverse
creatures. She hurt her companions using techniques of incision but without kill them.
She soaked her own body with blood and danced happy celebrating the
operation. Usually, she put the blood in glasses saying to appreciate delicious wine.
Little by little, she became vampire

Her astral body, little by little, presented considerable modifications, shaping up
as vampire and many threads tied to her, as marionette, subdued by Reptilians. No
more she lived nor had own will.
At Hospital, nurses and doctors and avoided to look after her. Litle by little, dark
breeze began surrounding her more and more solitary at physical plan, while at astral,
increased the black siege over her spirit, and her astral body was used for experiences
of Reptilians, using drugs and blood collected for subsequent analysis and usage.
She took part in endless orgies, wearing away vital energies collected by "black
scientists". They promoted sessions of vampirism com Tais´spirit outside of prison. She
was just a toy for those "hateful creatures'".
No longer she was as beautiful girl as before. The case was forgotten. Her
boyfriend, Vinicius lived at masculine prison, but treated as a woman under cruel
tortures due his perverse crime.
No relative at least visited nor helped the young boy. As regardTais, her
inheritance was confiscated to the State.
Only Irma prayed and visited her, but she didn't bear up see how the girl lived.
At astral plan, she as human dunghill and at astral as slave of darkness, Tais
lived the last years at prision and died after too much suffering.
Completely besieged
Tais, free from physical body was driven to Damned Castle taking part in a group
of guinea pigs often used as experiences of reptilians.
That was the sad life of a rich girl.
Years later, at astral plan, Irma, deeply sad asked the spiritualitty about Thais.
Aware of her condition as sexual slave, Irma redeemed the girl, by means of much love
and work and later on was authorized to visit Aid Cologne of this Spiritualist House.
Some years of fraternal work at Aid Cologne Irma asked the workers to redeem
Tais, whom she knew still a baby.
Tais´parents, subdued and enslaved at inferior astral were redeemed for
treatment at Aid Cologne too.
At this time, Tais woke up, after a year of rescue and received from old cook the
first healthy meal, after so many years of privation.
Long time she may need until recover her physical and psychical health.
She also have to endevour so that no more be attracked by viscous atmosphere
of prison, where she lived long time.
Despite of being free from physical body, Tais was still prisoner has doubtful
future, whereas, she didn't change her behavior yet. She goes to prision-ship and
exile, at once.
Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias, 21/03/06
21. Lourival and his gang of adolescents
“Life means spend good time."

Following the lemma above, the person exposes his physical body to every luck
of foolish pleasures.
The careless and immoral souls are taken as objects at service of darkness,
mainly adolescents disturbed due overdoses of drugs don´t respect either God´s Laws
or human ones. Since early, let be arrested by low instincts of pleasures and later taken
to abysses.
The gang of Lourival was composed of six young boys, including he own, from 15
to 19 years old. All they had mutual interrelation: laziness, negligence to studies and
total disrespect to life. They didn't respect not even their parents, ignoring or mistreating
them with bad words and actions.
They were dragged for addictions due inclination to everything illicit, immoral
which brought adrenaline. By orders of trafficker's of the slum, they "burned alive files"
fell under tortures and humiliations. They tortured and set fire to two boys that
approached as friends, but were disguised policemen investigating the plots.
The bad boys disturbed by overdose of drugs, they became insensitive, walked
armed and imposing fear by force and violence.
Quickly became famous traffickers
Lourival and his gang were well known after short time of vagrancy and recruited
by "big boss of the slum “ “to turn off" their victims without leaving footsteps.
When the police invaded the hill, they dispersed among of ordinary citizens,
workers that inhabited with that scoria sharing poverty. Then, mixed among of the
people they always escaped the law.
Lourival had his head put to prize, when a member of his small gang fell to
religion and dared back out.
Jorge was the youngest, 15 years old when fell in love with Lucia. In spite of little
visit his family, he wasn´t welcome at home. Only his mother received him well, always
imploring him to stand aside that road of shadows he had began since his 12 years old.
After Jorge met Lucia, often he visited his mother, for despair of his brothers that
didn't forgive him for a such messy life. Little by little, he had insights of changing his
life. At that time, he trusted in his girlfriend who, by its turn, revealed to other people on
Lourival and his gang. Thence, from mouth to mouth, the confidence arrived at the
police, that shaped up a portrait of Lourival in order to arrest him.
Lourival, when saw the danger closer him and despite of liking Jorge, he
murdered him coldly, nearby the accomplices and said: "Traitor must to die."
Wanted by police that discovered the barbarisms executed by Lourival and his
gang, already suspicious that had murdered the both disguised policemen, they started
to seek them, as who looks for a needle in a haystack.
After months hiding in several places, Lourival was arrested with accomplices,
quite drugged and unconscious.
Lourival was forgotten by Justice
At first times in the prision, Lourival and his companions were tortured terribly.
Two of them died due didn´t bear up the knockouts applied by policemen in their bodies

until were mutilated. The other ones stood forgotten in the prison, because of police
using of illegal tricks to delay at most the judgement of criminals.
Ten years passed by without judgement. Forgotten by justice, Lourival and his
accomplices decided to make justice by themselves.
After appeased the policemen, the tortures ceased. They suffered several
months between life and death. Even so, the murderers' bodies survived and started
their revenge plans.
Known by big bosses of traffic of some slums where had rendered important
services "turning off victims", those who informed them about the policemen's identity.
They got the data through the espionage net created inside the prison and informed to
the traffic, answered for kidnapping and murdering families of policemen. Thus they
started controlling the prison. He answered for arrival and exit of visitors, meetings,
entrance and exit of drugs and weapons, and so on.
Reptilians don´t fall sleep at the switch
At spiritual plan, there was more dark beings guided him than at physical plan.
That attendance called the attention of Reptilians, that sought him, so that could install
in that prison of small town, a "laboratory" bound for their experiences.
Lourival told them he was still strong and they answered that ignored the other
powers as such to be invisible to go in and out the prison free, without be noticed.
Lourival agreeded since the experiences began in another body, because he
would like to follow the result, before he own fell under a such madness. So it was done.
Several prisioners taken for genetic experiences at physical-spiritual plans have
disappeared without be noticed.
Lourival, surprised and frightened, he postponed at most to take part in those
experiences whereas his companions had disappeared.
Afraid of that, he refused the deal, but was too late; without his permission, he
own was prisoner. His spirit was submitted to surgeries and transplants and made him
crazy. Later, he has disappeared of prison, without ne noticed.
There is no Divine Injustice. There is total revolt to Superior Laws
Lourival and his accomplices fell under macabre experiences and were prisoners
between the both plans of life.
Their physical bodies, quite gelatinous and deformed, didn't deteriorate at that
dimension. The silver string hadn´t undone and the crazy spirits noticed terrible
suffering in those bodies.
The satanic beings gave up their useless experiences with mankind, and sought
new guinea pigs, because always there was men "selling souls to demon."
After years of sufferings, Lourival and his gang received help from Team
Servants of Jesus.
The technicians were untied with silver strings of gelatinous bodies, almost
undone after detachment. The spirits, at total mental disaggregation were taken to AidCenter.
They need of many compulsory reincarnations until recover the lucidity again.

That kind of experience took place in a foreign country, but also happens in
several countries, at the present, where crowds fell under the vilest inhuman condition
and taken by low instincts side by side with "beasts", ignoring their ill-nature.
Those faithless and loveless brothers often are easy prays to Beast.
There is no divine injustice in allowing such abuses by Reptilians. The
negative karma of neglectful and rebel spirits who withstands Supreme Laws, put
them in the hands of Beasts.
The Sublime Teachings of Jesus are bound for all of the creatures. He who
doesn´t want the Light, sooner or later his free will lead him to abyss.
Don´t await peaceful and harmonic “End of cycle"
Reptilians strenghten in your Planet now. They judge have defeated battle, due
negative force, hate and fear involving the whole Earth, at the present time.
Then they practice every luck of macabre plans to make easy their landing to
matter. They realize that have little time for final solution of troubles and then benefit the
whole scientific and technological knowhow they have to reach the objective of livng
mixed in the human beings' evolution.
The neglectful people fallen under their hands are exactly whom vibrate at
same spiritual coldness and dislike to the neighbor.
It already happens exile of Reptilians side by side with brothers of low
graduation for compulsory exile.
Brothers, don´t await a peaceful and harmonic end of cycle. The true reality
that surrounds you should already have cleaned your mind from a such illusion.
The battles increase and the dark beings defeated are submitted to exile, as well
as, deceived ones are dragged by negative whirl and exiled to Planet appropriate to
their negligence before the Divine Laws.
Lourival, accomplices and many other ones that together fell under painful and
macabre experiences by scientists Reptilians, they are already at preparatory phase for
exile in a primitive and arid Planet.
Soon the rebels, cold and perverse spirits are transferred to psychosphere of
some Planet to adaptation and improvement of theirs.
Don't judge a such event as fiction. It is real and thousands of them happen in
prisons, while your are reading our words.
The evil creatures are among of you and strengthened by selfish feelings and
bad actions thrown over the terrestrial psychosphere, twenty-four hours a day. They
disguise as "tutors and guardians" for dominance over alien peace. The only vaccine
against those satanic lunges is: Follow Jesus' orientations, practicing the simplest of the
lessons: "Love the neighbor as were yourself”
The deserters, today, of Divine and Sovergein Laws may be dipped in millenarian
nights, where much blood tears are purified.
Don´t fear who travel the road of Light. Keep at practicing anonymous work
helping the poorest ones surrounding you.
Be fair in your thoughts and words and only practice good actions. Thus
you are invisible to perfidious creatures, inhabiting the Planetary House with you.

Jesus is the Safe Compass pointing you out the direction for upgrowth, the only
road of progress for immortal spirit.
Reptilians insist on their perfidious actions until the"ENOUGH" and
sounds the last signal. Then, upset and faithless spirits are attracked
magnetically to some primitive Planet, whereas, they had the days numbered to
incite ignominy.
Commander Setun Shenar,Vice of the Comando Ashtar, 10/03/06
22. Help! Help!
Clairvoyance: I see Luiz Sergio and Ranieri Matias maybe practicing meditation,
looking at direction the Shelter. In the sky, the sun appears painting the horizon with
coloured lights.
More one request for us
The sunlight blossoms quickly. In the middle of coloured lights, we have seen at
distance, a woman unknown walking slowly to our direction in the Shelter.
Closer her body she had a little child dressing in old clothes and her suffered
appearance shocked us too much.
Soon we were informed by first sentries that more two children followed that
woman. Her face revealed a young and much suffered woman in spite of some
tenderness emanated from her. She had long hair and demanded hygiene and cares.
- I am Maria das Dores asking God´s help. I need shelter to me and my children!
At high costs we skipped even so, those strange beings arrested my husband. Help me!
Help me! Screamed the worn out and afficted woman.
By orders of Superior Spirits, we sheltered her applying the daily procedures for
recovering her soul and adapt her to new atmosphere.
After she had received the magnetic aid, the children adhered to her body
loosened, one of them was at shock state, paralyzed like statue.
It seems that something terrible had happened with that boy, around 4 or 5 years
old. The other two children received prophylaxis and cares at once. The mother was
taken to ward of medical center bound for prisioners.
Later we discovered that some guardians had received superior instructions to
shelter that brave mother, wife of a prisoner.
Q: How long lasts until she get over the senses? I ask the leader of works in
ASJ, Ranieri Matias, who answered:
A: We don't know Luiz. The case is so serious. She faced dangerous creatures
and if she wasn´t strong enough, her children would also have been arrested there, as
her husband was. Love is powerful force that at least imagine the faithless man.
Unexpected Encounter
- Come on! said Ranieri Matias: Let´s know the events involving the arrival of our
mysterious patient. Mr. Lobsang Rampa, evolved spiritual and worker here, guide
us, he is specialist in handling equipments for transporting us by the time.

- Ramp? Is he one from Tibet, whose books I loved since I was adolescent and
judging them as fiction such was extraordinary the reports?
- Yes, Luiz! Now you may know personally the famous personality here called
asTuesday, Lobsang Rampa.
Oddly enough, in spite of years of study and work at spiritual plan, strong
emotion invaded me and and prayed to calm down in front of him.
Guided by Ranieri Matias, we crossed by a long corridor which end had two
rooms. The largest room, like a cinema, was prepared with comfortable armchairs and
other equipments unknown. By the front side had a concave screen covering the wall.
The other little room had just a small Japanese tea table.
We entered in, where appeared our brother Tibetan with three Siamese cats.
- Are you famous Luiz Sergio? Greetings of this new brother and friend in Jesus!
That cordial and cheerful greetings, left me quite relaxed.
I greeted him, asking permission for a fraternal embrace, as if I already knew him
since long time.
- For sure, we already met each other for several incarnations; now it´s only a
new encounter, answered the friend, who could read my thoughts and feelings, even
before my mind could process them.
Maria das Dores in danger of life
After we were feeling well at new atmosphere, we went in auditorium where
brother Ramp described about the equipment which would show us about Maria das
Dores´history, while she was submitted to deep sleep.
We sat down, left free our minds, coupling the phones and soon the room was
filled with sounds and ignored smells. The screen was coloured and showing images
also unknown for us.
Afterwardss, I could see a very simple house in a slum. Maria and his husband
Ademir discussed, while she prepared a meal having the children beside her.
He was quiet, after have screamed to his wife and thought so strongly, that we
could catch his ideas:
- I won´t live my life time in this poverty! Let´s go away! I need to offer a good life
to my children, even that I make a deal with demon, once that God has abandoned us.
The birthday party
The discussion began when his wife wanted to make a birthday cake for Lucas
and she asked the husband to buy some sugar.
Out of money, Ademir hated his old boss who had dismissed him.
Ademir was a painter, immigrant from poor countryside, who moved to city
looking for better way of life for his family.
However, in spite of great painting skills, Ademir had ill temper. Easily, he was
angry with physical and verbal aggression, as had done to his wife.
He thought how long would be unemployed. There was already four months and
the insurance was finishing. Out of money and work, how could him supply his and
stare his wife as boss of family?

His wife didn´t face him. She loved her husband and married still young but, tried
facing courageously the daily routine full of troubles.
Before her husband´s refusal, she borrowed a cup of sugar from her neighbor
and prepared everything lovingly.
Later on, two friends of Lucas arrived and thus the birthday party happened.
The father still upset litte took part in the party, even with the whole happiness
and euphoria of children.
When finished the small party, Maria, as reaward, took a cake piece to her
neighbor who helped her with some ingredients.
Arrival at illegality and prison
In that night, when the adversity incited revolt at Ademir´s heart and courage to
his wife, their roads were prepared by themselves.
He decided to seek job in the slum to feed his family he loved so much.
Thus he began working at trade of weapons and drugs. Soon, less than one
year, Ademir, humble painter was trafficker and cold murderer, wanted by police.
The terrestrial men should see the bankruptcy of penitentiary compound and
seek healthy stratefies for integration in a society. Ademir was punished for illegal
transaction of weapons and caged in punishment cell from where no more would leave.
As prisoner, Ademir at least had been judged as primary criminal and thenceforth
he knew true side of horror: violence, abandonment, hunger, diseases of all types,
masculine siege and so other sexual misfortunes and got sick.
His wife, in spite of being upset after her husband became trafficker, she visited
him weekly, offering him affection, good words and hope.
Ghosts from inferior astral
Usually when visited his husband she reduced his suffering and sadness.
Afterwards when he was already sick, Ademir spoke about beings wandering inside the
prision cells, going in and out disordinately. Beings with human appearance like
reptilians as they were looking for somebody there inside. One of them, as described
Ademir, always had the head covered with hood.
Actually, strange movement could be seen at astral of that prison. Near to the
main entrance, there was other small room with austere and cold decoration.
Usually, because his mediunship little developed Ademir could see, hear and
speak with strange creatures.
Maria das Dores believed in her husband and asked him don´t get in touch with
those strange creatures. Soon Ademir answered that if he commanded a rebellion,
those Beings would let him free again.
According with irrational pact, Ademir began new phase: spreading violence in
the prision for adjustment of his ill nature.
The rebellion and sinister consequences

He didn´t hear either arguments or supplications of his wife and not even thought
about his children, he acted selfishly provoking rebellion with hostages visitors.
Due hat rebellion, intolerance and negligence raised difficulties for Divine Help,
thus Ademir and his family died together.
Even ignoring his condition as disembodied spirit, Ademir kept at struggling to get
his freedom even seen his half-nude body lied on the cold ground of the prison, among
those bloody scenes after the rebellion.
Today is so sad the reality of that poor family.
He became hostage of same beings in the caves.
Maria das Dores and her children died during that confrontation too. When she
left her physical body and saw those perverse beings interested on her children, she
struggled hopelessly defending them.
Lucas, even small, understanding the mother's effort to save them from those
terrible claws of monsters, he tried helping her when he was wounded and poisoned
with substance produced by enemies, provoking him state of trance, because was near
to those strange and terrible beings.
The husband didn't have same luck. After long efforts, winning the barrier among
the two worlds, Ademir was arrested to bottoms of prison inciting fear and pain
among of those creatures.
Whe the film ended I was frightened of those scenes so real.
How courageous was that woman saving her children. We were thankful the
Father for presenting us such opportunity to help that poor family.
The history goes on
We said good bye the great worker who, briefly, explained about the equipment
and thence we went to visit the punishment cells of new prisioners.
Maria das Dores was still sleeping. Lucas was under morbid state receiving large
load of recovering energies and cleaning out poisonous substance from his small body.
The both girls, Ana Claudia and Alice, played as nothing wrong had happened. Blessed
is infantile innocence!
Days later, gradually, that woman recovered her conscience. She recalled the
episodes over her family such as: signal of rebellion, sound of cells closing, the
women's despair and children running away from those men. Screams and horror of
men tortured. During that rush, she fell down. She had strong headache and heard her
son crying, maybe wounded. When recovered the senses, she noticed that had fallen
over Alice, suffocating her, while Ana Claudia lied inert on the ground.
Afterwards, she noticed a strange movement and, beings tried reaching her with
paws. At safe distance, she saw other women also stepped, get up and arrested by
flying bugs, like vampires.
She runs searching for her children and, bravely, faces all of them.
She hears a husky voice saying: that is mine, keep out all you! Initially, she feels
better just saving her skin and later, shocked, when sees those beings run away from
the other worsen creatures than before.
While there´s life, there´s hope

Alone with her three children, the young woman offers a prayer to God and at
once, experts Spiritual Instructors offers her a sword and she faces against the enimies.
Nobody could imagine the danger inciting her too much strength and she
struggles bravely. The terrible animal attacks and hurts her son, who falls. At last, she
defeats the enemies with knockout She catches her children and runs away.
She is led to transitory a Aid-Center, where also the child received extra load of
energy and the woman led to Shelter Servants of Jesus, when we know her.
The woman, more strengthened, wakes up and recalls memories went on in the
past and asks about the children. She is informed they are better and soon visit her.
She also asks for her husband. We inform that he is hostage of Reptilian, at double
ethereal of same prison in which he was beforetime. Now he is prepared to become a
robot. His ill nature made him prisioner of Beasts.
The woman asked who, what and why those strange creatures. We answered
she would better to strengthen first and later study about the astral reality.
The days run fastly. In the morning, after breakfast, Maria was ready to her first
walking when Lucas entered in room so happy. Soon aunt Irene brought Alice and Ana
Claudia to that happy meeting too.
At daybreak of new life
The leader of Spiritual Works, Ranieri Matias, invites her to work in that House, at
physical plan. She asks again about her husband and wonder if we could redeem him.
That would be a difficult task and the Spirituality put Ademir´name among those
brothers redeemable for receiving prayers thenceforth.
While walked, often she was mentioned because had defended her children and
faced the Reptilian courageously and thence she became as celebrity.
I own starting new task
Brothers, all these events took place months before we began this work.
Compassion moved us in direction those faithless souls dived into mire of pains. When,
we concluded helping some victims arrestedd by Reptilians, arrived at us from High,
strong load of pure energy and easened the redeem, a work of permanent help and
popularization on extra-physical realities in the detention houses and prisons.
Gradually, we are going to know the daily routine of that painful and awful world,
where powerful mind driven by ill feelings destroy human lives, families and hopes.
Here it is the challenge which we took on behalf of Jesus guiding us.
When we would penetrate into stronghold of those Beasts, Maria das Dores
already was strengthened taking part in study and meetings, whenever is possible.
Polite and assiduous, she begins helping his husband.
Since the beginning of our preparation to take trips to prisons, countless requests
arrive and changes happen at astral of the house. A ward is built bound for those
contamined and redeemed.
The day approaches.The study, daily routine, researches, prayer and Christian
help strengthens us more and more.

Let me tell something important. Our group at physical plan, once a week,
practice mantrical songs, when the arrival of energy from High is several times
larger than usually.
Hard task awaits us on that day, when the whole energy emanated from
embodied ones and more additional load from High soon is prepared and addressed to
help the helpless brothers.
In the day established our caravans got in that place where Ademir was prisoner.
We crossed by a steep and closed bush road to redeem the major part of
prisioners possible and go back.
Count Rochester´s team searches for Maria das Dores´husband. She follows
other team of cleaning and removal of redeemable even unconscious.
We entered in invisible. There are spider threads, dirt and mud everywhere.
Soon we we were at work. We don´t intend saving everybody there.The workers
answers for identifying those ones prepared to receive such help at the moment.
After some hours of fraternal work, we left from fetid cells to our Shelter.
Many spirits stayed back. We redeemed the helpless at that moment to submit to
several stages; Firstly, incorporation of one spiritualistic medium from Shelter Servants
of Jesus. Only the emanation of embodied fluids give the necessary pulse for
recovering many of those brothers brought here.
Unhappily, Ademir didn´t come yet; despite of sadness his wife thanks God for
other parents that like Ademir live in dark puddle and she keep at working with us.
Luiz Sergio, 03/03/06
23. No Pain is Eternal
At work in the Prison
Telesforo, experienced Instructor, invited us to take a trip to prison placed in Sao
Paulo for redeeming some brothers already set ready to leave that unpleasant place.
We would go there by request of sufferer mother for helping her son, who had been
thrown into that hell wrongly. She was a honest mother and friend of our Instructor, who,
since long time, planned that trip.
We set off while the sunlight wasn´t too hot yet.
We four: I own Luiz, Telesforo and the doctors, Andre e Vicente, experts in
sufferers spirits living in dark areas. We went volitating.
Arriving at the mentioned place, Jorge, who works at Aid-Center near to prision in
Taubate/SP received us kindly there as was planned.
We were so happy giving our contribution for Jesus' Cornfield. Jorge guided us
as far as the big gate acessing the interior of prison. He said that wouldn´t enter in with
us, because hadn´t permission yet and other "worker of last hour", would guide us.
A humped dwarf opened us the gate. A chill invaded my body when I saw that
shady place. At silence, we crossed by a narrow and dark corridor as far as small room,
where a slim and nice man received us.
He was Teofilo disguised as nurse man, auscultating the souls for possible
redeem, affording assistance for whom accepted it.
- There are other like me, also disguised, dispersed by the other cells, searching
for souls that want and may leave this place.

Do you want to rest? - He asked us.
We began our task
- The group which we would help usually is watched by faction of rebels,
submiting them to torture. It´s a danger work, but Jesus follow us and we´ll be winners,
Teofilo said.
Telesforo recommended us to pray without be noticed by that crowd moving
noisy by everywhere.
Each one prayed, begging Jesus strength, courage and success in our taskwork.
There, at physical plan, we could see some prisoners followed by a troop of
shadows tied by perfect syntony of thoughts and attitudes. Poor fellows! Living in
darkness of ignorance and ought to tread much suffering and painful roads because
ofnegligence to God´s Laws.
Those prisioners were completely deformed like animals, dressing in excentric
clothes of red and strong yellow colour. The place had terrible aspect and stink.
After the silent prayer, we followed Teofilo to visit Sister Clotilde´s son, soon after
we know the place where live the group redeemable, Telesforo said.
Here it is a hard work. Prisioners of other torturers living in that prison! The
brothers who live here shall be great debtors; they are prisioners already disembodied
and even thus are arrested by perverse group that inhabits the prison too. How much
trouble!
Telesforo, cought my thoughts and said:
- Brother Luiz, don't wast your time with useless thoughts. They live a such
situation due unbalance of theirs.They were selfish and violent souls in the past, when
still inhabited a meat body. When were disembodied, they became prisoners of whom
supplied them with cruel accomplishments in the matter. There is no divine injustice nor
they are abandoned by Providence. They just receive a little of what had hurt the
neighbor. God always helps his children and Jesus too. He who withstands the Larger
Laws fall in the own traps.
At shady prision cell
The Instructor is silent when we enter in a very shady cell. Teofilo informs us that
group is arrested in underground of prision.
Then we take a look at that place. Two big man, half men-beast watching the
place and don´t see us.
Telesforo seems to think deeply. We stayed at silence too. For our surprise, the
guardians fall asleep. Telesforo opens the eyes and seems happy now.
We entered in that awful cell. At the bottoms, a door gave us access to
underground. We could see that, at physical plan, the place was a "camera of
tortures", where the police and criminal factions tortured the other prisioners.
That place was full of negative energies, blood and screams of pains. At physical
plan, they supplied and rendered concrete the construction and upkeep of atmosphere
to astral plan, where we were.

I asked Jesus for helping those souls, from astral and physical plan, dived in
darkness. Oh, Jesus! Help those brothers! Open their hearts to Light. Involve them with
your Love healing their pains and wounds of soul. Amen.
Thence we entered in a cubicle where was the group which we looked for.
If I hadn´t God at heart, I wouldn´t bear up that awful picture with two prisoners
were nailed on the wall, as were crucified full of wounds and larvas devouring them.
Oh, my God! Why men don't love one another? Jesus, help them!
The other three prisoners were piled up on the corner already in decomposition
and larvas devouring them.The stink was unbearable.
There is no divine injustice
Oh my God, how could their bodies be devoured like this? Aren´t they Spirits? My
mind was full of questions.
The doctors Andre and Vicente saw that situation different. They didn´t collect
brothers under a signal of Telesforo so that we leave the place.
- To leave? Won't we help them? - I asked.
- Telesforo, patiently, answered me:
- Luiz, everything at proper time. Jesus is with us. Calm down. The brothers may
be helped, firstly they need to be submitted to First-Aid where they are and then we
can remove them without be noticed. On the contrary, we don't rescue them as we
want. We aren´t here to save everybody nor to confront with perverse souls that enslave
other brothers. All they live now what looked for and deserve. Neither God or Jesus
abandoned them and spill Light on them.
Unhappily, nor all can receive help and benefit it. Let´s prepare for right help.
As soon as I was recovered and I apologized my attitude.
Andre and Vicente keep at praying.
We left that place, again guided by Teofilo, who was outside of the cell watching
the guards slept until we left that place.
Telesforo asked our guide to take us to see Floriano, son of that sufferer mother
mentioned before and soon we went to other side of the prision Everywhere we
passed by, the deformed brothers accompanied smiling the embodied ones, by strange
symbiosis.
Foriano´s history
The pavilion visited now is less suffocating than previous one. Even, despite of
deformed brothers' presence, it is cleaner.
- Brother Teofilo, seems that has rained here and cleaned the atmosphere, I said.
All of them smile and the Instructor said:
- In this pavilion here, the embodied prisoners receive, monthly, visit of some
Spiritualistic Groups spreading a little seed inner prisioner´s hearts, who execute the
orientations and, praying daily avoid syntony with perverse creatures, inhabitants of
astral, turning the place cleaner, as you brother says.
Floriano sought new road. He was arrested while helped his friend murdered
near to him and the police punished him as accomplice in that crime. Thence his

mother's anguish, because of his unjust prison. Otherwise, he was in debt to Divine
Law, when in the past time he passed himself off as other person, taking to prision the
same friend murdered near to him.That is the Karmical Law collecting its tributes.
The brother isn´t rioted and waits new reincarnation as promissed by Spiritualistic
Group that visit the prison. He is aware of his unjust prison occult something he still
ignores. Calm, he connects his mind to the High, searching for some balm.
The brother murdered hasn´t same vibratory pattern than Floriano and, usually,
he discourages him, inciting revolt and raises dificulties to definitive transformation of
Floriano after leaving the prision. Thus we may help them too.
While we wento to cell, Floriano read a spiritualistic work. Telesforo put his left
hand on his forehead and much energy involved Floriano, who put the book aside and
fell asleep. He woke up anxious at astral plan beside us and asked:
- Who are you? What do you want?
- Calm down Floriano! - our Instructor said – We brought you a visitor.
Floriano´s mother visiting him
For our surprise, Clotilde, his mother entered in, embraced her son and told him
comfortable words. Floriano calmed down and heard her words:
My son, if the men's law is unjust, the Law of God is infinitely fair. If today you are
prisoner is due the debts you still have and our Father who everything sees, he keeps
you calm and ready to face the vicissitudes.
Alfredo is upset and needs your help awake him to reality in which he lives and
thus receives help deserved from Justice and Kindness of God. Please be ready, calm
and faithful therefore tonight we meet him and this is the price of your freedom.
Understand that you are in debt with him and your comfort and hope words may
calm him. Trust in the Creator and I am with you.
Pray and Jesus comes help you. It´s enough a thought emitted to him so that his
Energy involve us. Go, my son, I see you later, said Clotilde.
Floriano wakes up happy after had seen his mother and reads the Evangel.
We followed her in direction the friend murdered. He was seating on the corner of
a dirt prision cell as crazy one.
Floriano´s mother called him. He stared her and said:
- Are you an angel?
- She answered, I am your friend and I´d like to speak with you.
She involved him in her arms as she had done with her son, and he fell asleep.
She stayed there preparing Alfredo for meeting with her son.
We sought Teofilo for helping souls deserters and the mother too.
Telesforo guided us as far as Teofilo´s room and asked us to pray and he would
come later when was allowed. He said that we could cross that section with Teofilo,
except, where was the redeemable brother.
At meantime, we prayed for those embodied and disembodied spirits punished
for violence and libertinism.
Soft breeze touched our face and sweet perfume flooded the room. That was the
answer for our appeal, coming from High. Comfortable and trustful we accepted
Teofilo's invitation to visit the prison.

The subject is complex and real
Q: Brother, Why those brothers tortured had larvas devouring them?
A: Luiz, these wild brothers have strong ties with matter and they own
have built a such cruel reality. The astral larvas are decomposition of heavy
harmful load emitted by embodied and disembodied spirits daily. The virus and
bacteria inhabit at subtle dimension and can show in at the both plans and in
different ways. They aren´t spontaneous creations; they inhabit the atmosphere
and when are stimulated, they grow up and multiply in the most varied ways.
The perispirit or astral body is highly sensitive to vibration of thought and action
of each one creature. The aggressions are as real and painful as at physical plan.
The more materialized and primitive is the creature, more the harmful energies
involve them. The brothers describe that can feel all sensation of torture and resist on
each blow violently, stimulating the perispirit to react as were in the matter. Highly
sensitive, the astral body corresponds to same mental emission.
The miasmas and bacterias while are vibrating at same inferior strip, they
act hardly over the rotten matter.
The subject is complex and real.
The brothers suffer as were inhabiting the meat body, Teofilo says.
- How complex is human mind!. Why not to simplify it? It´s enoug to accept Jesus
and his lessons and thus avoid a such sinister and cruel suffering.
Andre and Vicente point us out to other scene.
Fight from astral on physical plan
At physical plan, two men struggle hatefully using knives and the police stop
them. At spiritual plan, there was a large number of, not only wild-man awaiting the
emanations of pain, blood and death, but also birds of prey, like those of threshold,
awaiting some remainder to feed them.
The dark spirits together with embodied ones, they left angry because didn´t
made sucess of battle. Those were shady pictures similar to caricature of death showed
on magazines.
- There is every luck of creatures inhabiting areas like this one, full of negative
energy coming from hearts and minds of embodied ones and their followers of invisible
Barn of inferior areas.
Why the justice men didn't see yet that due their negligence they condemn the
society, their relatives and the other people under extreme violence, inciting them hate
over the prisioners?
The prisioners are brothers fell under conflicts and violence, provoking them
mental disturbance when live for long time here. Even if they leave alive to society, they,
become more violent than before, when don´t become beasts such as ones here,
commanded by instincts! - Andre says very sad.
I take a look at those brothers and hurts my heart. Once again, I beg Jesus for
them and also for those men who create the Terrestrial Laws, so that could be changed
this prison compound usually creating true monsters.

Oh, Jesus! Have mercy on everybody!
It was late and our feelings also were as shady as the night falling on us.
How much sadness we have seen.
At meantime, Telesforo arrived and said:
- Weren´t you praying? The atmosphere demands constant vigil. The occult
enemy notices the low vibrations. Pray and watch because a black cloud hang over us,
it already alerted us the Apostle of Heathens. Let´s go!
At once, we linked to Jesus and followed withTelesforo.
Arrangements for taskwork
Two nurses with stretchers were already at Teofilo´s room waiting us.
He brought support, the Instructor said. – Let´s be ready, at 6:00 o'clock we have
an appointement with Servants of Mary, sending energy to calm down all of the
prisioners so that we go out with our bale, without be noticed.
After the prayer, let´s visit Alfredo, Clotilde and Floriano and later, the other
insane brothers, said the Instructor.
At Teofilo's room, the Instructor offered a beautiful prayer to Mary of Nazareth,
our dear Mother.
It was a such emotion that each word made us crying. The sapphirine Light from
High flooded the whole prision after that prayer.
Telesforo called us to cell of Floriano. He had just made a brief cult, as he had
learned with spiritualists visitors of that prision. He lied down and soon slept calm and
followed us.
Soon he saw his mother with Alfredo in a clean place similar a small Chapel or
Oratory. Alfredo was awoke and dressing in clean clothes and soon embraced Floriano
saying:
- You may run away! - Floriano embraced his friend and spoke him about the
events went on in the past when Alfredo had been murdered.
He made him to understand that no more he lived with embodied ones and,
death means restart for immortal spirit and he should accept the new reality and follow
his mother, who inhabited that beautiful world.
- My mother takes care of you as dear son! Hereafter we meet again.
Alfredo heard him quiet and shocked when knew the truth, he cried, accepted the
explanations and throw into arms of Foriano´s mother.
Clotilde involved the both boys and and prayed.
A nurse, before a sign given by Telesforo, put Alfredo on the stretcher. Clotilde
asked her son to follow Jesus' steps and said us good bye, thankful and happy, and left
with Alfredo.
We led Floriano to his body again, sleeping calmly, involved with loving words of
his mother.
Concluding the task
We crossed by courtyard, everything was calm even the insane spirits there.
- Maria of Nazareth is warlike woman! Excuse me, Mother.

Telesforo smiled understanding my thought and said:
- We are going to camera of tortures.
While the big size guardians slept deeply, we entered in and worked carefully.
The powerful source of energy from Merciful Mother also sent some Emissaries,
Servants of Mary as soon as we began the task and arrived three big men with emblem
of Mary of Nazareth embroidered in their tunics.
Telesforo received them.
Andre and Vicente looked after two of three souls fallen on the ground, while I
own and a nurse helped the other brother. Telesforo and Mary's followers collected the
brothers attached on the wall.
Carefully we cleaned the wounds, dressing them in white clothes and put them
on stretchers and thence we left that room.
The guardians and the humped dwarfs were sleeping. Everything fell silent.
Teofilo guided us outside.
The workers of Aid-Center close the prison collected the brothers and together
we went to First-Aid Center.
We said goodbye to Teofilo, thankful to Jesus for him, who lived in that hell,
voluntarily, helping sufferer and insane brothers.
Telesforo explains us that, in the past, Teofilo was redeemed from a prison and
at the present, he helps the other brothers living in darkness, like him had been before.
Teofilo is a good brother. Jesus bless him.
Who are those men?
Q: Brother Telesforo, who are those brothers redeemed?
A: They had been politicians who helped to build up prisons in Brazil
beforetime. By means of corruption, deviating public money for own enrichment
and negligence with public service.
At the moment, they suffer in perverse hands that had fed them with
crimes. Now arrived the hour of redemption. No pain is eternal. They may pay
their mistakes exiled, no more in the Earth. They may live together with other
groups also collected from the whole Planet Earth to other orbe appropriate to
their low vibrations.
- I didn´t know what say and thus I asked Jesus for helping those brothers that
have to much to clean out. May Jesus blesses and point them out new direction.
We left from Aid Center to Cologne of Espirito Santo state that sheltered us on
that moment.
Jesus blesses Brazil, so that can be "Barn of the World,"indeed.
Oh, Jesus! How nice to be with you!
I love you, Jesus! Thank you for accepting me in your Army of Workers!
Thank you, Jesus, to awake and lead me to your direction.
Thank you accepting me as the last of the servants, because I am still so
imperfect ! Thank you Jesus. I love you!
Thank you my sisters for this opportunity of fraternal work.
Save Jesus!
Luiz Sergio, 10/02/06

24 - God is with me
A soft breeze flooded the little prision cell. It seemed to bring hope, freedom and
good smell from nature outside.
Afterwards, Julio only could feel stink, a mixture of dejections and perspirations of
bodies piled up in a cubicle bound for 50 prisioners and with 230 now. He own counted
229 cell companions who take turns sat down or stand up.
The srongest prisioners choose the best places and also usually choose a
companion to satiate their sexual desires. Those that accepted kindly humbly all kind of
sexual perversion, later, may choose to sit down for some hours near the openings of
breeze and lie down. Who refuses the orgies or fell under police displeasure should
increase a black list.
Usually the insane police transfer those prisioners of black list to prision cells
overcrowded so that empty space to other handome prisioners. That was like a corridor
of death instituted by prisoners due hypocrisy of a such prision compound insisting on
receiving more prisioners to small cells already overcrowded.
Julio should be the next chosen to die.
He stood a chance to escape the law when fell in the hands of famous thief
condemned to 30 years, due rape and death.
Antenor, insane, strong and insatiable spirit was the prisioner most feared in that
place. He knew how to benefit his physical appearance.
His spirit, exploited by perverse creatures, sexual vampires, often subdued even
the police serving them as special meal.
By night, Julio tried praying to understand why so much suffering and how would
be his death under endless despair, when Antenor killed him.
Julio thought: after all, what was life for? Was there God indeed? If that was true,
why God doesn´t help them suffering long hours his own death?
I´d better commit suicide if my companions allowed, often watching each other.
Nothing avoided the pleasure to kill a prisoner, as just a pig.
They were about eating them the meat, maybe didn´t because was raw meat, but
some of them drank blood as were wine during rituals.
Lucas, the predecessor of Julio of that black list, didn´t bear up too much pain
and became crazy. He rushed on the grating mutilating his own bbody, suffering other
diseases due infection of wounds and died humiliated there.
The most daring prisioners had fast and painless death while the fearful suffered
slow and painful death to reach the other side less cowardly, said Antenor.
That was the only request of Julio to God, so that he could bear up his death
courageously and at once.
He still saw blood of last victims on the floor. Why am I here? Why the destiny
was so cruel to me?
It was nearly clear day, when Julio should die and he cried recalling of his
mother. He didn´t know his father and had two sisters and an uncle. He remembered of
them, but nobody would be with him today, the day of his death.
They won´t go to his funerals, if there was. What would make with prisoners'
bodies died there in the prision?

So much was pain, fear and anguish that Julio cried and prayed asking God to
help him. At astral plan, among group of vampires and black stains, two beings
appeared over there.
Two workers of Ligth entered in prision, bringing some stones and placed them
on Julio´s forehead.
Julio feels better even before a such cruel destiny.
By constant prayers, the two workers created around Julio, a protecting bubble
moving energies and fluids from little box of theirs.
Involved by that bubble of Light, the fluids seemed to clean Julio´s brain who
thought deeply in God and good moments with his mother and uncle.
Recovered again, he began new day aware of facing his destiny soon.
The two entities taking care of Julio, little could do. Vampires were ready to
besiege him when his blood was spilled on the ground.
No one of them could see the evolved presences in tha prision cell; maybe could
feel the good energies involving Julio and easining his rescue after death. All care was
necessary so that the events were under control of Workers of Light and that prisioner
sincerely regretted could be redeemed from crimes and transgressions.
The moment arrived. Holding a sperar, Antenor crawing to direction of Julio stand
up prayed awaiting his executioner.
The perspiration began on his body and with throat dried, he thought would loose
the senses, such was his anguish. Stopped before him, Antenor said: "brother, today
you go away. Say good-bye to devil."
Saying that, nailed the sperar near to Julio's liver and draws it up.
At once, approached the first vampires, spping the fresh sap using teeth and
tongue. They screamed happy, while Julio fell agonizing, strangely anesthetized. He felt
just, as if something had nailed his body, painless and he soon left his body.
Stand up, beside the inert body, Julio could still see the vampires saciating his
visceras. By spiritual side, he could see his father and other man unknown.
He knew that was his father, reminding of small portrait his mother had shown
him, when had suffered discrimination at school for not having father.
At the moment, he was before his father and could leave that place. So anxious,
he went in direction of his two friends, leaving behind his physical body, beasts,
vampires, cell companions and everything else.
They went on towards high spheres and, dazzled, Julio looked at the prison
thinking: Now I know: God exists and he is with me!
Count Rochester and Ranieri Matias, 10/03/06

3RD CHAPTER
FOR MEDITATION

"Under judgement of poor embodied minds,
there is no recovering for insane souls, while
Supreme and Loving Father drives all his children
for renewal.
The terrestrial men, before of judging, they
should help those souls and know that still stand a
chance to recover them"

01. Eyes of God follow up everything
The conductive line of life drives all of the creatures for upgrowth. Unhappily,
several creatures choose roads that usually lead them to pains, sufferings and fights
and not for their own evolution.
At the presente time, people complain on expose their children, grandchildren
and so on under huge violence and thence use of same argument to reduce the births.
Their reasons are fruitless and immaterial; when time enough they had here while the
Earth wasn´t so polluted yet and didn't benefit that. Not even the landing of
Magnanimous Jesus to Earth improved the major of human beings.
Now, they complain, not due the decisive moment in which they live, but due the
opportunities lost in the past time.
Delinquency increases at geometric proportion as regard disregard to suffering
and alien misfortune.
There are many Evolved Spirits working in favor of the Earth and her inhabitants:
unhappily, they can´t touch those hearts already hardened. Those brothers of elevated
Spirituality can´t awake insane people that only want benefit the matter.
Dragged by powerful force of addictions and Sex appeal, they only want "to
benefit at most” refusing orientations able to reduce them the material pleasures.
They always postpone the spiritual duties.
Thus walks the humanity before the “End of the Time" who don't know how
behave yet, even aware of Safe Itinerary, the Sublime Jesus' Lessons.
Late at time and space, the human beings are exiled again.
There is a total inversion of moral values in this current society. They
reduce the number of schools and increase prisons. Delinquency inhabits all of
the social groups of both sexes. Even a sexual aberration is taken as legal,
making funy of Creator for not creating three sexual categories.
The prisoners live body to body and loose sexual shame.
There isn´t so much to be lost, while living piled up inside a punishment
cell. They loose the reference, identity and balance and are subdued on and on.
They undo the bowls with reality and strengthen them with invisible ones. No
more they know where live. Insane are seduced by eloquent speech, and proceed
numbed “the voice that from shadows, commands them".
They are reduced at piled up bodies, anesthetized and living in such a
situation of adversity due the insane terrestrial Laws.
Stunned they attack for self defense. The shadows drive their violence actions
and also inciting the justice men to increase disregard over prisioners.They benefit the
human ignominy.
Do they increase their powership? Pure illusion! The Eyes of God see and follow
up everything.
Ranieri Matias, 03/02/06
02 - Earth Time runs over
Brothers, Peace of Jesus.

The humanity live madness collective, because of inversion of moral values
already reached that condemns a poor fellow who kills a bird to satiate his hunger
and leave free many starving wolves stealing millions from Public Economy.
The End of the Time draws on while brings a procession of insane beasts and
also scientists mixing horror and vanity, poweship and death.
Hereafter, men shall endeavour no more for increasing their territory nor natural
wealth of precious stones, but search for precious resource: water.
The scientis kill his brother in name of insane science, vanity and powership. The
mankind has lost moral reference and fell under Anti-Christ people. Divine Laws are out
of date such is human immoral conduct. Religion doesn't calm the spirits, usually
incite them vanity and powership.
The cities of inferior astral, described by your spiritualistic literature are
materialized like ghettos and slums whose inhabitants endeavour to survive there.
alleys. Nothing else interests the men than money and material goods to uphold his
future “at peace", even that his upset and in debt souls stand hopelessly lost.
Few of them refuse to execute the orders of Beasts, at once. Few still fulfil the
promise follow Christ's principles. For the latter ones we say: Go ahead with Jesus
driving your steps.
Have faith and hope, because this world is about to suffer radical
transformation and all you may join with Jesus Christ, favored for living in a
world better, a peaceful world! Keep on faith and at work and thus give your
contribution for new world where you may inhabit in the future.
As regard whom tread dark road by own choise, may still dive more in darkness,
in another orbe, until learn how to behave before Supreme Father of Love, Kindness
and Mercy.
Peace be with you.
Shama Hare, 17/03/06
03. The child abandoned
The reality in prisons surpass largely the headlines you knowy daily, by means of
communication, due the attacks over human condition for right, fair and healthy.
The prision cells overfilled present deep roots of society, suffering terminal
cancer.
Each one child abandoned to own karma, without Christian balm of pardon, love
charity, affection, study and moral education, usually become deliquent, violent and lost
men, ignoring that all revolt, hate and revenge lead them to abyss of pains.
They become adults empty of sublime feelings giving them the human
condition for natural aptitude. They live piled up in filthy cells, when should be at
school, even as debtors spirits.
What for urgent measures of punishment, transfer, construction of new
deposits of men, when the society should supply them conditions for growth?
Actually is too late for additional measures. It isn´t enough to clean the
stink of cancer that increase on and on, while the roots nothing suffer.
The steps should have been taken since long time.
At the present, it needs to educate the little ones, giving them the necessary
conditions of health and work. You should share with your neighbor the

opportunities of healthy survival; if you don't make it at once, everything we have
stored may be removed by same way. Accordingly to Divine Accounting, nothing
belongs you, besides the moral patrimony you should cultivate, so that grow up and
give fruits. Everything else is generous offering from Father to test you as honest man.
Keep patience with the other ones, loving them as were yourselves, sharing the
inheritance of virtues offered you by our Larger Brother, thence, healing the roots of a
such disease that has been distroying your environment.
Keep on mercy and compassion with whom made mistakes as you were in their
place.
Go ahead, each one doing your best for construction, explanation and
preparation of world better.
We hope that your voices don't remain silent when invited to give testimony of
your experience as servants of Jesus, never neglecting a request for explanation,
helping and protection for little children of Jesus.
Your friend,
Simao Peter, 24/02/06
04. The bitter medicine spills on the Orbe
We hope the Mister of Peace involves all of you, dear daughters.
Sad are the pictures present in your daily routine and worse are those besides
the matter, invisible to your physical eyes, but felt by your psychical sensor.
The embodied ones are at random, worshiping the matter harmful to own
psychic-spiritual balance, because while lost spirituality notion and renouncing Christ's
words, they open doors to darkness, materialized by Reptilians that multiplied and
strengthened subdue many powerful minds and transform the Planet to battlefield,
where the creatures fight one another for banal reasons, usually incited by Beasts.
This is the current scenario of moral decadence of this humanity, where we find
prisioners, victims of themselves, chained each other by negative karma performed in
the Earth. They suffer more while confronting the bitter crop of careless sowing done in
the past. They don´t have faith enought to save them of insane creatures that only want
extermination of human race.
The prisioners are vunerable, whereas, didn't build up fortress necessary for
facing their vicissitudes. The terrestrial Laws don´t offer the least love to the neighbor,
but, helped by loving Father, they live what they own chose, paying high prices to Law
which have withstood.
There is hope for brothers living in adversity and also all the humanity that cross
quickly the barriers of new dimension.
There is hope for constructing a new world full of peace and fraternity.
The bitter medicine spills on the orbe.
Otherwise, the embodied ones despise the callings of alert, the salutary
vaccines, the beautiful messages from Dear Master spilled on the Earth. Blown by the
wind, they reached all of hearts, however the seeds of love and pardon found sterile
hearts and didn't germinate. Few hearts which has received allowed them blosson. The
latter ones penetrate into dimensional barrier and inhabit at peaceful World.

The large number suffer hardly in the expurgant matter, portion of poisonous load
adhered in their spirits and pain able to awake a noble feeling inner their hearts aren´t
enough to keep them in the New Land. One by one is led to where deserve.
Each one pays accordingly to his own debt. It could be different, whereas, sweet
words of Jesus are recorded in all of human hearts, being enough good will for
awakening their consciences.
The painful picture wouldn´t be necessary and unhappily is supposed to increase
in a painful way, on and on.
We greet you with so beautiful and fraternal work performed sincerely. Many
brothers were redeemed; lots of them awoke up and sought Christ's rows, as Workers
of Last Hour. Many others led to sanatoriums, to get over before fo to other Orbe. When
is reduced the disastrous load of astral, also reduces the harmful consequences
suffered on physical body.
What you are living now could be worse, if Christ's Workers hadn´t removed the
load of negative energy.
We are at your disposal for explanation about the subject.
Q: What could you tell us regarding the repercussion at spiritual plan of our
books: The declined people and their terrestrial journey , Vols. I and II, at spiritual plan?
Shama Hare: They opened glades of understanding, covering many gaps
existent in minds of specialists relative to human evolution in the Earth. This book, as
petals of light, lightened the roads, removing shadows of mysteries about the man's
arrival in the Earth.
Great strength spread throughout the Orbe.
May MasterJesus' Energy spills and strength you along of this incarnation. Much
suffering you may still face hereafter, thus benefit that load stored inwardly.
Save Jesus, Light that drives us.
Shama Hare, 31/03/06
05. Dominance runs in the Beast´s blood
The upset faces of prisioners, mainly the youngest ones, denounce how they are
subdued by dark beings. The latter ones seduce the people, satiating their primary and
low instincts, inciting the worst violence for performance of macabre projects.
When the poor fellows avoid a such disastrous influence, they suffer the worst
physical and moral tortures, provoking them madness or death ahead of the time.
The dark beings have only one Law: dominance and don't accept any refusal.
We don´t intend spreading either terror or fear about the prisons and
prisioners; and yes alert, how your society neglet the neighbor, those brothers
piled up and forgotten in punishment cell thence are creating beasts to attack you
whenever possible.
Don´t forget that even one of your relatives can be one of those wild man and
thence disturb your life too.
Change your attitude on those brothers caged.
As a society, you should help the weakest ones supplying them balance and
work, reducing their aggressive and sanguinary contingent that usually divert them from
fair road. They are your children, grandchildren, nephews, brothers, parents and so on.
Love your neighbor as were yourselves.

Everything else come for increment of Father´s Mercy.
Ranieri Matias, 03/02/06
06. The call is urgent!
Sisters,
It is terrible the reality at invisible plan surrounding you and built by own man who
withstand Divine Laws, changing the sublime, safe and evolutive road by harmful
feelings degenerating the mankind.
The sad and wild creatures, invisible close you is larger than embodied ones. To
avoid those pernicious creatures beside you, first of all, strength your vibration to Jesus,
not only by simple and empty words, but praticing feelings and actions, pardon of
offenses, loving the neighbor and mainly your own renewal.
The portals of inferior astral are open, from where the mad, hateful and upset
creatures like vampires cross to surface. They and you own have the last opportunity of
spiritual redemption in this Planet Earth, cradle of many fights and, at this moment, is
worn out and reacting hardly, once and for all, who hurt it of death.
The exile awaits he who doesn´t change his attitude.
Jesus shouts us to fraternal work.
We answer for our own evolution or stagnation.
Wake up brothers! The call is urgent!
Jesus is with, today and always.
Andre Luiz, 10/02/06
07 - Each person answers for own thoughts, words and actions
While opening the portals of inferior astral set free several spirits arrested there
for millennia. Those ones of low vibrations have the last chance of reincarnating for
clean out from physical body, the toxins adhered on spiritual body for long time in dark
areas. At the moment, large quota of inferior energy spills on surface provoking
unbalance between embodied and disembodied spirits.
Waves of hate and violence spills over the humanity and, the incredulous
ones suppose the Planet fell under demon. Neverthless, who keeps on faith
realize that Father sees and provides everything and thus, keep at work calmly,
the last moments of horror invading the Earth.
The density reaches high levels at astral plan, inciting arrival of insane spirits to
be reincarnated. They accelerate the fights and confrontations at astral plan, where the
duel between Light and Darkness opens glades among of darkness. He who doesn´t
accept the Light, as soon as possible is led to prison-ships and later on to exile, so that
reduce the negative load at astral plan.
The negative pressure from astral plan to physical one speeds the planetary
movement by Sidereal Engineers.
Several fights and conflicts happen by insane spirits coming from abysmal areas
to surface spreading fear and terror among all of the creatures.
It increases the number of beasts inhabiting the astral surrounding the Earth.
The negative action practiced by dark beings of high intelligence and cruelty
easened due the largest density of plan in which inhabit and perverse embodied beings
too. Usually happens connection between negative creatures of inferior areas and

embodied similar them. Exchange that promotes the performance of extravagant
experiences among them, longing for fast solution that, since millennia: Incarnation
without concurrence of Superior Brothers.
For sure, an extravagant attempt don´t become reality.
It increases, quickly, the researches performed by dark cientists, inciting much
more suffering and pain to embodied of negative karma falling in their hands.
The inhabitants of streets, asylums, mainly prisons compose rich barn of
favorable souls for those macabre experiences. Empty minds, insane souls, higyenic
physical bodies are ideal guinea pigs for disastrous purposes of Beasts.
The majority ignore the powership of those inhuman beings from astral over
physical plan which let them more vulnerable to lunges of Beasts.
Since they are taken by useless purposes, the dark creatures act in the prisions
and still find, at plan astral, other spirits, no as perverse as they own, but also insane,
increasing their rows. They are experts obsessors, sorcerers, magicians and the whole
group of criminals, leaving from physical to astral plan completely disturbed and fall
under dominance of "Beasts."
Who doesn´t love the neighbor supplies human laboratories for Beasts.
The Black Brotherhoods of Scorpions, Red Serpent, Dragons and so on,
they act freely in those places, provoking violence and revolt while groups and
factions confronted in the both sides of life, favorable to dark scientists.
Sex and illicit drugs, for its turn, are currency in these places. Men and
“Beasts" get along well.
Where are they going?
For engraving exile due their short intelligence and civility. They already
look like men of cave with additional perversion.
He who arrives at prison calmy either is devoured or become just more one
prisioner. Even the violent disembodied spirits, usually see each other arrested to shady
places by diabolical followers that inhabits there, multiplying their sufferings and tortures
and are dragged by darkness, whereas, lost the opportunity of choosing.
To escape the law? How?
Once again, they clean out toxins adhered painfully on astral body.
The souls redeemed there by Evolved Spirits don't have the least condition to
reborn in the Earth, thence are transferred to similar orbes.
Several fights took place between Forces of Light and Darkness in prisons to
reduce the tumult there. At physical plan, the situation would be worse, if didn´t happen
those fights and confrotations.
The negative energies emitted from places full of insane creatures also provoke
climatic unbalances to which the nature reacts hardly.
The dense mass of thoughts-form such as black cloud, compete with
natural phenomena, interfering in its vibratory frequency and also hurricanes,
tornados, gales, hails and so on. Everything is connected somehow.
We´re a single body suffering several diseases: The Earth´s Body.
There is only a solution to terrible situation: The planetary transition, when the
dense and suffocating cloud floods the Planet Earth and washes it with fury of
waters and blown by wind. Thence without dense debris stored, the Earth is
ready for new planting.

Clairvoyance: At that meantime there is a break of this message and I see a
battlefield with army of angry beasts set ready to attack GESJ and ASJ. Soon are
stopped by a ship spilling light over them. Even before they were redeemed by prisionship and exiled.
The message goes on:
While approaching of terrestrial prisons we can identify area of inferior astral due
the density stored in those places, where originate macabre ideas thrown over
embodied ones who execute them. They are barns of "criminal ideas" to corrupt and
subdue several creatures.
You are here hearing our messages bound for humanity. Imagine those men,
out of work full time. They don't pray, work, and do nothing; only have inferior
thoughts putting them in touch with similar vibration at inferior dimension, where
inhabit the beasts drive them, as marionettes, executing their diabolical plans in
the matter.
Who reads our messages, may understand that, each empty mind attracts beings
whose vibrations exchange with environment supplying hate and revenge. Don´t worry,
who fulfil his duty and also has evolved thoughts. For sure, he may be disturded
by dark beings and know how avoid them by means of superior purposes.
As well as evolved spirits emit superior thoughts to embodied ones, the
inferior ones emit vile and pernicious thoughts to the former ones. Each one
embodied absorbs similar thought.
Each one answers for his own thought and consequences.
There isn´t larger justice than each one answers for his own thoughts, words and
actions. Save Jesus.
Ranieri Matias, 03/02/06
08. Prisoner disappears
Dear brothers, fraternal greetings for you, thankful Father for blessed opportunity
of working together with terrestrial brothers.
It increases the human adversity and even with all suffering devastating the
creatures, larger is the blindness of this humanity.
As well as before time, lots of people had succumbed also happens to major of
current incredulous and careless people only attached to transitory material values.
Reptilians, perverse and also experts in science benefit of such human insanity
for advanced genetic researches, withstanding the Creator.
The consequences of such experiences, in additional to pain and suffering
imposed over several spirits serving them as guinea pigs and importand raw material of
work, it happens the production of creatures without spark of superior Life, natural and
essential to human condition. They are creatures with characteristics are appropriate to
survive in sterile Planet.
Transformed andinsane, the brothers intendcreating a new race to survive in
desert land, sharing terrestrial environment with human beings.
They benefit the millenarian know-how using the physic-psychical matter
abundant in your Planet. Human bodies or no, whose inner cells supply the genetic
code, they need especially of helpless prisioners.

Usually those perverse beings have human appearance and invite the prisioner
to a new life without pains and sufferings and, the prisoner disappears. The managers
of such awful prisions not even notice his absence or don´t mind either.Thence, begins
his painful calvary, taken by useless purposes of unhealthy reptilian minds.
Among of several experiences in full swing some make progress. The reptilians
arrest several insane beings to desert and inhospitable areas of Planet for adaptation
and later, produce them in larger number, competing equally with natural species of the
Planet.
Your insabe Science ignores the nature of such events that could elevate the
spiritual understanding but, since millennia ignore moral values. However, even that
your science can´t reach a such progress, it doesn't erase its existence, only stands it at
disadvantage.
While dare as holders of whole know-how, loose chance by humility, know
beyond of their short vision.
Lots of them could be working with us neutralizing the negative performance of
such creatures. However, the major of them can´t receive us yet. We are many seeking
resources for interfering over progress of macabre technology.They supposed as
owners of whole Earth and work full time and believe that social abandonment is the
best resource for useless work of theirs.
It is necessary and urgent do make public about the large damages
provoked due negligence, greed and dislike for all the humanity. It needs
understand that, Light is the only road for upgrowth and, humility, the only way to
reach it.
To face those perverse forces demands unconditional union of all evolved minds
serving the Light. Every day, the lunges are more daring due arrogance of attitudes.
May Jesus blesses our work and guides our steps.
Count Rochester, 24/02/06
09. Prisions overcrowded, rebellions and escapees
Up to now, human corruption and pride have been building up the penitentiary
compound throughout Brazil. There are other good exemples of prisons spread by the
world, where the creatures are treated as human beings housed honestly in airy cells,
just with number of prisioners for which have been drifted, taking part in workshops so
that later have professional formation and reduce the confinment, at each day of
accomplished work.
Today, it isn´t spoken about the reintegration of prisoner to the society. The
prisions overcrowded provoke constant rebellions and fugitives increasing more and
more the confinment, while the "system" ignore the number of prisioners, the criminal
records, if they were alread judged or not, time of prision and so on due neglectful
Judiciary System.
There are more mistakes than success in the "justice", where the papers
are piled up at same proportion to prisioners.
The politicians benefit of such corruption, temporary powership and public
service, precarious and out of date and ignore the prisions overcrowded.
Meanwhile, the black "tentacles of shadows" leaving from prisons where are
supplied and are invading the perplex society.

The Judiciary and Legislative Powerships ignores the urgency to
transformation of prisionary compound.
The politicians don't intent helping the people. They want to benefit public goods.
They forget that, later on, they own may need that old system which they have created.
Some rich people stand angry when are locked at special cells. Even so,
they scream for rights, despite of having neglected their duties.
The moment is crucial and finished for negligence that had originated the
construction of "empire of shadows" in prisons. Only pains, tears and sufferings
explode as gunpowder barrels over the whole society.
Keep your grounding and serve the Father, so that when the splinters reach you
don´t provoke large damages; while over large insensitive human crowd, those
projectiles open deep wounds to clean out the bile of hate and revenge.
Only EvolvedSpirituality, workers of Jesus´cornfield aside of religions may
transpose such craters of hate and pain, if aren´t taken by same devastating feelings.
Don´t doubt, this humanity are already living the End of the Time. Spread
good thoughts and prayers over those brothers prisioners, so that reduce the negative
energies involving them. Avoid inferior thoughts and foolish judgments. They are our
brothers, God´s children, whom are purging the results of own actions. They already
suffer enough and don't need of other judgments.
Awake up! Finish this shame in your society; offer a sincere prayer to Jesus,
asking him for those hapless prisioners.
Only High Spirituality can help to change this system in which you live.
Only the devastating force of pain point them out the solution.
Save Jesus(see note 8).
(8) GESH– If the prision doesn't happen now, surely in the next incarnation, tells
us Master Ramatis, Kutumi, when was asked him: Which spirits more suffer after death
at astral plan? Answer: Experts in abortions, suicides and corrupt politicians.
Ranieri Matias, 03/02/06
10. The warning is given
I felt negative vibration and soon I saw a Reptilian arresteded. It was allowed him
to transmit us some words:
I know I couldn´t be here without permission of your bosses.
You have been invading sections under my command and you run risk of death.
We have enough knowhow scientific, technological and powership to terrify you.
We have been tolerant with you, but until when support your interference?
By order of our “big boss”, we´ll attack hardly and defeat merciless who disturbs
our road. Get ready because all you tumble beneath our paws.
The warning is given!
I´m prisoner and what is the trouble? I´m just a soldier executing superior orders.
A Reptilian prisoner, 03/03/06
11. The both plans attached
We enter in a prison full of Reptilians. One of them crosses by dark corridor
followed by big size embodied one. They go downstairs as far as level beneath the soil.

There down a door kept by two beasts magnetized as beasts at physical plan.
Inner that cubicle a embodied man falls under tortures by another masked man,
so that the former one could say some secret he ignored indeed. He seemed fainted.
Leeches at astral sucked his energies. The embodied people look like beasts of astral
plan with syncronized thoughts and movements.
The Reptilian, at astral plan, gets in that cubicle, always following the embodied
one. He checks everything carefully and screams: leave him. His words are uttered
simultaneously at physical plan by other insane creatures connected to him. The
prisoner is chained and they go away.
At physical plan the both creatures leave that cubicle by same corridor to prision
cell like a flat with bed, TV, stove, refrigerator, drinks, cigarettes and so on. The big
boss was lying in a double bed receives him. There are other embodied and
disembodied spirits with attitudes and movements syncronized.
The employee prepares the report about the prisoner. The boss, after thinking
some seconds orders to return the prisoner to his "family."
There was a fight between gangs of prisoners. A group torture the opponent
without kill them and send the human rags to their companions.
The other faction receive the companion mutilated. It is an action of revenge that
repeats on and on.
The dark beings from astral plan are mixed with embodied ones in prisons.
There are other prisioners in the courtyard. Men walking fro and back, without
occupation and always followed by inferior and undesirable spirits.
27/01/2006
12. The bankruptcy of your world

Brothers,
We don´t intend with our messages incite sadness nor anguish inner your hearts,
only inform you how live in adverty the prisoners in penitentiary compound of this
country; it is a denunciation a also an invitation.
We denounce what is occult behind the high walls and iron gates.
We invite each one honest man to evaluate the current and depressing reality in
which your society is submitted hardly.
Don´t fear, soon ends this present cicle of learning, however you answer for your
lessons learned about solidarity, fraternity, mercy and compassion, without attachments
and illusions.
Those prisioners take part in your humanity that also cry and suffer, hidden in
filthy cells. Actually, many of them have withstood terrestrial Laws. But would be their
crimes, justification for such awful punishments and cruelty with them?
We hope that, in the middle of bankruptcy of your world, you don't loose
the noble feeling, Love, that raised you above the animal condition and thence
decide as rightist of Christ.
We greet all you
Count Rochester, 21/03/06
13. It is not your place to find fault

The incredulous society denounces the hypocrisy and cancers existent, which
stink attract dangerous larvas fed by abundance of provisions.
We hope that hard reality doesn't stop nor lead you to degrading revolt either.
Pains of brothers arrested unjustly should strength each creature for changing
the current unhappy reality by other system where each one lived under real value
deserved.
Who among of you, dear readers could say that never had made mistakes. And
how many of you don't hide mistakes, usually so dangerous that you´d like erase them
from your own mind? At same way you´d like have them forgotten and forgiven, your
brothers too, except those insane who didn't reach the sincere regret yet.
Don´t judge your neighbour. Only seek, through the Christian conduct, send
them words and thoughts of pardon, healing, compassion and kindness.
Offer your hands without asking whom at your side and they always returns full.
You realize that, the End of the Times happens when Love no more find
shelter inner human hearts and Life has no value.
Save effort of whom work! Save who believe! Save our Divine Governor!
Count Rochester, 31/03/06
14 - End of Planetary Cycle
Dear brothers!
It is about the hour to give up illusions that you are the most important person of
Universe and around whom moves everything else.
Use your creative mind to think deeply. Are you sure that you live alone in the
Universe?
No, your intelligence won't stop pointing you out the true road. Though, it is
easier the foolish interest living around himself, despising everything else, betraying
your senses and intelligence, than the intellect reaching what is already able.
There will be in the Earth, turbulence and revolution, at physical plan, and also
modifications by fire; the skylines of continents no more won't be the same.
The changes already have began however the hearts didn't change yet. Could
you imagine wake up and see the waves crossing by your door?
What happen during the three days of blackout when you don´t find your
relatives?
Open your spiritual eyes or will be crazy, desperate, fearful and so on.
Many people will fight one another without, at least, know the reason. Others try
defending from exploiters that willbenefit of alien blindness for own benefit.
The weakest ones will prefer commit suicide. Like human rain, they may jump
from buildings, announcing, once and for all, the End of the Time.
Who is safe, thanks the Father and calmly spend the last time you have.
The wild sex serve to many as refuge of fear. In that moment, hepless who falls
under the Beasts´displeasure.
Jesus, Sweet Nazareno, has pointed us out a road of thorns that we own have
planted, but lessened by kindness, fraternal love and his Light.
Many people prefer the road of fast pleasures, superficially flowered and
perfumed, stating that we were created for happiness and no suffering.

Sooner or later the flowers dry. The perfume gives place to stink of rotten matter
and instead of that beauty and flowery road, chosen by foolish ones, appears the
dismal scenario of physical painful and moral suffering.
Divine Justice doesn´t abandon us and has created countless bypaths driving the
aware walker from one to other road, from the bad to good choice. Thence, by
fraternal work is offered to each one, the last opportunity for upgrowth.
The attendance to sufferer brothers arrested by thorns, planted by themselves is
a saviour resource, Christian action that reveals faith and service of evolved spirists.
There are many prisoners bleeding among of thorns supplicant for help.
Give up comfortable road of flowers, false and fictitious, hiding dunghill of stink.
Go in direction stright where pains and real happiness await contest and conquest.
Brothers, work for neighbor's welfare. Can you see how die the birds?
The Master told us that would be the first sign and they, the birds are
already dying. More massacres come, until there is no doubt about that sign coming
from High and ignored by human intelligence, that "End of the times already has
arrived."
Love at most because without love there is no salvation.
John Baptist, 10/03/06

4TH HAPTER
AWAKENING CONSCIENCES

“They became beasts and are seen by eyes
out of walls, as aberrations that should be
exterminated, as terminal cancer.
It increases the prejudice here outside and
hate there inside."
Ranieri Matias, Instructor of GESJ

01. Time Expired by Eternal Father
Dear brothers!
I bring my love to awake those people who ignore Laws.
If the rich people think receiving me in their small palaces, know: Their task is
come to Me, through the fraternal in favor of whom cry.
Their wealth in nothing invite my presence; it is at filthy and vile prison cells that
needs to settle down fair feelings and love among of our brothers supplicant for help
and touching inner their hearts with Light of Hope, Truth and Justice.
By means of your incursions to prisions, at the present time, I offer to those
prisioners My Presence and Love that I spill on them, you and the whole humanity, so
that know the truth besides of the matter reach their upset and insanespirits, the
spiritual reality inviting them for redemption of sins and mistakes by means of
resignation and sincere regret.
No insane creature reaches no one of My little children who wants to be in
my arms and get free of "Beast's" that already reaches the surface of Land, with
wild roars, inciting brother against brother.
Come to Me, little ones, I welcome all you with my deep love.
Time expired allowed by Father so that regret touch your souls.
Choose, as soon as possible, your road and begin to do one´s good. Brave
Workers, the followers of Christ await you.
Let them help you, accordingly to Eternal Father's purposes.
We hope that, once and for all, you give up the material illusions and see them
as immortal spirits, acting accordinly with nature of human beings in spiritual ascese.
We greet you in the name of Planetary Christ and Peace of Mister of Worlds.
Jesus Sananda, 17/02/06
02. Better serving than be served
Just for understanding
Brothers, the pictures showed are only a little reality lived by thousands of human
beings, piled up at "prisons and detention houses" thorughout the world.
There is more dignity for serving than be served. Hereafter, we visit some
inferior areas at astral of those prisions, so that you know the true dimensions of
negligence and dislike that your Juridical System practice in your Planet, such as:
ignorance and negligence regarding the spiritual life necessary to embodied spirits
which lead collectivities to deep sufferings.
Don´t think be safe and sound, while avoiding this hard and sad reality, by means
of big walls, watching towers, twisted wires and every luck of safety equipments. Don´t
forget that at physical plan is showed only part of whole reality, usually denser and
worse when glimpsed at original world, extra-physical.
If among of darkness inner the galaxies, you can see nurseries of stars, here in
the Earth, in the middle of grating, we found insane minds that, as a disastrous group of
hardened hearts, with no trace of tenderness able to become them human ones.

However, the dangerous liaison of hardened hearts fell under retrograde minds
transform those places to macabre holes of beasts without physical bodies, moving free
among of careless society, crossing wires, watchers, armaments and avoiding the
detectors. They throw over you, by mental orders of mentors, as starving larvas,
seeking nutrients to increase their population.
Poor fellows! They suppose to be safe and sound due their advanced
technology. It´s meaningless!
Only much Love can neutralize the attacks more and more uncontrolled.
Who wants to avoide them, wake up and work full time helping the neighbor.
Never, connect with those perverse beings or you´ll be sucked by wild magnetic
polarity existent in your Planet now.
This work we have been performing with you is an appeal so that you give up the
dream of happiness idealized by infantile minds and, as true brothers, you seek at once,
the real opportunities for construction of happy life in the near future.
We work lovingly with you, hoping that our words touch your hearts, awaking the
latent love.
Greetings,
Rochester, 14/01/06
03. We don´t want to sadden human hearts
Sisters, Peace of Christ!
The messages brought are appropriate in volume, reception and legible.
Many other histories may happen, as well as more important knowledge could be
revealed. However, we bring you only part of them, because of other activities foreseen
to happen hereafter.
We are thankful the Father for this opportunity in bringing to each one brother
about a such hard and inhuman reality of prisons and similar places.
We don´t want sadden the human hearts. We hope that people are touched and
help the sufferer brothers who, like you, are alive, have dreams and hopes, hate, fears
and so on. Give up the inertia and help your neighbor. If you can´t visit the
prisioners, help the poor children at schools, presenting them the untransferable
spiritual values, so that later on, don't become victims from your violent prison
compound.
Our alert aims at awakening you to work. As was planned, we´ll send you our
messages for two months.
Thank you and good-bye.
Count Rochester, 03/03/06
04. Meeting Victims and executioners
Peace only comes when no more hate pulse inner your hearts; when mankind
practice pardon as real extinguisher of hate among of all creatures. However,
before that, pain and suffering spread on the Earth destroying lives and
impoverishing the fertile soil of many hearts.
Pardon is one of the most painful lessons. Usually, only arrives after a hard
existence of pains and sufferings which balm revives the creatures in Christ's Love.

New incarnation with superior purposes of pardon is arduous task for in debt
spirit, because, firstly, he needs forgiving himself. It begins, early, by difficult and
countless days, struggling between calvary and freedom; however sure that come.
Only working hard and free from transitory values, the trainee is helped along of
his road chosen.
At the present, many people suffering revolt and hate, tomorrow, they beg pardon
for victms of theirs. By same way, the current executioners didn't begin the calvary yet,
but soon are involved by dense cloud of own madness, supplicant the Father for help.
Each prision cell takes part in a long chain, joining victims and executioners, that
only end when pardon is present among of human people.
Count Rochester, 03/02/06
05. Planet Earth no more move singing
Fraternal greetings for you terraqueous, and our best wishes of Peace for all of
the planetary quadrants and also inner your hearts!
Planet Earth no more sings when move.
From its wounded body, the sounds produced more resemble cry of whom
suffers terminal cancer and no more recovers the planetary health, as when was given
to your humanity as precious gift, so that you could make progress and cleand your own
corporal morphology through the fluidical salutary emanations, free of terrestrial body.
However, you hurt deadly your source of redemption and renewal.
It is arrived the hour when your cry and of whole humanity will echo throughout
the space recording in your souls, wherever you go, whereas, the Divine Plan was
diverted by useless attitudes and infractions withstanding the Largest Law.
This Planet no more recover its health due too much destruction; only after
cleaned out the last negative element, starts new stage of existence.
When is cleaned and ready, Planet Earth crosses by "dimensional portal", no
more accessed by primitive and retrogade minds. Only thechildren after submitted to
deep cleaning, again develop the highest qualities of souls, through this planetary
cradle, beginning a new song of Peace and Fraternity among inhabitants of New Land.
While doesn't arrive the happy hour, we urge those consciences lost to seek their
own renewal, while there is time, and understand that material life is transitory. Several
spirits from space are attracked by painful sounds emitted by your Planet, they work full
time for necessary transformation.
No calling of alert or preparation proved useless because are thrown on
hearts and minds of whom need fruitiful renewal, even at distant future, as
example of Father's Kindness and Plan of Creation.
We greet you in name of the Light, thankful by reception of your minds, and we
hope that energies offered by Planetary Christ allow the fast progress at this time of
hard learning
Commander Ashtar Sheram, 28/03/06
06. It is a funeral song
Planet Earth is a barn of love.
It was overflowing of love that Christ's Mind joined creative elements so that was
born the Planet Sham.

The physical-ethereal morphology was composed of high notes of Celestial Song
intoned by Creator. As if it were musical instrument, the Earth intones sublime song by
means of evolutions, when moving around of itself and the Sun.
However, hurt deeply in its interior morphology, its song no more is of love. Now,
it is a painful song echoing at long distance, touching the extraterrestrial hearts of
fraternal creatures.
It is a funeral song. Wound, suffers diseases and dies.
Died at 3rd dimension, reborns at new dimensional body, cleaned by stertors
from last existence.
New cycle reborns and other humanity equally renewed inhabits the New Land.
Mother and children longing for restarting, after had suffered too much in the past
and return at unison to celestial song, praising the Creation and blowing by wind that,
Life after defeating the death, once again restarts as other new existence.
Commander Ashtar Sheram
Star that more shines in the sky and guides you, 28/03/06
Spiritualistic Medium: How beautiful message, Commander. The words are
poetry elevating our souls above everything else in the matter.
AS: Thus is Life at space infinite, full and free of attachments. The human beings
are infantile while attaching anxious for material goods. They lose and stand back of
superior experience full and happy of belonging to creation and Universe.
Everything is transitory. Only Christ´s words remain, as well as, memories of all
the events and of all preparation last forever in souls lived that time.
Then brothers, publish Christ´s words, seeds picked in fertile field and thrown
them over minds and hearts. Sooner or later, they blossom. It is important each one
receive his instruction quota, resource that uphold them, now or in the future, sure that
Divine Plan helps and drives all of the creatures.
Save Master Jesus' Sublime Love and Peace reigns at their hearts.
Commander Ashtar Sheram
07. In debt spirits reborns in slums of big cities
Brothers!
There is no divine injustice throughout the Universe.
The low vibration Spirits of inferior areas they reborn in the Earth at this
crucial moment in which you live. They receive a meat body, in the blessed
forgetfulness of bad memories that made their mad souls regreted.
They are born in slums of big cities, submitted to moral and economical poverty,
forgotten by rulers and facing the human ferocity deprived of love.They are in debtor
souls reincarnated for cleaning thecaustic load burning them. Of course, their suffering
could be softer if had the least feelings of fraternity among of the creatures along of
short material journay.
Fell under crime, earlier, they adhere it naturally, because, inwardly, they already
have ill-nature though with merit of reincarnating for renewal.
Otherwise, those shaped up with meat body, with same opportunity of progress
offered by Magnanimous Father, having better moral and economical conditions, but

despise the opportunity of offering the basic need to the weakest ones, they withstand
the Laws of God.
By same way, steals public money for own benefit and ignore the poverty,
when could dress the nude, to quench one´s thirst, to appease one´s hungry and
don't make it, all are withstanding seriously Divine Laws.
Those in debt people have to pay debts while the criminals postpone their
renewal.
All we answer for evil practiced and for not fulfil our duties.
Jesus is with us, today and always, behaving us with his Infinite Love.
Save Jesus!
Joana of Angelis, 21/03/06

5TH CHAPTER
STIRING UP A HORNET´S NEST

Darkness are in motion over Planet Earth.
They believe to be dominating and so it is;
the more they believe, more have mistakes,
thence, we can arrest and defeat them by order of
Loving Master Jesus, who guides our painful
taskwork bound for embodied ones, but liberating
those spirits who pledged their faith above of
terrestrial things.
Yury, Commander of all Stellar fleets at
Operating Rescue

01. World net of dangerous connections
There is a world net of dangerous connections in prisons. The Highest
Commands of Darkness are settled down in the most developed countries,
however energy power come from areas where the worst conditions determine full
discharge of harmful energy collected by Reptilians.
We are stiring up at a hornet´s nest. However, if Evolved Spirituality led us
to that work, so it be done.
Never we imagined to be closer of "Bases of Command” of Darkness. We are
already disturbing them and our interference won't be invisible. Maybe that strategy
takes part in "Larger Plan", to incite them some reaction and thence we can act on their
"nuclei of performance."
Peace for everybody.
Rochester, 11/02/06
02. It increases clandestine laboratories of Reptilians
Fear is ingredient that strengthen Beasts.
Usually men and women are frightened in prisions.
All of the prisioners which live in that corridor for death at any moment can be
murdered. It doesn´t matter the crime, fear is always inhabiting those people´s hearts.
Fear of corrupt and violent police.
Fear of own companions, beasts disguised as honest people.
Fear of unjust Justice.
For reducing insecurity and fear, they take part in vile plots of underworld,
stand a chance to feel stronger in that inhuman place.
Due corruption of Judiciary Compound, has increased the laboratories of
reptilians in the prisions, whereas, together with corruption, the
prisioners´dossier were forgotten by Criminal Department.
Thus has increased fall of moral values and depreciation of life.
Reptilians knew well how benefit those opportunities, inciting the faithless human
beings to a such inversion of moral values. They don't have to offer nothing to rulers
or politicals as had done before, when exchanged human life by advanced
technology. As regard the prisons, they just make deal with money, inciting the
Ego and vanity.They only benefit the incautious and faithless people and fall them
under terrible dominance of beasts.
In the middle of that chaos, they settle down their Laboratories of Genetic
Experiences. They collect in prisons, everything they need such as: physical and
spiritual bodies of prisoners as raw material. They want to liberate the Big Boss
or Dragon, prisoner, living in bottoms of abysms.
They increase the negative and cruel emanations from neglectful people.
Do you doubt about presence of those "Creatures" among of you?
Don't want to see them for believing. Isn´t enough to feel their influence?
Stay far from those "creatures" that can increase so much your debts to Divine Law
and, as consequence, live countless painful incarnations until pay them off.

Clairvoyance: I see a prison not so big at physical plan, where we crossed by a
small lateral gate and everything is covered with mists.
At astral plan, there is a dying light and much activity. A Reptilian lift up a
prisoner by his hair like a bag of feathers, who reacts with screams and blows in the air.
Somewhere in that prison happens orgy among human beings and beasts. At
astral plan, a prisoner is tortured by three reptilians. Even having his astral body
mutilated, the facial bones triturated the reptilians still hurt the poor fellow.
We crossed by a steep corridor with bloody odor and afterwards a door cut-fire
where there are strange creatures, half man-animal hung up by hooks in cages and
dropping blood on the floor though they are still alive and moan unconscious. Their
open eyes denounce extreme terror, even those with animal face.
Afterwards we entered in a room like "surgical center". That man lifted up by hair,
now he is inert and tied on a stretcher. A Reptilian dressing in white jacket walks fro and
back, injecting chemical substances in his veins. There is a empty stretcher nearby.
Other Reptilian comes bringing a monkey. The animal, afraid of everything takes a look
at that place and stays tame. It is put on the stretcher and tied. They cut its throat, still
alive and full of terror. I read the Reptilians´minds that intend to change heads and arms
between man and monkey. How awful scene!
Again we crossed by other long and dark corridor accessing a clean laboratory of
that "shadowy house, where many Reptilians and human beings worked. It seemed a
Genetic Laboratory and section of medicines placed underground of that prison.
Soon he goes on:
The damned action of Reptilians is easened due selfish and insensitive men
doing everything in name of insane science", not-ethical and inhuman genetic, that
don´t mind, in killing other human to accomplish their researches. They make liaison
with whom motivates them and supphy their lunatics and cruel researches. Among
them are powerful millionaires withstanding Divine Law and by reason of eternal
material life, they supply those laboratories practicing the worst experiences with
animals and human beings. Among of them, we could mention industries of
cosmetics, promoting the most excentric experiences, in the name of eternal
youth.
That scientist who despises God and idolizes the matter, usually is used by
scientists Reptilians for cruel experiences with human beings throughout the
Planet.
The prisons crowded and without control of authorities, as it happens in your
country, it is barn of guinea pigs for Reptilian and terrestrial scientists together.
Dont´ t think that sucg aberrations only happens at astral plan; at physical too.
Those laboratories increase accordingly to faithlessness and rebellion withstanding
Lawsof God.
While you allow be used by those perfidious creatures, you create dense liaison
with Beasts. Only changing your vibratory tonus, practicing love, charity and pardon, in
a word, follow Christ´s lessons so that avoid such influence of Beasts.
Master Jesus' Itinerary is the only antidote for those satanic creatures.
Count Rochester, 17/03/06
03. inferior astral of prisons

Clairvoyance: I see Count Rochester and his Saint Bernard dog. I left my body
and together we went downstairs by a rustic stairway. The atmosphere is little lighted by
Count Rochester. Behind us, follow two guardians, spirits of strong men like Zambi.
Count Rochester speaks:
We are going down to inferior areas, nearby the prison where lived Cicero. It
needs keep our mind strong with unconditional love for all the creatures, even those
whom seem us awful and worthy of our rejection and negligence.
All of the beings seen hereafter, they are human beings transformed to wild
man, after millennia fell into deforming passions.
The barrier of boars, the task of fly-wasps and vultures nest
Clairvoyance: Goind downstairs I saw "two boars", sat down. They have hair of
fire, not hair properly said, but small fires burning and emitting red and yellow colors.
Their eyes, flooded of blood with two black spheres in the center. They have two big
teeth exposed, even with closed mouths.
We go on downstairs so dark, the ground was slippery and I heard noise of
something like water and stink like rotten egg.
Count Rochester lights his hand and opens a grating door to large living room
walled by grating and stones. On the ground, there was "two larvas" that seemed
fighting each other. They have human size, as if a body was covered by a white and
bright sheet. There was no distinction between head and members crawling.
It seems they want to devour each other, but I don't see any mouth. Count
Rochester call me attention for something I hadn´t seen behind us, because was so
dark. There was a "giantic wasp" on the wall and other in the front wall.
Suddenly, one of those larvas breaks the white wrapper and appears a woman,
cleaning herself, as were removing the slimy layer involving her body.
She takes a look at one wasp and stops too frightened. The animal goes in her
direction and, with a sting, provokes her terrible pains and soon she falls and starts a
metamorphosis process.
I look at the wasps again and they look like flies what let me confused. Would be
wasps or giantic flies? I think it is an animal modified genetically, mixture of fly and
wasp. The front side of the body, mainly the head and wings, seem to fly, but the womb
and the stings resemble a wasp. Then, I asked the Instructor:
Q: Brother, what happen with those women, hereafter? Are they wasps?
A: Let´s go ahead.
Clairvoyance: We went to other side, going upstairs. Everything is too dark. I
hear sounds like a heart pulsing stuffy. Count Rochester calmly explains:
Factory of Human Robots
We went downstairs only three floors crossing by underground of penitentiary
compound where we are at work. The first floor is kept by firing boars modified in their
original forms, denouncing the genetic experiences.

The fire of their bodies bend like wings and set fire to any being daring to cross
their road. Their big teeth are useful only for laceration of putrid meat to feed them.
Q: Brother, I wonder if it´s sure these beings transformed to wild men?
A: Yes. You should review and enclose this chapter on transformation of
those creatures described for you during astral trip in that old "castle", used as
“factory” for those creatures, where several genetic researches were performed
with alive human beings and disembodied spirits by scientists reptilians, at
physical and astral plan.
Q: Then is the hour for publishing that material?
A: Yes. It is arrived the hour when everything must be revealed so that
don´t remains the least doubt and thus all of human beings can read and
understand the world in which live. Let´s go.
On the second floor, behind the walls, you have seen a very frequent type at
astral of prisons and similar places. They are wasps, which poison acts in the victim's
nervous system, forcing him executing orders of perverse reptlilean.
He who dares refuse the order suffers unbearable pains able to kill him. They are
used as dominance over primitive orce present in many prisioners. While are stinged,
they lose the own will and are victims of Reptilians without enough know-how on
"genetic engineering" yet, to make possible the reincarnation of own race in the
matter.
Q: How can those people stinged by wasps choose the victims?
A: The attack is made after a meticulous choice of victim such as man, good
physical health and punished long time due violent crime.
While are sleeping, the victim is chose and submitted under hypnosis and
treatment for syntony of cerebral frequency. The more prepared and able to become a
robot are taken in astral body to inferior prision placed in underground of penitentiary
compound and prepared with poison injections.
When, by chance, one of those guinea pigs succumbs, it returns to his physical
body and no more is used, though become more violent due cerebral shocks, leaving
him sad and painful forever. As consequence, that creature commit the worst and
bloody crimes, because is deprived of emotion, a robot.
Q: How are the victims captured?
A: The fly becomes smaller and moves among of the prision cells. The eyes
record the scenes and send them to a control room of Reptilians, placed at
inferior astral of some prisons. There, the images are selected until shape up men
and women with characteristics requested by perverse minds and prepared a
dossier of each one candidat submitted to last choice and approval.
Clairvoyance: I saw meeting of Reptilians presenting and defending their
candidates. The more violent and bloody prisoners were the best candidats. Proud, the
winner felt superior over other ones for having gotten the most violent prisoner.
Count Rochester goes on: The phase of check up on prisoners able to become
robots receive contribution of wasps, stinging and collecting small samples of blood of
victm´s astral body, which are stored in appropriate places in underground. Later on,
those samples are collected and analyzed by Technicians Reptilians.

Clairvoyance: I saw the wasp stinging a prisoner, who suffers in his physical,
the sting given in his astral body. Thence, the wasp flew to underground cell, where
there was a stone block where sting and store blood collected there.
Q: Are those wasps deformed human beings?
A: How could those perverse creatures (Reptilians) have in their hands the most
advanced net of information and intelligence, if weren´t God? They just changed the
sublime purposes of creation with nets of human neurons, shaping up human beings as
deformed and belligerent animals.
Q: I didn´t understoo yet about the subsequent process to collection of blood.
A: See the walls here in the underground where we are. They have equipments
recording and and storing the material arrived for study and comparison with next
collection of "agents'", which task aims at visiting the prisons searching for raw material
for their "bosses". We are going to the third and last floor of our visit today.
Q: Will be the nest of vultures?
A: Yes. As you can see here, are brooded the eggs and created the nestlings of
vultures, which cerebral activity is conditioned, since eclosion in the rudest and violent
reactions, because are guardians that fly at some distance around the prisons.
Any careless visitor at astral plan is nailed by sharp claws and even his head
removed by strong beak of vultures.
He who, by chance, avoid their flush, may suffer infection with only a scratch of
those beings by powerful poisons, due storage of toxins and bacterias moing in his
body.
It isn´t enough a spirit want penetrating into a prison to help a prisoner; it
needs appropriate preparation and be guided by Evolved and expert Brothers.
See how works:
Clairvoyance: Rochester shows me that surrounding the dark areas, there are a
string of Light and evolved spiritualist Guardians placed at some points; they only allow
to cross the boardline the spirits whose karma is similar the situation to be faced.
I saw bodies quartered and I recalled our last trips taken to Castle of Horrors,
and also the scene of a dog devouring a spirit at astral plan. Awful scenes involving
deep knowledge about the both plans of life. They are subjects unknown by the most
human beings. Then I thought: How can astral body be devoured by other being in the
astral? Would the person be extinguished or would only live with other four bodies? Or
would be his rests used as raw material for new astral body of whom devoured him? Or
would be necessary to rebuild it from subsequent body? Among of my whirl of thoughts
and subjects Count Rochester restarts the dialogue and his voice acted as balm for me
after I recalled awful scenes.
- Some deformed spirits along of the time fell into hate are offered like good
pulverized to vultures, as well as any worker of darkness that wants set free from his
tragic life serving to the Evil. Let´s stop now (see note 10 bellow).
(10) GESH: while we received the material for our work, in our city happened vile
crimes in prisons such as:
Prisoner's death inside of cell, quartered and transported by wheelbarrow.
Prisoner's heart removed and eaten.
Prisoner boned with 143 holes.
Count Rochester, 27/01/06

04. Robots obsessors
An ambiance without rules causes disorder and attracts low entities.
On the contrary, clean atmosphere supplied with good thoughts is suitable to
workers' meeting for fraternal approach and solve difficulties at physical or spiritual
plans.
The interior of prisons, besides of disorder existent at astral plan, establish
magnetic centers negative.There, Reptilians establish strategies for absorption of
harmful energies to raw material of studies and researches and later on execute the
great plan for dominance over Planet Earth.
They are experts in advanced technology and benefit sad minds to render
concrete their primary instincts.
The Reptilians incite inciting hate, violence and social anarchy, preparing the
prisoners' minds to their evil command, when are set free by dark forces and spread on
the Earth. As true robots and implacable obsessors, the minds subdued proceed,
having the bodies used for perverse actions, out of question and human sanity.
Brothers, the events are worse. Divulge the current reality, get over and be
ready to face the evil siege of evil.
We are with you.
Count Rochester, 21/03/06
05. It begins the Beast's Kingdom
Clairvoyance: After my meditation, I saw a wall calendar, making public date
06/06/06. I felt strong presence of Count Rochester's presence, I left my body and saw
much blood, as a bomb had exploded somewhere in the Planet hurting many people.
Firemen made the rescue, transporting the inert bodies on own shoulders.
Maybe that scene happened at physical plan, when later I saw wolves devouring
astral bodies of disembodied spirits in that explosion. The scene was so terrible that I
returned to my body quickly.
Afterwards, I left my body again and with Count Rochester, we crossed by
several continents and all they had much blood. At some moments, my mental screen,
showed scenes of black magic rituals, involving spilling of blood.
After the clairvoyances, I asked to my Instructor:
Q: Brother what does mean that date in that calendar?
A: It is when starts the "Beast's" Kingdom. A black wind blow over the Planet and
few nations are free from outbreak of madness.
Soon I saw human appearance beings, tails, red horns and awful fire eyes.
Q: Should we help them? Why do show us that reality?
A: Nothing can be done against a such manifestation. It is really the time of
revealing so that the people choose which side want.
What should be done by whom already chose Christ's right, is keep at working,
explaining to those faithless and infantile minds attached to material illusions.
Only time will show. It needs to run fastly to reveal the occult.
Brothers, love each other!
Love the neighbor as were yourselves is the best lesson divulged and practiced.
Alert, as you´d like be alerted, if you were deceived, sad or dived in ignorance.

Everything else is secondary on that hour.
Ramatis commands. Jesus guide us.
We are with you. Save the Earth.
Rochester, Instructor Spiritual of GESJ, 09/12/05

6TH CHAPTER
INFERENCE

The reptilians keep at practicing their
perfidious actions until the "Enough” and when
sounds the last moment.
Thence, insane, all they are attracked
magnetically to some primitive Planet, because
time is over for provoking ignominy.
Commander Setum Shenar

01 - Negative Energies from abyss
The prisons became places of cleaning out “devastating negative power from
Abyss" fed by insane beings arrested inhabiting desert areas not for human creatures.
It was built up places in the Planet, with mind coupled to their followers, where
could clean out harmful hate about life in the surface, once they don´t have it. They
subdue insane minds spreading terror and chaos over the Planet which they want to
subdue it forever.
The places with human agglomeration arrested are fertile area due creatures'
minds free and suitable for a such influence of Darkness.The neglectful rulers don´t fulfil
"votes of honesty and rightness before the Largest terrestrial Law ", benefit the most of
public administration and don´t draw up a programme able to recover the prisioners.
They only want take advantage of public goods while skilled hands corruptors and
corrupted answers for everything else.These also have connection with Beast that take
them to exile to supply it more and more.
After several decades of negligence to public safety and increment of criminality,
the beasts built up at astral of prisons “dimensional portal to deep abyss". However,
they ignore that Light open them road in middle of darkness, using "that portal" spilling
Light on Beast. While the beast build up the "portal" easening the action among the
embodied ones, they also allow action of Light, creating by-pass to reach it directly.
The Beast ignores the danger, supposing to be untouchable and invulnerable.
Proud it believes to be above the Creator.
Deceived it thinks to subdue the Earth.
Not even may see when is taken by surprise.
It will set off with its troop for sterile Planet.
Otherwise, until that happens, several under foolishness and falls, answers the
beast´scall!
Many fights, pains ans sufferings may happen.
Blood, sweat and tears, this humanity is supposed to suffer until the end !
Save Jesus.
Andre Luiz, 20/01/06
02. The Spiritualistic Houses should answer that appeal
Brothers and friends,
We hope that Peace of God involves our souls!
There are much disturbance in the Earth. What can be seen and recorded by
physical senses, is just a little part of atrocious sufferings created by insane minds.
For centuries happened what was occult before the physical eyes, however
transmitted to few people chosen by Evolved Masters among of trainees of Masters of
Darkness, Black Magicians.
The strong ignorance of this humanity about those subjects don´t mean
that no more there are plans and subplans of life, developed at ascendant and
descendant areas of the matter.

At the moment, everything that was occult must be revealed. It doesn´t
matter how painful are such revelations, it is necessary you know about the
disturbances taking place in the Planet and also in invisible side of life thus
reaching you, human beings at any rate necessary and definitive.
The more increased the cleaning of inferior astral in the Planet Earth, larger are
the residues polluting plans and subplans of own Planet.
The more dirty are fluidical components of astral, larger chance to contaminate
energies settled in the dense matter such as embodied ones.
The cleaning in prisons removes dense layer of dirty stored since millennia
by means of terrible, murderous and insane minds.
Only pure and sincere love can save you on that hour. Allow be guided by
loving Christ and offer him your life. The reality in prisons soon comes out
change the situation, having you as prisioners at home, when vast legion of
rampagers, thieves and murderers walk free on the streets, when the Commands
of Darkness think as winners dominating everything and everybody in the Planet.
Again, they are wrong; when at least imagine they are defeated.
Even subdued your Cities, don´t discourage, as often do prisioners. Bear in
mind salutary thoughts of love, faith and hope and use all the resources to get
vibratory pattern above the disorder placed near to your homes.
Don´t benefit as "rightist of Christ", to get over insane minds, because you can
be arrested by skilled hands of malefactors.
No more await those golden years of beauty and parties. Now is cleaning.
The more brothers like you join with us for a such cleaning, better for everybody.
The more Houses of Charity begin, at once, astral cleaning in Houses of
Seclusion and Social Recovering, more human beings are rescued from torture
and humiliation.
May Jesus blesses us.
Q: Count Rochester, does the message refer to that date 666?
A: All of the events have connection and this work should be concluded until
June of 2006. The reports which you receive at the moment are revelations about the
least portion of cleaning performed by AidTeams of this House, bound for suffer souls,
by request of relatives, friends and merit of other ones.
Each case described here is real. Thence we mentioned those spirits aware of
changing, as main characters of this work. Only the names are ficticious so that when
you read the histories, your minds don´t connect with minds of characters, whereas,
they are already receiving intensive treatment for recovering their mental sanity.Thus
Masters have touched your souls for helping them lovingly, using the load of energy
from Aid Teams and later on send to Aid Centers close the prisons.
Clairvoyance: From Shelter Servants of Jesus (ASJ) spread light threads
feeding the temporary "Aid Centers" opening roads for Caravans of Help, every day
visiting the prisions. The volunteer workers of such Caravans are required to seek
reddemable spirits, afford assistance to brothers that can´t be transferred yet, supply
restoring energies for professionals at work there and prepare traps to arrest the
perverse entities, so that have enough time to help those poor fellows as was planned.
Luiz Sergio´s presence arouse interest of two other Spiritualistic Houses,
that have him as great friend and Spiritualistic Instructor. They are little "Focus of

Light", and are studying so that can settle down new "Medical Center". Neverthless, at
physical plan, they need of workers for that edifying task.
It would be better, if Luiz Sergio´s parents were informed about the effort of
superior Spirituality devoted to that theme too. That would reinforce, helping the
Spiritualistic mediums in understanding the messages received, therefore afraid of
them, they think to be victims of persecution and disturbing attacks of darkness, when
whe show them scenes of prisons in order that confirm the need of such work.
May Jesus allows us enlarge our task, helping more beings, because increase
the number of people supplicant help for their suffer relatives living in prisons.
When began spreading news that devoted brothers were dismantling gangs of
spiritual torture and chaining of disembodied spirits, increased the demand of parents
begging help for whom they love.
The requests arrive at thousands and our work load is reduced; we need of other
groups to help us and thus we help more brothers. Training teams are prepared for
visiting Spiritualistic Houses interested in a such fraternal work.
There are several and diversified places, having space for all of sorts of workers,
since they are balanced mentally and bear in mind healthy thoughts.
Also by network can be published messages seeking collaboration of
brothers for fraternal attendance of disembodied spirits in prisons of countries
where dark nets increase quickly.
Aware of your difficulties raised daily, thus think about answer or not our request.
Peace for your souls
Count Rochester, 11/02/06
03. There are many calls!...
Clairvoyance: I saw a group of spirits, by pairs, guided by an Instructor of our
House entering in living room silent and polite.
They sat down and observed our work at physical plan.
Soon I could notice they weren´t sufferer spirits, dressing in white paints and
jacket ,as Workers of the House. I heard Ranieri Matias explaining about the service of
his group as redeemed spirits would offer for brothers died in prisions, as they own had
already received beforetime.
Brothers, you have already lived in that condition and today thanks the Father´s
Kindness, you are healthy in your mental activities and happy.
Hereafter, you begin a journay of redeem work, healing resource at our disposal
for getting over, which are better now than when you arrived here.
Keep on faith and love and offer your hands to the prisioner´s welfare.
There are many calls and few people chosen people, because few can
convert happiness of health to fraternal work. See how many supplicant brothers for
help and, by the other hand, fewer workers than necessary.
Mathematics is clear and shows how much work we have hereafter, then we
invite you to take part in rows of work of Christ's cornfield.
Do it, how, how much and when you can, but always lovingly, so that happen the
transformations necessary.
May Jesus, in his infinite love help and guide our steps still shaky as trainees!
Ranieri Matias, 18/01/06

Clairvoyance: The brother saw me aware of that scene and said: The group
brought here, is similar that one of resident doctors; they are spirits recently-recovered
and trained for affording assistance for disembodied spirits redeemed from prisions.
They are required for reception and selection of patients arrived by means of helping
trips taken at inferior astral, cleaning dark areas and brothers arrived from prisons.
After those explanations, I have seen a small group of thirty people, from 20 to 40
years old. They were spirits of young and strong men, redeemed yesterday and
receiving the patients today.
Shelter Servants of Jesus prepared at astral plan, a "Ward of Specialized
Service." bound for assistance of helpless patients brought from astral of prisons.
After that ward, there is an area for "mental cleaning" and rooms where the
patients live completely secluded.
The latter rooms are bound for treatment of removing "roots" of powerful
thoughts-form that can be erased of his creator's minds, but staying alive for
some time, could be attracked near to main body, as a new by-pass in his mind
and pull it back to his domain and consequent unbalance.
The relationship between the embodied prisoners and spirits free linked them
and the thoughts-form created by their own minds, form a complex plot of specialized
service and treatment.
That team seen is have recently-recovered spirits of similar situations and still
with vibration similar the helped ones, answering for them.
Peace always!
Ranieri Matias, 18/01/06
04. Acknowledgement
Clairvoyance: I saw a young man in the Garden of Health of an intraterrestrial
city. He picked some flowers and irradiated energy of gratefulness.
For sure, the words can´t express the feelings brought inner our hearts.
We five thank you the help offered us here and for sure, the other ones would like
to do the same too.
Only who suffers can evaluate how is important that help received and, you
guided by hands of God reduced our suffering.
We know that many of us made mistakes that need be redeemed through the
suffering but we want to correct them hereafter.
New life encourages us thanks you beside us as brothers and changing our lives.
We are thankful you and we´ll do our best to live better hereafter.
It needs to stop so much hate, revenge and sadness.
I was taken to a hospital of intraterrestrial city and treatead in the Garden of
Health. Authorized for workers of that place, we picked those flowers as a gift
expressing our best wishes that God gives you much health to keep at working and
helping other brothers like us.
As soon as we have permission, we want to work too.
The companions present here emit gratefulness to each one of you and we say
good- bye. May God blesses us always.

Julio, ex-prisioner, Now, Servant of Jesus, 31/03/06

7TH CHAPTER
FANTASTIC REVELATIONS

It explodes bloody battles in several parts of
the Earth, brother against brother.
It spreads the trade of faith and many
incredulous people don´t believe that High Power
runs Life in the Planet.
More and more, corruption is valued and
Life vulgarized.
All you fall under final examination.
Ranieri Matias

01 – Fiction or Reality?
At the end of May and begin of June of 2000, we received impressing revelations
through the astral trips of secret content. In that time they couldn´t be published yet
aiming at our safety (Spiritualistic Group Servants of Jesus - GESJ) and also would be
premature divulge a such transcendental knowledge.
At the moment, before the "Times Arrived" High Spirituality gave us green signal
to publish those messages, because many brothers at physical and spiritual plan
already awaited them. Although the human creatures, at the moment, can´t understand
them well, don't worry nor insist on knowing the subject, only divulge it at most by the
whole world, in that phase of "Judgment Day", when the "beasts", as quite deformed
human beings, are free from "abysmal areas" under Divine Determination, reaching the
planetary surface.
I´d like to say that, at the beginning, I own refused that request for divulging the
messages. Not for rebellion or fear of them. Simply, I hadn´t understood the content yet,
despite of countless readings I have already done.
I asked help Mahyr who elucidated the subject, which became legibler to me.
The theme is complex, new, strange, thus even that many people want to receive
these revelations, they ignore about our seven bodies.
Study, research, analyze, compare and see how the pieces fit well as puzzle.
Save Jesus, Power and Light driving us.
Margarida, GESH, May/June of 2006
02. Incredible scientific experiences
Note: Message transmitted in 26/05/00 not as usually; here the spiritualistic
medium heard and described the envents without recording in his mind.
She is unfolded, maybe working at mental superior when said:
I began meditation I felt as I were downwards an underground. I arrive at a cold
room but clean. I see several stretchers with dead and frozen human bodies there. I just
see the inferior members; the superior ones are covered with bed linen.
By the opposite side of stretcher, some beings opens the cranial box of dead
people with a tool like an opener big sizeand touching some part of the brain. It seem
the first stage of a work, when the bodies arrive and are prepared there. Something is
removed from the cranial box and thrown into the garbage; only remains the brain.
By the other side happens similar scene descrived above.
Margarida: Who are making that operation, are terrestrials like us?
A: They haven´t human appearance and have a type of armor in the column
bending them to the front, maybe for working as they are doing now. They have short
arms and very skilled hands. They seem deprived of intelligence; their actions are
mechanical and seem created for that work, as robots.
M: Are they operated by intelligent beings, maybe reptilians?
A: Those machines have a crest on head, like an antenna, maybe to control the
mind. As far as I know, those surgeons are operated by that workmanship implanted in
their heads, besides of armors on the backs. The armors are as high as top of heads at

conical shape, like an antenna guiding them, receiving orders, maybe operated by
remote control at distance.
M: What are those bodies for and why that operation?
A: Soon I see a big apparel like transparent tube. The body cleaned and the
remainder brain placed inside a big tube maybe out of gravity. In some other place,
other team removes from test tubes storaged inside the containers, at low
temperatures, small embryos of appearance no human yet. That picture reminds me of
"Alien", as if the author had accessed it for cpomposing his fiction film.
The embryo is implanted inside the brain and grow up, supplying the body
morphology, as only human organ remained from that strong and healthy original body.
The development of that tissue is prepared so that I can see embryo´upgrowth
and soon recovering the brain operation.
The brain recovers the neuronical net and such as a film, the whole body is
redone through the brain, as if this one answered for reconstruction of internal organs.
Thus the brain stimulates the embryo´s upgrowth but no human form. As regard
the external aspect, the skin and shape look like disembodied body. It is as had been
emptied that body and filled out with embryo and thence shaped up a new body from
inside to outside.
M: Where comes that embryo from?
A: From a place where they remove it and the workers seem human ones. They
have appearance of doctors, scientists and dress in white clothes. They remove the
embryos within metallic and frozen tubes where are other glass flasks, like test tubes,
containing embryos of brown color.
Some embryos removed are examined carefully and If aren´t appropriate for
implanting yet, are storaged inside metallic tube and the scientists choose the others
ready to be implanted.
M: Are those embryos from human beings, reptilians or what?
A: I am taken to other room where scientists or doctors prepared some research
by order of a Reptilian.
M: I wonder if those embryos come from genetic experiences of Reptilians?
A: There are some apparels, like computers, in that room. The scientists, after
discussing how execute plan ordered by boss, with those apparels they ckeck several
genetic maps and information on chromosomes. I see something relative to chickens.
Through that computer program, they cross the information of chicken genes and of
other animals quickly. The informations appear on the screen, as if they were already
programmed for some combinations, as if the program already knew what was looking
for fitting them, like a puzzle, starting from data already existent about several animals.
The new being doesn't look like any animal or being known.
M: What for hybrid creatures?
A: The insane scientists discussed how create a new being developed inside of
"empty" human bodies, so that later work as robot, however not as metallic machine. An
alive robot, created from several animals, without own will, operated by boss.
I suppose those scientists are embodied ones and connected with reptilians.
M: Had those scientists lost own will or are hypnotized doing those crimes?
A: They are coerced however don´t worry, doing everything in the name of
science, though, they don't know what is the final product. That is the challenge to

create a being as were God. They can´t define an specific animal or creature due the
combination of several genes. They can´t do that or don't want to solve that aspect,
wheres only the human form interests them.
Along of the process, they remove some tissue which doesn't allow specif form to
the being developed. It is a tissue for filling of human body, able to get a body, but
unable of taking own decisions.
My Guardian take me back to previous room, where the works go on and soon
we go upwards the surface. That underground seems part of desert, where is the
"Laboratory" for researches and incredible genetic experiences.
There down is too cold, but in the surface the temperature is normal.
At that meantime, I see an airplane landing. It opens the load compartment with
new shipment of selected human bodies, packed and frozen. They are separated into
groups of sex and age. The most of them are men, few women and all are adults. They
are strong and have healthy appearance what means they weren´t old or sick.
M: I wonder if the human ones had natural death or were murdered?
A: The airplanes unload packages that later are taken to that Laboratory
descrided above and soon takes off . I see a "silver thread" linked the bodies.
If they are linked with silver "thread' t they are alive. Maybe they injested some
medicine or injection to put them at cataleptic state.
I went in that cold room and the bodies seemed separated from spirit. The silver
thread keeps at shining.
M: They create a battalion of robots good for them and harmful for human ones.
A: The energy for this communication is over, therefore Intus thanks you and
explains that the spiritualistic mediums only see and describe the scenes, without
keeping them in the mind, because the subject is dangerous at this moment.
M: We are thankful his trust too and when permitted, we divulge the revelations.
A: Intus confirms this transmission form can´t be recorded in my mind.
M: How awful thing happens in the world behind the back stages. Who shows
this for you?
A: Intus, an Extraterrestral. (He is guardian of spiritualistic medium)
M: Ask him what for those creatures created by crazy scientists.
A: Intus answers that is serious subject and can´t be revealed yet, just to protect
the Group.
M: Thus we have done up to now.
A: Intus adds that when come under "their" notice they are being exposed and
unmasked, for sure may attack hardly. In the appropriate moment, we divulge the
informations.
M: Of course, publishing them throughout the world at the same time.
03. Gadually Revealing the occult
Explanation: After written the first part of this book, our guardians proposed us
don´t eat any product of origin animal, over the next fortnigh, whereas, our physical
bodies needed be cleaned of dense energy.
So we have done until we received the other massages.

Hereafter we describe about the hard reality that has been happening behind the
backstages and we only could access it while we were sleeping and with our bodies
cleaner of animal toxins.
Thence continues the work, described by an spiritualistic medium with his body
subtiller than the astral one and then could see the scenes described as follows:
They explain us that over the previous fortnight we were at work.
Some of us arrived firstly and other ones later, because they were executing
some task at distant place.
It seems another Planet: arid, of brown color even remaning the rust color
in that landscape.
Margarida: Have we visited the Intruder Planet?
Spiritual medium: No, it is another place. Our Instructor tells me that isn´t
allowed to identify mentally where is that space. (Now we know it is the original
Planet Reptilians, world extinguished since millions of years)
The density is so high that, often, it seems physical matter, however lacks
superior permission to become matter.
I can see our team arriving at different moments and stopping somewhere.
Afterwards, comes to meet us, a Being unlike of animal though similar to human form,
dressing in black, with a lance in the hand, mounted in a black horse and so aggressive.
He has sharp teeth and horse body, even having human appearance. I notice he is a
deformed man, enslaved and subdued by that horseman.
M: Is that black horseman who attacked us during a vigil in Setiba, when
Commander Setun Shenar defended us with strong barrier?
R – Maybe. He is the Guardian of those places, because when noticed our
presence, he moved forward. Despite of short distance he can´t reach us.
We stopped long time, praying, awaiting the right moment, instruction or order to
go ahead. I don't know how long of those 15 days we worked there.
Several of us were executing other tasks before arriving there and, at meantime,
strengthening as Group avoiding any disorder that could be fatal to our group. The
exhibition is too strong due to dense energy there.
I begin to see, at distance, how we have moved forward, unitentionally. That
scene remind me of Hebrews crossing by Red Ocean, due dense energy moving us
ahead, opening roads by invisible hands and the Black Horseman didn´ t reach us.
Afterwards I see a type of Castle, like a shadowy house.
M: Are we dressing as warriors?
R - Not. We are dressing in blue and white tunic and sandals, with no accessory.
We went on towards the entrance of that castle where is supposed to have
something awful hidden. Other beings appear, mounting on horses, apparently less
strong and powerful than the first one. They are armed and dare attack us, without
sucess. Maybe there is an invisible glass covering the road hindering him reach us. We
go ahead calmly, despite of intransigent persecution.
All we were voliting, forming only one body as far as main door.
The big door is black, maybe of wooden, but, at the same time isn´t a door. It is
a dimensional portal of negative and dreadful vibration.
M: I wonder if has happened much magic work over there?
A: I am frightened to enter in.

M: Let´s get over and get in later.
A: The group stop right before the door. At meantime, we knew we would meet
somebody very important belonged the Darkness Darkness.
We stopped some time after the walking to get over and receive orientations.
Maybe the "Dimensional Portal" links the inferior plan. We entered in and crossed the
space and great was the surprise, when we identified that castle as possible cave.
There, we could see the most several types of dark spirits.
I heard awful screamsand saw dark abyss, pictures of cruel, horrendous
sacrifices projected by everywhere. I don't know if that scenario was created by insane
minds arrested there or if they had lived that situation indeed, or the both process
simultaneously.
Maybe the beings' minds recalling of memories went on in the past, cleaning out
the worst instincts in order that frighten the other beings there.
Our group stayed together, despite of everything awful seen. Ahead, everything
was empty.
There was only that abyss with beings hovering in the air with images projected.
Everything else was too dark, as if there was no perspective, beyond of darkness.
We stayed for long time near to the gate, praying, recovering energies and
receiving new orientations coming from High spirituality.
When ended the light from High, our team as only one body, moved forward,
crossing by darkness, courageously.
Below us, we didn't see any ground. The space was completely dark. The beings
surroundings were the same descrived before. The noise was so strong that seemed to
break bones, skin and body. All the images from those Beings´minds showed blood,
tortures, wars and so on, projected on space.
At that meantime, we were together involved with light. Thence, we began going
down, as if we were inside an invisible elevator, linked to the High through a Ship at
distance, emitting a bright string involving the group.
While we went down fastly, I felt something pressing my neck and also each one
of our Group felt something similar in some part of the body, as we´re recalling
memoreies about our own deaths and crimes went on in the past.
M: Once, Ramatis told us, by message, that we would face our past time.
A: That descent touched our unconscious, as if we were inside a very dark and
too deep tunnel, while memories appeared about that body descending which I could
feel clearly and fearless. I felt having my throat cut. It was strange and didn´t incite
fear, pain, nor nothing either. Though I could feel my neck, as well as the others
companions felt in some part of their bodies.
Suddenly, we stopped, as we were reached the center of the Earth, plenty of
magma, incandescent rocks, much yellow color as everything were melted and too hot.
The string connecting us to the Ship, undones; we fell strong and firm there.
We went ahead volitating, always together as only one body. At short distance
there was a space like a cave. I noticed the presence of "Being" there, but I couldn´t
identify it yet, as if that space or cave were the own Being.
I heard unpleasant and frightening sounds. I don't know how describe them:
guttural, strange, husky and terrible sounds. Suddenly, right before us, it seemed the
whole energy were converged to single point and, at high speed with different forms.

They thought deeply about any animal form and modified quickly. It is as if the whole
space left from those energies, and even could form molecules of a body. That body
changed its form quicly. Now has human form and seems to be a scientist. He has body
and present something in his eyes, which I can´t understant what is.
That was body adult and bald man. He disappears and appears easily. He
shapes up as very thin and poor African.
I heard an awful laughter. “He” seems flying by that whole space where we are
and is his house too. Each piece of that space is part of his body as he wants.
For a fortnight we just as observers.
It is very difficult to explain how we didn´t touch in nothing, as if we were in the
air. Our team was involved by bluish and beautiful light, together and firm for our
objective, maby for 5 days.
M: Just for observation?
A: Yes.
M: Master Ramatis told us previously that we should stay silent there and record
everything that he needed.
A: We can´t explain well how is the "scientist."
He is a Being and, at the same time, several beings. Maybe unfolded in many
others ones and that process gives him a big size before our eyes.
How strange! What I suppose to be him, it´s just a part of him, maybe mental
projection, handling the molecules of atmosphere and creating what he wants.
We are face to face. He laughs a lot of everything. Actually, It seems an
emptiness, it doesn't exist a being materialized and defined individuality. I can´t see him
clearly; though, he is the whole atmosphere; the whole atmosphere is he own. My mind
can´t understand that, but so I feel. (It wasn´t to be understood indeed).
We leave that place, after five days just observing, capturing, recording all the
events, connections ans separation of fluidical material which he manipulated
mentally, creating those countless strange forms.
M: Is he own who manufactures that material?
A: He can´t. He receives it from some plant located above where we are.
We set off upwards. It seems the point to be reached is out of that space.
At short distance, I see something like a hill which top has a type of tube; several
big beings arrive and throw things over there, but I don't know what.
Those people look like the ones appeared after the great black Horseman, but,
they are black and smaller.
I don't know if that "smaller" represents size or power. Maybe Power. They bring
some big tools similar clod-crusher, which tip have a substance not solid nor pasty, but
hard. From there, that substance crosses by a tube.That material seems a bunch of tied
hay of dark gray color.
M: Is that the raw material used by that scientist?
A: Yes.
M: Where comes from and what is,if it is already processed?
A: Yes, it comes already processed and ready.
Now we left to a type of plant, where is prepared that raw material, at large load.

We are approaching the Earth. That plant is not far from were we have been
before, and yes closer the Earth. The reason for that is the payment for material
received that, for its turn, is the own matter.
It comprises two parts: first: payment of workers; secondly: driven to scientist.
We made the inverse road coming back now.
After the arrival of material, it is separated the fluid vital given to workers, as
payment.
Those workers seem beings still attached to the matter, disembodied spirits, very
different from those beings of that place we have been.
Now, far from them, for sure, the horseman and the scientist are other type of
beings. Otherwise, the plant employees look like human beings.
M: Where comes that material from?
A: Now seems that we are at the bottom of the plant, where the final product is
packed and delivered for that place, maybe to Earth.
The plant is placed in the Earth, though where the bunches are driven, I think
isn´t our Planet.
The product seems of human bodies triturated by a big blender (11)
(11) Note of GESH – Along of first semester of 2006, some barbaric actions
happened here in Vitoria/ES that not even the "primitive barbarians of our civilization"
had practiced. Cell companions has decapitated a prisoner and boned him. Also, at
another occasion, they killed and quartered to too small pieces and collected by a
wheelbarrow."See who has eyes of seeing.".
I see arriving at that plant human bodies already cut. I´m not sure if they are
physical or astral bodies.
As for my insights, those bodies belong to people fell under addictions, passions
and hate. Even after died, due the choices using free will, didn´t avoid the destiny that
awaits them. They still have large load of fluid vital. Many of them, even unware of their
current disembodied state are killed and cut in that plant and taken to other section,
where are triturated. Thenceforth, as we already as we already described: is separated
a part for payment of services and the other one to that place where we have been.
I can´t understand that whole process, however the image is clear about the
obligation of those people. Why does that happen? Were they extinguised as human
beings, immortal spirits?
M: Not, because we have the other bodies. I believe that process aims at astral
body, the main body.
A: At that meantime, I can see people kidnapped and arrested. Some are cut and
sent to production section. The other ones are storaged in capsules, in which inject a
product, little by little, transforming the bodies to reptilian embryos. They are emptied in
their essence and transformed to beings without human spark. I don't know how explain
it , they are as cold as animals.
When are removed from capsules, they are already embryos, nestlings.
In that moment, appears image of other work, where were injected embryos in
human ones; maybe the both works are connected.
And also has another production section. While the material run to one side, the
capsules are led to other side, receive treatment and emerge as small nestlings, but
already with lizard form.

For whom, at the moment, make negative choice, can´t imagine where are going,
after disembody.
The work accomplished during that period goes far. Much more we have seen,
for the time being, they won't show anything else.
04. Awakening consciences: Preparatory stage for transition
Fraternal greetings.
We are working with you in Christ's Cornfied, redeeming work, for whom accept it
at several spiritual graduations.
Many brothers are engaged to Planetary Transition. To awake consciences of
reincarnated in the Earth is preparatory stage forTransition and have to be
accessible for all of the creatures.
It is comprehensible your hipothesis that several minds materialized can´t
understand this reality yet. However, we affirm you, that seed thrown inner each heart
may blossom, offering necessary spiritual content to renewal and redemption of each
son of God. Your task with us, aims at spreading seeds so that fall in the most of
the soils.
The task bound for laymen, receivers of messages addressed you, is to cultivate
the land, becoming it fertile and favorable for arrival of Divine Power through the
messages sent for you. Each one seed means a package of energy and know-how,
representing survival while there is shortage and madness.
The human minds, daily, are more distant from effluviums of Christ´s Love, not
finding anchorage for upgrowth in the fertile lands of Universe.
Then, the Evolved Spirituality, skilled Engineers, space Teams, planned to send
Seeds of Light and chose the human hearts and minds like fertile land to be sowed, so
that the roots anchor there, through the Protecting and Loving Light of Christ.
They endeavour so that the upset spirits don´t become easy objects to darkness
that, by its turn, insist on submit the human ones to dense plots of inferior passions
feeding their terrible purposes for dominance over the terrestrial inhabitants.
Thence, it needs to divulge the messages, so that, in appropriate moment, can
be accessed, approaching children and parents again, even who withstand power of
renewed love. They should also stand a change of receiving the divine blessing of
redeeming knowledge, at the last hour of this Planet.
We are at your disposal, for explanations and questions necessary.
Margarida: As regard the material to be published, received in 2000, we´d like to
enclose it at the end of work on prison since it is legible to the reader.
Mahyr: The reptilians, as you know, left their original Planet completely destroyed
due greed and extreme violence, seeking other Orbe, where clean out their primitive
instincts. They didn't abandon their planetary house forever; before yes, together with
Beast, they transformed a part of that area which you have visited before.
The orginal Castle that now appears in this Planet was inhabited by insane
creatures, where up to now develop researches which aims at materialization and
dominance over life in the Earth.
Using advanced technology they insist on creating appropriate physical bodies in
Planet Earth, so that can express their belligerent and overbearing spirits. Reptilians,

associated with Beast (the Apocalyptic Beast arrested in abysmal area) and also
created net of inferior energy here for their negative purposes.
The matrix is linked directly to this net, as well as, the energy in your Planet can
be transmitted bysatellites and also the production of negative energy, coming from
their original Planet, acessing your world, by "negative portals" operated by those
terrible creatures.
Margarida: Is there that matrix in original Planet of Reptilians yet?
Mahyr: Yes.
Margarida: Hadn´t neither Planet and people developed along of millions of
years?
Mahyr: Despite of whole advanced technology, they can´t recreate Life yet. They
are like vampires sucking the vital fluids by everywhere.
They believe to be able, in a new Planet, to discover formula magic of creation.
They believe that, even being dark beings they won't destroy the Planet again or
extinguish the Life, as have done with their original world.
They believe able to recreate Life, control the energy power in the Earth,
keeping it at low vibration and also produce harmful and heavy violence, hate,
luxury, fear, pain and so on.
In additional to that, they suppose to find the mechanism to control creation of life
at low vibration, they can rebuild in the same harmful conditions in their Orbe.Thence,
they can cross by space, inhabiting other Orbes, reproducing the bad plan, saciating
their perverse nature. Here is the reason why they don´t destroy one another; they
believe that having the formula of creation the have the shole Universe. They don´t
need fighting for this or that Planet or this or that home, whereas, each one can be
Prince of Darkness in his own Planet, controling, enslaving the faithless creatures,
sucking them energies emanated from violence, hate, fear, pain, sex and of other
several practices of perversion.
Only interest them foolish pleasures forever.
Then we say again, they have associated to the Beast daring to face the Divine
Laws, supposing be possible to perpetuate everywhere the ill-nature, withstanding the
Law of Progress, always feeding on human decadence and low passions.
As you can see, they are insane and infantile minds. Only fall to the creator
determination of values and infinite progress.
No more, they can penetrate into your Orbe, using their standard apparels of
locomotion: spaceships. Thence, they develop technique of communication at distance
and delivery of heavy energies, changing its road, like garbage recycled in the space,
crossing by Cosmos and reaching the portals of the Earth. The magnetic attraction
and negative form in the Planet keep at supplying the magnet that still allows
arrival of negative power. Thus, the "portals" stay working and, at the same time,
supplying the negative net involving the Earth. As well as, there are the Forces of in
your Orbe, a power Plant that receives and delivers high load, at too small scale,
though overpowering also have Darkness Power that receive and spread
negative energies throughout the Orbe.
The point of convergence of the both forces is only to inferior area where
Beast linked with everything negative that happens and arrives in the Earth.

The destruction of protecting layer of ozone isn´t the only result of pollution in the
physical plan, but also of harmful presence of "negative power" penetrating the orbe
coming from the original Castle.
Margarida: We joined all material with revelations that our sister brought and if
aren´t legible yet, we make questions again. Thank you Sister.
Mahyr: We know how is hard your task at physical plan due human ignorance
attached to material goods.
Who longs for spiritual progress, he receives the revelations and, even don't
understand them at once, it needs time enough for germination of knowledge. who
didn't get ready, may suffer different reactions. However, no one of both attitudes
change the reality, the Net of Negative Power increases in your Planet and have to be
stopped at once. It needs to know a such reality just how it presents among of us now.
We hope that Peace of Mister of Worlds involves all you, strengthening, helping
and encouraging when necessary.
We are always with you. Here speaks Mahyr.
Margarida: We thought was Count Rochester! How are you and Ysh-Wan?
Mahyr: Count Rochester is the intermediary of this work. Not even the teams
engaged to the plan after of yours, at the beginning couldn´t reach nor understand the
whole information arrived.
The histories described are the main door of a world quite ignored by
embodied ones in your Planet up to now. Helped by Venerable Joanna of Angelis,
the psychological content was chosen so that, gradually, was introduced to the readers
about the invisible and we add: terrible. In another time, we wouldn´t endeavour to bring
you that knowledge, however, at the moment, before the Transition, all of the people
need recognize how are tied with "Negative Power".
We don't intend disturbing you, only due the extreme violence increases more
and more, it needs understand how "harmful energies" reaches the creatures.
We have just told you a part of the whole presented us. We understand the
difficulties raised for this process of transmission, reception and popularization of our
messages. We hope that all you understant them too necessary for spiritual upgrowth
along of this Planetary Transition.
Margarida: For whom believe faithfully.
Mahyr: It doesn´t matter. It needs each one working lovingly for the whole
humanity.
May Jesus, Divine Governor, help us to face the hard daily routine necessary.
Save the Light, save Master Jesus!
Mahyr (extraterrestrial one) 05/05/06
05. How and why intruding Reptilians

I see Count Rochester quite serious. He stares me and says:
Fraternal greetings!
Q: Are you ready to go downstairs to the abyss, where originate orders of
atrocious dominance over your prison compound?
A:Yes brother.

CR: It is the Reptilian headquarter that command the prisons.
In those inferior cities placed in abyss, we met a “Movable Command
Center" of depravities thrown on crowds of prisoners.
From those places starts commands, plans and orders of daily routine in
the prisions and the best usage of large spectrum of energies coming from there.
- A bath of light is prepared for us. A neglectful observer wouldn´believe that so
tenuous protecting layer was covering our bodies. The fine layer is more powerful at
defense of our bodies and minds than the thicker bar of steel you know.
Force isn´t so important as materials and load of energy used to create it. Even
narrow and transparent, only we can look around. By outside, either Being or
technology can detect us.
We use an extraterrestrial workmanship, produced with unknown material in the
Earth, constituted of microporos and threads hindering to transpose the mesh formed.
Two forerunners follow us, opening way. They also covered with same material,
but are individual apparels like motorcycles.
That mean of transport don´t make noisen and floats as were moved by wind.
At the moment, we are visiting a prision and soon pass by a stony stairway, used
by a Reptilian which we´ll follow him.
We began go down and see the big reptilian, maybe coordinator-boss, checking
the daily routine of the prison. Happy he writes something and goes away.
The air here down oppresses us. A cry fell on my ear and I asked Count
Rochester if there was beings there and he answers:
A: The underground of all the big Brazilian prisons have torture cameras for
production and upkeep of harmful energies.
Q: Even wanting to change that reality at physical plan, firstly, shouldn´t they
turn off and destroy those cameras?
A: Yes. However, there is no intention to clean the prisions up to now.
The prisions became battlefields, defined, delimited and hidden from where the
Reptilians get food for surviging until subdue the Planet as they want.
Q: If they could subdue the Planet, the terrestrial life would be the same which
happens in the prisions, now?
A: Yes. But would be larger the crimes and delinquency.
See how many poor fellows live in adversity, so that, slowly, supply loads of
precious vital energy for those insane creatures.
When involved by vibrations of fear, anguish, pain, hate or desire, the vital
energies of those hapless ones handling by powerful workers and later become
workmanships and warlike machines, instruments of prisons and torture, means of
communication and other useless apparels.
Q: I see flashes of more women than men here. What does it mean?
A:That area is bound for liberation of the lowest energies in cameras of torture,
coming from women who ignored their sublime condition as creators of life and
preferred the empty cult of beauty and luxury.
The trip goes on as far as some centers, where old steam engine are operated
by countless strong slaves.
Q: Which place is that? Why are they here?

A: This area is a battlefield. The heat produced here by burning of specific fuel,
heats the air reaching those people of low energy such as: hate, revolt and violence.
The nervous system suffers quickly the arrival of air in lungs; Soon the human beings
are involved by that aggressiveness.
Q: Are there strange birds flying over us?
A: The environment here is inhabited by strange species of flying reptiles, like a
crow, primitive animal from Planet of Reptilians. They always follow a Reptilian. They
are like pet useful as watchdogs and hunting animals.
After the explanation, we continued downstairs and soon I hear a strange snore.
Count rochester says: They are factories.
Q: Which factories?
A: Factories of "beings'" as result of researches accomplished by Reptilians.
When a research makes sucess, the informations are addressed to Headquarter that at
once, sends the material for production line in up-to-date factory.
From here leave robots, mummies, ghosts, animals and transgenical
plants. The mutilation is daily routine here. The most important is having them
deformed.
We went on crossing by dark, fetid and awful underground of prisons.
Count Rochester, 10/03/06
06. The Castle of Horrors
- We arrived and stopped in front of a medieval castle, maybe that one we have
been before, at work and guided by Count Rochester who says:
- New visit, now checking carefully details in that insane center. It is right that, in
your society, crowds are forgotten: people inhabiting streets, children abandoned and
lost, patients abandoned by relatives and kept as prisoners, due the Karmical Law
necessary for readjustment.
Lots of those brothers are completely ignored by your society and don't take part
in social statistics. They live alone and hapless living in adversity.Even so, appear
insane specialists interested on usurping their energies.
The cases are studied throughly and each embodied living in adversity soon is
arrested by perverse creatures.
The Reptilians subdue the Planet Earth since long time, when the human
species at leas hadn´t the current characteristics yet.
The human embryo was taken as happy promise placed inner wild bodies
of primitive men. The arrival of extraterrestrial civilizations in the terrestrial surface
longed for populate the Planet. The Reptilians also docked here longing for primary
energy.
Like pirates of space earthwards taking with them, for several trips, loads
of energy, while thei Planet already agonized. They took round trips longing for
withstand the Law of Destruction deflagrated in their original Orbe, due extreme
greed of theirs.
After millions of years living in the Earth, the reptilians made progress of genetic
experiences for creation of meat body, able to inhabit the Reptilian race.
Their primitive Planet, Ork, was extinguished after devastating action of military
spirists and scientists experts in dealing chemical and biological components.

Experts in imminent destruction, draw up a programm, seeking other Orbe,
where could settle down a new race of chosen ancestry and high mental powership.
During one of those trips taken to the space, they discovered the Earth. Here, they
collected materials to be checked about the compatibility with their future plans.
The militancy with excess of aggressiveness is constant mark of that people. In
case of need and anxious to take advantage of explosions of pure energy in the Planet
under development , they placed underground bases here to exploit the Planet Earth.
Q: Mister, why Evolved brothers who brought those deportees here didn't avoid
the arrival of hair-raising creatures here?
A: Only Providence Divine, perfect, fair and wise could allow the balanced
instauration of antagonistic forces in this Planet.
On´t forget that, despite of covered with rude, hard and awful crust, the Reptilians
are also creatures of God, thence our brothers under learning process driven by loving
Father.
Their ill-nature show the delay and obstinacy for hate and, by other hand,
advanced inteligence, pride and uncontrollable rebelliousness. After all, the survivors of
that race are those whose characteristics remained stronger. When that people
perished, the great majority, through the pain and in need of all the physical resources,
they broke the crust of hate adhered to their bodies and, the most intelligent ones,
instead of suffering the exile, they simply looked for new land.
While the Instructor was speaking, I have seen the people of that world suffering
diseases and also degradation of environment invading the whole Planet. The hard
reptilian the main characteristic of that people, split into several parts and many of them
got free from that hair-raising appearance. It seemed that had happenend "planetary
transition" there.
Q: Is it right my analysis about those events?
A: Yes. For sure, they were monitored by Power of Light. The people no so large
perished, and at that time, the task of Evolved Spirituality was only help people of Ork.
The both Planets, Earth and Ork and have similar frequencies in their original
composition.
Q: What has happened with Planet Ork, after extinguished that race?
A: Planet Ork became an artificial sterile Planet caused by human talent. As far
as I know, in the near future it shelter spirits of vampires, so that the process of
regeneration imposed by Law to the human mind defragrate the renewal of own Planet.
When is concluded that stage, a planetary cycle, the vibratory polarity of Ork is
recovered for receiving old inhabitants again, to regenerate the Planet.
They will be inhabitants of Reptilian Race and also beings of other races whose
karma approaches of Reptilian, as it happens in the Earth, at present time.
The Highest commands of Reptilians will be linked to their original Planet
until that people have concluded the hard learning due bad habits went on in the
past. Thus they have to redeem themselves, facing the negative mental siege
contrary to the renovating force of love, as happens in the Earth now.
The "Being" chained by Divine Power at the bottoms of the Land had its
background that resembles of Reptilians. Exiled from its original Planet, for
millennia, lived here enjoying the energies of the Planet and at same time
destroying it coldly.

When rebelled against God in their own Planet, they already had a mental talent
so developed and dared to subdue the "Command of Power of the Nature". Their
wisdom after long time are recorded in the space due misuse at several and different
ways that you at least imagine.
The reptilian specie developed and constituted "large army of followers", until
they were defeated by apocalyptic fights in the Orbe where lived and was condemned.
Its strategies were limited, but the mental performance increased, in agreement with
Balance of Worlds Plan, that uttered the norms of settlement for antagonistic forces of
same intensity in a primitive Planet. In those Planets that balance impels the progress.
Reptilians fell under negative magnetism of "Beast" living here, linked
energetically with "her", they landed here at aims to settle down their new race.
Planet Earth since the origin is governed by creative mind of Jesus Christ,
wasn´t bound for sheltering perverse race. I had been created for shelter, without
exception, helpless souls for hard learning and searching for upgrowth.
Master Jesus allowed the Sidereal Engineers to shelter each helpless soul for
evolution, cleaning out past mistakes. Thus, the exiledof other orbes landed here.
Q: Did Reptilians come voluntarily attracked by Beast and followers chained at
bottoms of terrestrial abyss?
A: Yes. Initially, interested on this Planet, the reptilians tried at high costs, to
reincarnate at third dimension, as human ones, without sucess.
They ignored that Jesus' purposes couldn´t be modified by any other power.
Up to now, they strive to reincarnate and subdue the whole Planet, which efforts
proved useless, whereas, the Planetarium Christ´s mind forged inner fibers of this Orbe,
his condition and of whom are authorized to reincarnate here.
Because of their banckrupt vanity, Reptilians aided by Beast, they dared to
execute macabre experiences to produce and liberate energies for their own pleasure,
and render concrete their plans in the hope of be winners.
After destruction of dinosaurs, prototypes of their species settled down in
the Earth, using corpses in good state, they began to produce robots operated
by mental power.
The castle where we have been, was created since Inquisition, when were
tortured and killed countless creatures, supplying large negative load used by reptilians.
Since that time, Reptilians were associated with leaders of church, just for greed
and powership.
Their clandestine civilization in the Earth increased during important historical
moments, such as period of Inquisition, spreading by the whole Orbe, diseases like
black plague and Spanish influenza, wars, mainly the Second World War, when they
were the main mentors of bloody and absurd slaughters.
The shadowy castle at astral plan serves for research, using volunteers for their
macabre experiences.
Although growing slowly, that place where is settled down the headquarter,
always represented emblematic symbol of powership and suffering.
Let´s come in.

Clairvoyance: At distance, I saw a drawbridge being lowered. Some worker
would go up. Quickly, mentally, we went to that place so that we could follow him,
without be noticed.
The air was dense and the walls had awful pictures.
There was large scenes of conflicts and wars carved as panels and, at the same
time, presenting the worst and more painful could suffer the human being. Collective
murders of children in front of their sufferer mothers, torture of slaves arrested to the
trees, collective hangings, bonfires burning women arrested and other vile pictures
decorating hall of the castle.
We were invisible. The forerunners were with us, avoiding traps here and there
against of intruders.
When a trap was detected, we avoided it. We arrived at wide living room with
several doors, in which center, there was a swastika drawn on the ground, like a six tips
star. Afterwards Count Rochester said:
Each door drive us to a ward of castle for specific work. We may visit just some
of them, explaining you the nature about we have seen and the consequences.
Clairvoyance: We crossed by the first door and went downstairs. The air was
so dense that badly could breath. One forerunner gave us masks. A woman´s cry felI
on my ear : help! help! Rochester informed that was a trap, for capturing Workers of
Light, when approached that woman and thence arrested by black and dense net of
hair-raising creatures.
I saw a "laboratory" very well equipped. At the bottoms, several cages with
animals. The most of them were calm, though their eyes denoting sadness and much
pain, they were forced to be there.
I was stunned to see human bodies together with animals caged. Men and
women, nude, long hair and beard, seeming to be there since long time.
They observed what happened in the laboratory. On the tables, I could see
guinea pigs with belly opened, the vital organs exposed and needles with tubes in the
tip dived within some substances.
Other ones had the natural organs changed to artificial and with open body too.
A porcupine, stimulated mechanically, bristled and retracted its thorns, while the
electrodes turned on in its brain was registering the cerebral waves.
That was a room of genetic researches, where studies were accomplished aim at
discovering the nature of some procedures and actions of some substances.
From that section started informations about the change of organs and members,
implants and other genetic modifications. Everything was monitored over there.. The
human beings caged were awaiting the moment of serving those insane scientists. For
the time being, just their blood and other liquids of body had been used.
Some guinea pigs, including human ones had bodies mutilated. Count says:
The experts in misuse of several beings for their hair-raising experiences.They
intend to discover a body which characteristics shelter their insane souls to reincarnate.
Going back by same road, we went in another cell, arriving at living room where
we crossed by other door. This itinerary had small slopes with traps for moving away
the intruders. Even before, we heard screams and supplications for help.

The agony and suffering was daily routine there. We saw a torture camera with
human bodies arresteded, handled by skilled and cold Reptilians.
The victim, while was tortured, usually a man or a woman, liberated of the mind a
viscous black substance from the organ or member hurt.
The slippery substance was stored in cups dispersed by strategic points below
the head and organs hurt.
The fetid mass, like a home made past fermented was placed on a long table.
We went to third room with strong stink of blood. One of the forerunners gave us
a strong substance to scrape against the nose and later we used hygienic masks. The
room reminded of a slaughterhouse. There, a portion of blood was separated and kept
as liquid, other part became smoked sausage and the third one was separated as
blood components. I saw several carcasses of pig and boar there.
Thence we went to room with machines. The pig carcasses were sent there,
where were cut and soon triturated by those machines and at last, stored in big bowls.
At the bottoms of that room was an excentric creation of pigs. Some had human
heads, other human feet and the other ones even with human parts forming monsters.
The fourth room had the most several animals forced to practice sex among
themselves and even with human beings.
The Reptilians wanted transgenic insemination. Some animals were tied each
other, with genital organs coupled. At the same time, chemical injections and electric
discharges stimulated mechanically the muscles.
The whole atmosphere was walled with cameras and everything seemed be
recorded and transmitted. The Reptilian working there smiled and enjoyed that scene.
The beings were exploited until were worn out later discarded.
In the other rooms, I could see parts of human bodies sewn to bodies of
Reptilians. I saw beasts caged eating human beings. Machines of trituration receiving
pieces of human bodies and producing a product to feed other beings. That was a
"castle of horrors." Indeed.
We left that hair-raising place and even Count Rochester was down. By my
insight, he was unfolded and in another place, while we were visiting castle. Something
so serious seemed to be happening. As he was capturing my thoughts, he said:
- The world ignore the nature of Beings with which work. Great powerships
of many countries uphold pacts of cooperation with those hair-raising creatures
(Reptilians), that idealized, built and uphold the castle for their insane genetic
experiences.
They want, at high costs, to accelerate a large world conflict. It is the
Beast's desire and also of some governments.
Poor governments handled by Reptilians, prepared a programme for explosion
nuclear and deflagrate a world conflict, which must be avoided at once.
They are insane, foolish and retrograde creatures. By chance, do they think that
perverse Beings would divide the reign with mankind taken as inferior species?
The prisons today are strongholds of darkness. They feed and are supllied by
huge activity of that "Castle". From there, starts the threads driving the atrocious
products to prisons.

They monitore whole delivering net until the final destiny. Gas pipes directly
connectes to cells. Remainders of tortures are dematerialized in laboratories and
materialized in kitchen of prisons.
Selected blood with violent energy information is injected in many prisoners, in
their astral bodies, while are sleeping.
The images of orgies and perverse practices are transmitted over and again to
prisoners' brains chosen for that end.
When those prisoners no more can be kept in prisions, they become good
copies of perfidious behavior of "Reptilian Mentors."
The animals modified are thrown into the nature, in order that test the resistance
and survival strength.
Thence can be detected, by your scientists, new and strangers style of life.
We hope that, never, no one of you meet those hair-raisingcreatures.
Count Rochester, 11/03/06
07. The headquarter of Reptilians
Shaped up from inferior feelings and vile thoughts, the structures of that
castle, where is placed the headquarter of Repitileans, have density similar to the
matter, under special conditions, counting on some alignment of stars and
satellite of the Earth, increase more and can be materialized for some hours.
The negative conditions of structure of this castle are kept under merciless
pains imposed on human and no human (animals), answering for the most
primitive desires of “Beast” commanding the operation together with Reptilians.
While that place is materialized and, only on those occasions, embodied ones
can be led there, as slaves and guinea pigs, by order of mentors of evil sheltered there.
Q: What happens with whom arrives alive, when the castle is dematerized again?
A: Even before that happens, it needs to kill the hapless ones and sucked their
vital energies and fresh blood, for vile purposes as we have already showed you.
Such occasions are considered as "celebration" when the "Beast" with dark
appearance visit the servants, feeding their inferior and morbid purposes.
The own Beast, unfolded mentally, sucks the heart blood to strengthen and
renewal, whereas, by itself, could suffer fuidical decomposition, due its too negative
mental activity. It needs of fresh meat to restore its structures, already worn out.
Q: How are the conscious human beings taken there?
A: By and large, they are driven awoke and arrested, recruited by satanic sects,
the collectors and followers of Master of Darkness.
Don´t doubt, the Beast is poweful, has sagacious intelligence, which desire
of revenge and dominance is implacable. Hapless who falls in its infernal claws.
Q: Could we know when happens that event and where is placed that castle?
A: Seek that continent where happened the worst bloody barbarisms of this
humanity; where the blood spilled on the land, forming rivers and underground lakes
with precious liquid of life; where moans and screems still sound as sad and fateful
song of regret. There, you find, in middle of half-died grass, burned by low vibration, the
basis of old ruin, whose walls and facades, towers and underground basements existed
at physical plan and at astral plan stay alive and inhabited up to now.

It is a "negative portal" acessing the most dangerous areas of inferior astral in
the Earth. Nothing else, we could say now, for your own safety . Permanent negative
waves from that castle are strong enough for arresting, careless minds daring to find
that place.
Throughout the Orbe there are only more two places like that, however we can´t
reveal them yet. The area is inhospitable and taken as haunted.
Everybody fear of approaching that place full of astonishing legends, became
less attractive for visitors and not even animal species and vegetables exist there.
However, the larger power of attraction acts at moon nights, when somehow, this is
aligned with other stars.
The materialization of Shadowy Castle
The full moon shines. The place where is the castle was clean, without anything
on the ground. The scenerio seems stopped by the time.
I see a group of human ones arriving at that place. All they are very thin and tall.
They dress in long layers, with hoods covering the faces and walk slowly. One of them
moves forward, touches the ground and collect some mud. He makes a ball and says
strange words.
All of the other ones come behind him. Then, appears a black horseman,
carrying a big sword. He moves anxiously, suddenly, he stops and makes a drawing in
the air with the sword and a "black portal" appears, where the people cross it. They are
few ones, around ten, but have with them other group of men, women and children,
hypnotized. The latter ones are prisoners to be sacrificed in the ritual of materialization
of the castle.
Afterwards, they cross by a black portal, sit down making a circle, take strange
equipments and begin a ritual mixing up songs, some objects, fire, air, earth and blood.
The prisoners don't take part in anything. Then, they begin to call a "Being"
whose name I didn´t understand. Soon fell under hypnose state, after suffer with
spilling of blood, and appears the Reptilian of high hierarchical ancestry, to be
worshipped. It checks the group, if there is intruder and appreciates the group of
human beings brought him as gift. Thence, he talks with coordinator, using a strange
language. The coordinator answers affirmatively and the Reptilian smiles, takes a look
at the prisoners and orders that they are sacrificed. Thence, begins an evocation at high
sound, uttering strange words. In that moment, it is thrown a black dust into the air,
forming a dark cloud and soon appears the shadowy Castle.
The castle is materialized during that ritual with dances and orgies. After was
concluded the "black party", the Reptilian says good-bye, affirming a next meeting. He
enters in the castle that, little by little, desappears as black cloud, like a magic scene.
The masked men fall on the ground, worn out, and remain long time there, while
their spirits visit the castle, at astral, creating indestructible ties with that place.
When coming back to the body, some of them are wounded or even at state of
decomposition, like a leprous ones. But they are anesthetized by "glory" after the orgy.
Dragged by that shadowy Castle, the impure hearts and minds feed those
"servants of darkness". Of course, they intend defeating us. They hope that the world

suffering oblige the soldiers of Christ go back. Thus, tireless, they spread on surface,
pain, weaknesses, sensationalism, suffering and everything else of low vibrations.
Count Rochester, 28/03/06
08 - Darkness
Brothers,
Here we bring you information about the negative beings with whom you have
get in touch during your spiritual tasks.
The knowledge is necessary so that you know about those brothers' condition,
the local characteristics, performance and, at the same time, learn how facing what we
classify as follows:
1 - Dark beings that only act at inferior astral;
2 - Obsessors of Inferior Mental Plan;
3 - Black magicians;
4 – Extraterrestrial beings of low moral graduation.
The first category composed of beings that can only transit by inferior plan Astral
and where develop their evil actions.
They can be subdivided such as:
a) Bosses or commanders.
b) Beings that work interested on offerings. They are strongly arrested to material
life and keep at practicing any abominable action, in order that receive “gifts” such as:
alcoholic drinks, blood, meat, sex, drugs and so on, thence are more and more stopped
at inferior plans.
c) Obsessors tied to facts and actions of much prejudice went on in the past
didn´t forgive the offenders yet. They are described by spiritualistic literature.
d) The other ones, among them, a large variety of inferior spirits used as robots,
by the strongest and skilled ones in their perverse activities. (we worked with that type
in our desobsession meetings).
The second category include dominance of obsessors over people's mind. They
are between Astral Plan and inferior Mental and can provoke several damages to
incautious minds, rationalists and crystallized in some negative feeling or objective.
The third category composed of Black Magicians, handling a large variety of
occult techniques. They are good at mysteries of magic and have large knowhow
about the inferior plans. Easily, they can handle the human beings of medium evolution,
in the both plans. They seduce the people for powership, goods and easy material
pleasures.They know deeply the human temper and benefit their pride and selfishness
to enslave them. They know well the road chosen and don´t worry, only powership
interest them. The fourth category you have already informed before.
Children, watch your actions, feelings, words and thoughts.
An Instructor, GESH, 19/02/99
09. Hard Work
We bring you some informations necessary for performance of your work.
It needs that all of the Beings involved with Christ's labor and redemption of that
Planet know about the events happened beyond of them and the Earth.

The reptilians of the other Orbes, declined countless times of several Planets,
and lost opportunities offered them for own upgrowth and unhappily didn't reach the
least moral graduation up to now.
They have already sucked energy of several civilizations and intend to subdue
the Planet Earth. They are good at advanced technology, cybernetics, atomic energy
and genetic mutations.
They know the natural science very well and can move forward technologically in
short time, bringing several news for fascinating the incautious beings, whom just long
for technical and material evolution but don´t have enough moral graduation to give up
their immoderate ambition for powership.
They found in that humanity of surface several open wounds, by which penetrate
like worms and assume several areas in this Planet. Since long time they have
agreements with several powerful countries.
They tried at most, dominance over this Orbe by means of war, political and
financial powership. Thence they advanced too much on genetics and atomic energy.
People of surface and also several great leaders fell under those negative
beings just for powership and dominance. But already arrived the hour of interrupting
their performance quickly, because there is a general danger which you can´t imagine.
They create true monsters, beings without evolution and spiritual life and also powerful
machines, able to disturb the Planet Earth and the whole Solar system too.
GFBU – Great Universal White Fraternity, has imposed a limit and there is a
deep and serious work for that end.
GFBU ask detachment, deep moral evolution and integration with work, so that
don´t be reached by those beings. That they vibrating at strip that can be used while
sleeping for works and combats. Brothers, wake up for seriousness of that work. You
know well, the world, as a whole, aren´t interested on evolutive work. Many people are
arrested for illusion of materialism. The awakening of consciences is an arduous work.
We need always of your efforts as developed embodied to make easy the arrival of
spiritual energies through you.
Keep on faith and trust. Now, more than never, needs much devotion to the work.
Who speaks here by projection is your brother Setun Shenar.
S - Any question?
M - Are there other groups of negative beings acting yet?
S – Yes, several groups. We have mentioned that specifically, on account of
direct influence over your science and technology. But there are countless beings
working and searching for energies, even the remainder ruins of that humanity.
Bear in mind enough knowledge that, the decadence of the people in the surface
means as wound attracting countless insects that want to sip remains of this wound.
Thence, there isn´t other way besides of much suffering to begin the redemption.
You were preparedfor attitudes necessary, hereafter. Be careful!.
The Earth suffer want of Superior Energies what makes difficult their arrival and
also of messages to this Planet. Meetings of groups are necessary, so that the
messages can be emitted. You know that everything possible, has been made at
Superior Sphere to keep united your team, but it needs larger individual effort too.

We hope that you keep on faith and perseverance but we ask you: give a step
ahead and Superior Energies will walk miles and miles towards you. Be ready because
your people needs you.
If you take a look at planetary situation nothing else would import you, but, the
Spiritual Road.
Setun Shenar
Commander substitute of Great Ashtar SheranGESH, 12/03/99
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"Remorse, acid that corrode the soul, parking it in painful fruitless afflictions.
Pardon is Father's blessed balm, healing the wounds and allowing restart.
Forgive yourself means to restart."
Gandhi
Unhappily, we don´t have a bibliography written about the subject described
through this book. Thence, we recommend you reading our Divulgations: 16, 22, 23, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 36 and 38, and in our site: www.extraseintras.com.br.
And as additional we give indications of some headlines, published between
February and June of 2006, by two main local newspapers: “A Gazeta” and
“A Tribuna”, as follows:
“A Gazeta” of 09/02/06
- Prisioner beheaded at House of Custody in Viana.
- Carandiru: Colonel absolved by Court.
- Commissary accused for stealing of weapons at Judgeship.
- Policeman shot at attempt of escapees.
“A Tribuna” of 16/02//06
- Judge orders to release 22 criminals from prision.
“A Tribuna” of 17/02/06
- Family of Policeman hostage of gang.
- Free prisioners under temporary prision.
“A Tribuna” of 18/02/06
- Prisioner jump of building during inspection.
“A Tribuna” of 23/02/06
- Shower of blows at police station - Ten prisioners skipped and destroyed Police station
of Cachoeiro. He spanked policeman and kidnapped Police of Army.
- Key stolen by fugitives in the North.
“A Tribuna” of 25/02/06
- Accused runs risk at prison.
“A Gazeta”of 03/03/06
- “It is impossible to control the prisoners´communication”.
“A Gazeta” of 04/03/06
- Prisions no more receive prisioners and Police District can do the same – “ we can´t
receive more prisioners. We have fewe policemen", said servant of police Station.

- Fugitives desappear
- 22 prisioners fugitives during carnival
- Cellular Telephone keep at using inside of cells.
“A TRIBUNA” of 04/03/06
- Judge points outs mistakes of government .
- Secretary says that system is fragile.
- “It seems we are living a war (special report).
“A TRIBUNA” of 05/03/06
- Prisioner sends order by cellular.
- Ex-prisoner describes how planned the attack.
“A Gazeta”of 05/03/06
- Electoral justice wants election to prisons – Temporary prisioners should vote for the
first time.
“A Gazeta”of 06/03/06
- Eleven fugitives in Anchieta and four are captured - A hole was dug in the wall and the
policeman taken as hostages.
“A Tribuna” of 07/03/06
- Prisioners address letter for Government.
“A Gazeta”of 08/03/06
- Prisoner commanded trade of weapons and drugs.
- Judges denounced for want of safety.
- Attacks to bus ordered from prisions.
- 160 fugitives this year
“A Tribune” of 08/03/06
- Threat of confrontations on the streets – Prisioners alert about new attacks to buses
if bosses of prisions are transferred to other states.
“A Gazeta”of 09/03/06
- Police arrest but government can´t shelter more prisioners.
- Police District crowded, prisioners are arrested in bus and police wagon.
- Secreataries of safety and Justice don't understand each other.
- Delay of permits worsens overcrowding.
“ A Tribuna’ of 09/03/06
- Police Stations overcrowded.
“A Gazeta”of 10/03/06
- Fugitives from Police Districts and Police stations increases 800% than 2005.
- Hunger strike already lasts three days.
- Tumult at Cachoeiro´s prision.

“A Gazeta”of 13/03/06
- Prisioners plan trade of drugs and weapons.
- More families of police wanted.
- Sixteen teenagers fugitives and seven are rescued by police.
- Action: invasion of prison and rescue of prisioners.
“A Tribune” of 23/03/06
- Adolescents shot in Policeman.
“A Gazeta”of 24/03/06 - Child prisioner among adults in cell of Sao Mateus.
“A Gazeta”of 25/03/06
- Adolescents prisioners among adults in other police stations - Pastoral of Children also
denounces cases in police station of Serra.
“A Tribune” of 01/04/06
- Prisioner quartered and boned.
“A Gazeta”of 01/04/06
- Prisioner killed with cruelty.
“A Gazeta”of 03/04/06
- It is possible to recover infractor.
- More than 40% of adolescents of Unip return to crime.
- State don´t without reintegration project for adolescents.
“A Gazeta”of 06/04/06
- Police Station of Cachoeiro: 69 prisioners in 4 cells.
“A Gazeta”of 07/04/06
- Business man prisioner because of mistake four days in overcrowded DPJ.
- Adolescents took 2 hostages in new rebellion.
- Government has one month to vacate Police Station of Vila Velha.
“A Tribuna” of 07/04/06
- Business man prisioner because of mistake.
- More than 700 days in prison for stealing.
- Justice orders interdiction of Police Station.
“A Tribuna” of 11/04/06
- Defensor makes collective effort at prisionsl.
- Adolescent murdered at Unip.
- Defensors inquires street sweepers as guardians.
“A Gazeta”of 18/04/06

- Prisioner quartered inside House of Passage of Vila Velha
- Policemen that used chains in prisioners are punished for torture.
“A Gazeta”of 25/04/06
- Prisioners destroy cells in Vila Velha.
“A Gazeta”of 27/04/06
- Prison of adolescent provokes tumult in Santa Tereza.
“A Gazeta”of 29/04/06
- Rebellion in Franco of Rocha is over.
“A Gazeta”of 30/04/06
- Police officers can stop service in countryside because overcharge of work: Union
alleges that some policemen answer for four units.
“A Gazeta”of 18/05/06
- PCC buys copy of secret declaration.
“A Gazeta”of 19/05/06
- Prisioners after accomplishing orders from cell.
“A Tribuna”of 19/05/06
- Senator says that PCC wants elect political.
“A Tribuna “ of 20/05/06
- Collective effort to set free 70 prisioners.
- Arrested 300 cellular telephones.
- “I enter with cellular easily" – adolescent tells how take cellular to cells.
“A Tribuna” of 21/05/06
- PCC prepare lawyers for crime.
“A Gazeta”of 21/05/06
- Powership of crime at cells.
“A Gazeta”of 08/06/06
- Justice last three days checking escapes – Troop of Special Missions didn't find 60
prisioners after checking the cells.
“A Gazeta”of 09/06/06
- 20 prisioners fugitives in Vila Velha, says Justice Secretary; investigates escaping plan
with false documents of visitors.
“A Gazeta”of 16/06/06
- Rebellion with hostages last 3 days without period to end.

“A Tribuna” of 16/06/06
- Order from the cell – Message left during attack in Serra says that thieves inside of
scrams against bosses' transfer.
“A Gazeta”of 17/06/06
- Rebelled break negotiation and one more bus is burned.
“A Gazeta”of 18/06/06
- Wave of rebellions spread to other prisons of the State.
- Prisioners ordered attacks, admits the police.
“A Gazeta”of 19/06/06
- Prisioners murder two and threaten other 22 at Viana's prison.
“A Gazeta”of 25/06/06
- Cells of "safety" in Viana can be extinguished for want of safety.
“A Tribune” of 26/06/06
- Ex-prisioners pay monthly thieves.
- Policemen receive R$1 thousand delivering messages to thieves.
“A Gazeta”of 27/06/06
- Adolescent beaten by friends inside the Unite.

